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Foreword

The Warfare Officers Career Handbook was released in 2006 to support members of the Royal 
Australian Navy’s warfare community. The handbook has proved to be a valued resource for 
warfare officers to consult as they navigate their varied careers. The handbook informs and 
stimulates consideration of career issues, specialisations and additional qualifications whilst sharing 
the historical derivation of current warfare streams. These marry together to provide contemporary 
relevance with the national and cultural context within which maritime warfare duties are 
conducted.  Furthermore, leadership and ethical matters are explored, as is the inter-relationship 
between personal attributes, values, leadership and performance.  

In the context of the Warfare Officers Career Handbook, the warfare community refers to all 
officers of the Maritime Warfare, Pilot and Maritime Aviation Warfare primary qualifications. The 
warfare community is part of the wider warfare workforce which provides specialist warfighting 
skills for Navy. With the mission of being a capable and integrated warfare community with a 
strong esprit de corp and a positive reputation amongst the Royal Australian Navy and the wider 
Australian Defence Force; the warfare workforce is making substantial workgroup and 
organisational changes as it readies itself to meet the challenges of delivering future naval capability 
as a more agile and potent future force.

Modernising our maritime capabilities will be a key focus for Defence over the next 20 to 30 years. 
The government has committed to an undertaking of the most significant transformation to the 
Royal Australian Navy since the Second World War with the renewal of all our capabilities. In line 
with the ‘once in a generation’ level of modification, the Warfare Officers Career Handbook will be 
reviewed to reflect this evolution and the direction for the warfare community. 

In the short term, this Warfare Officers Career Handbook has been revised to reflect some of the 
more recent changes to the warfare community. The handbook will remain focused on the 
enduring features of maritime warfare and not become a replacement for existing policies that by 
nature are transient. Readers are encouraged to continue seeking informed advice with the latest 
information from career managers when considering career decisions.  

S.J. Hughes CSC 
Commodore, RAN
Head of Warfare Community

February 2018
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The Royal Australian Navy
The royal australian navy (ran) is the 
naval force of a medium power, island 
nation with no continental land borders 
and one of the largest areas of maritime 
jurisdiction of any nation. The ran’s 
cultural and material origins stem from 
the royal navy (rn). for example, the 
ran employed Queen’s regulations and 
admiralty instructions as its primary 
procedural manual until the mid 1960s. 
its political origins follow from australia’s 
obligation to contribute to and, in due 
course, assume responsibility for, its own 
defence following federation. 

Imperial Defence
from european settlement in 1788 until 
1859, australia depended for naval 
defence on units detached from the rn 
based in sydney. in 1859, australia was 
established as a separate british naval 
station and until 1913, a squadron of the 
rn was maintained in australian waters. 
notwithstanding the rn’s presence in 
sydney, several colonies took steps to 
provide for their own local maritime 
defence under the provisions of the 
colonial naval defence act of 1865. under 
these provisions, the colonies of Victoria, 
new south Wales, Queensland, south 
australia and Tasmania all acquired small 
numbers of naval vessels and raised local 
forces to man them. 

Creation of the RAN
The australian navy was created on 1 
March 1901 when, after federation, the 
states transferred all their naval and 
military forces to the federal government.
by this time the ships inherited by the 
new commonwealth naval forces (cnf) 
were for the most part obsolete and 
poorly maintained. despite the concerns 
of local naval authorities over the growth 
of foreign naval power in the Pacific,
there was initially little prospect for 
improvements to the cnf while 
successive british naval commanders 
continued to reassure local authorities 
that the rn would provide for australia’s 
maritime protection. 

The rn, however, faced a growing 
number of challenges to its global naval 
supremacy. These could not for long 
be ignored and at the 1909 imperial 
conference, the admiralty supported 
a more substantial australian naval 
contribution and advocated that the cnf 
be expanded into a modern, balanced 
naval force. This force was to be centred 
on a battle cruiser, with cruisers, 
destroyers, submarines and a number of 
auxiliaries in support. On 10 July, 1911, 
His Majesty king George V was pleased to 
grant the title of ‘royal australian navy’ 
to the cnf.

Introduction

inTrOducTiOn �

Introduction
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On 4 October, 1913, formal control of 
the australia station passed to the 
commonwealth naval board, ending 
direct imperial control. during the same 
period the royal australian naval college 
(ranc) for the training of officers opened 
at Osbourne House in Geelong, relocating 
to Jervis bay in 1915.

World War I
at the outbreak of hostilities in august, 
1914, the australian fleet comprised 
a battle cruiser, four light cruisers,
three destroyers, two submarines and 
numerous support and ancillary craft. 
During the war, the ships and men of 
the ran operated as an integral part of 
the rn. The total number serving in the 
Permanent naval forces at the outbreak 
of hostilities was 3,800 all ranks. at the 
close of hostilities 5,263 personnel were 
serving whilst the reserves provided a 
further 76 officers and 2,380 sailors for 
home service and 51 officers and 1775 
sailors for service overseas.

The ran’s initial task during WWi was 
to protect australia’s ports, shipping 
and trade routes from the German east 
asia squadron. in securing the maritime 
frontiers the ran took part in the first 
amphibious assault of the war when it 
played a leading role in the capture of 
the German colonies in the Pacific. The 
success of this operation was, however, 
marred, on 14 September 1914 off 
Rabaul, by the disappearance of the
submarine ae1 that was lost with all 
hands in unknown circumstances. 

following this operation the navy began 
the vital role of convoy protection, 
escorting the first of the anZac convoys 
to the Middle east. While escorting a 
convoy the light cruiser HMas Sydney 
was detached to investigate the sighting 
of a suspicious warship off the cocos- 
keeling island group that was later 
identified as the German light cruiser 
SMS Emden. The German warship was
duly engaged and destroyed.

The ran was also actively engaged in 
supporting the Gallipoli campaign. The 
australian submarine ae2 was the first 
allied unit to successfully penetrate the 
dardanelles where she attacked shipping 
in the sea of Marmara, until she was 
eventually lost after an action against the 
Turkish navy. On the Gallipoli Peninsula 
the ran bridging Train also provided 
vital engineering support to the troops 
ashore and its members were among the 
last australians to leave the Peninsula.

australian ships also served in other 
naval operational areas, including the 
african coast, the indian, Pacific and 
atlantic Oceans and the north and 
Mediterranean seas.

Between WW I and WW II
following the cessation of hostilities 
in november, 1918, a period of global 
naval retrenchment and negotiated 
disarmament began, culminating in the 
Washington Treaty of 1922 that brought 
drastic changes to naval planning.  
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under the terms of this treaty the battle 
cruiser Australia was scuttled off sydney 
Heads in 1924. 

in this same year australia ordered 
two 10,000 ton cruisers and two 
modern submarines. The two cruisers 
commissioned as Australia and Canberra 
in 1928. in the following year the 
submarines Oxley and Otway were 
delivered. a seaplane carrier had also 
been ordered in 1924 from cockatoo 
dockyard, sydney and was subsequently 
commissioned as HMas Albatross in 
1929. a further vessel, HMas Moresby 
was acquired in 1925 for surveying 
duties. 

The monotony of peace-time exercises 
was occasionally broken by operational 
activities such as a punitive expedition to 
the solomon islands in 1927 undertaken 
by the cruiser Adelaide.

in the early thirties, a lack of funds 
imposed many economies on naval 
activity, one being the transfer of the 
ranc from Jervis bay to flinders naval 
depot in Victoria. The strength of the 
ran fell to 3,117 personnel plus 131 
members of the naval auxiliary services. 
in 1932 the strength of the reserves stood 
at 5,446. it was also during this period 
that the seaplane tender Albatross was 
placed in reserve and the submarines
Oxley and Otway were transferred to the 
rn as part payment for new capability.

in 1933, the ran added five destroyers 
to the fleet to replace aging ships that 
were due for scrapping. These ships 

were themselves not new but later 
became famous during World War ii as 
the ‘scrap iron flotilla’. Three Modified 
Leander class 6 inch cruisers were also 
acquired. The first, HMas Sydney (ii), was 
commissioned into the ran in 1935, with 
Hobart and Perth being commissioned in 
1938 and 1939 respectively.

The technical, organisational and 
tactical development of the fleet was not 
robust but sharpened dramatically in the 
late 1930s as international tensions 
became more prominent.

World War II
at the declaration of war in september 
1939, the ran order of battle comprised 
two heavy cruisers, four light cruisers, 
five destroyers, three sloops and a variety 
of support and ancillary craft. The total 
number of personnel serving in the 
Permanent naval forces at the outbreak 
of war was 5,010. by July 1945, the heavy 
demands of war had increased this to 
nearly 37,000 of all ranks.

The initial WW ii operations followed 
the pattern set in WW i. australia’s sea 
lines of communication were secured 
against German raiders and the fleet 
contributed units to allied naval forces.
ships again came under rn control 
on many occasions and between the 
declaration of war against Germany and 
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour, 
the ran served as far afield as the north 
and south atlantic, the caribbean, the 
Mediterranean, the indian Ocean, Persian 
Gulf and red sea. ‘The scrap iron flotilla’ 

inTrOducTiOn
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earned a particularly distinguished 
reputation in the Mediterranean, as 
did the cruiser Sydney (II) with her 
destruction of the italian cruiser 
Bartolomeo Colleoni. Sydney (II) was later 
lost with all hands in an action with the 
German merchant raider Kormoran off 
the West australian coast. The Kormoran 
was also sunk in this engagement. This 
remains the largest loss of RAN 
personnel in a single action.

The Japanese attack at Pearl Harbour on
7 december, 1941, and the subsequent 
Japanese advance down the Malay 
Peninsular altered fundamentally 
australia’s strategic circumstances. Most 
forces were redeployed in favour of home 
rather than european defence. The ran 
operated with the british, dutch and 
american navies in the failed defence 
of the archipelagic waters to the north 
and later in the campaigns to recover the 
islands in these waters.

during the Pacific War the ran 
participated in many notable 
engagements including the battles of the 
Java sea, sunda strait, coral sea, savo 
island, Leyte Gulf, Surigao Strait and 
Lingayen Gulf. in addition it provided 
maritime support to amphibious and 
resupply operations across the south-
west Pacific and the indian Ocean. The 
naval coastwatch network was another 
vital australian contribution to the allied 
cause. 

combat losses during the war were very 
heavy. in addition to Sydney, the cruisers 
Perth and Canberra were sunk, as were the 
destroyers, sloops and corvettes Nestor,
Vampire, Voyager, Waterhen, Parramatta,  
Yarra and Armidale. nearly thirty other ran
ships and vessels of all types were lost as a 
result of their wartime service. 2,170 
members of the ran lost their lives.

Later Conflicts
since the end of WW ii, units of the 
ran have engaged in allied and coalition 
operations consistent with the national 
policy of deploying in combined 
operations in support of foreign policy 
objectives. This was initially focused on 
wars and insurgency involving 
communist expansionism in asia, 
post-colonial revolutions and civil wars. 
The aircraft carrier HMas Sydney, 
destroyers and frigates were deployed to 
the korean war as a contribution to the 
united nations commitment. ran ships 
conducted operations against chin Peng’s 
forces during the Malayan emergency 
that commenced in 1948 and during the 
indonesian ‘confrontation’ with Malaysia 
in 1964.

The Pacific war had caused the

australian government to review its
strategic defence policy and alliances, a 
process that was further fuelled by 
subsequent 
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events in south east asia. in 1951 
australia negotiated a security 
arrangement with the usa and new 
Zealand, known as the anZus treaty. 
australia also ratified the south east asia
Treaty Organisation (seaTO) pact on 27 
October, 1954. in 1955 the commonwealth 
far east strategic reserve was created to 
which australia contributed forces.

The ran’s acquisition practices also 
changed. Turning away from british 
designs, in the 1960s the navy acquired
two charles f. adams class guided 
missile destroyers (ddGs) from the usa. 
a third was later ordered. subsequent 
platform and system selection placed 
great emphasis on interoperability with 
the usa, a need that was strengthened by 
the rn’s progressive withdrawal of its 
far east fleet from 1972.

The ran contributed destroyers, air 
crew and clearance divers to the Vietnam 
war as well as substantial heavy lift 
logistic support. The navy also undertook 
the operation of two merchant ships 
commissioned into the ran, using ranr 
personnel, for the purpose of re-supplying 
australian land forces.

during the 1990s the ran played an 
active role in supporting united nations 
peacekeeping operations throughout 
the world, including those in somalia, 
cambodia, rwanda and east Timor. 

embargo enforcement in the Persian Gulf 
was sustained for more than a decade 
from 1990 and combat operations were 
undertaken in two wars against iraq.  
regional peace-keeping operations were 
also undertaken in bougainville and the 
solomon islands.

Today’s Perspective
The ran today is a highly effective and 
internationally respected navy. Much of 
its rich culture and traditions originated 
from the rn, but throughout the 20th 
century to the present, the ran has 
progressively developed its own proud 
and enviable history of independent 
achievement. its development has been 
shaped by war and the requirements 
of operational service in defence of 
australia’s national interests. The 
maritime strategy that australia needs for 
its future security will continue to rely on 
a strong, capable and balanced navy. 

inTrOducTiOn

HMA Ships Sydney, Darwin, Perth, Parramatta, Bundaberg 
and Gascoyne sail into Sydney Harbour for the 
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Chapter One

The Role of Sea Power in the 
Defence of Australia
“We make war that we may live in peace”.� 

Introduction
australia is an island nation. it has no 
continental land borders. its economy 
and livelihood are dependent upon trade. 
The ran exists to defend this island and 
the trade upon which it relies. Warfare 
officers and sailors provide the skills 
afloat that direct the ship’s maritime 
operations, sensors and weapons in the 
pursuit of the navy’s mission which is 
'To fight and win at Sea'. 

This chapter provides the national and 
operational context within which this 
handbook has been written. The chapter 
is not a treatise on maritime doctrine. 
readers are invited to consult the relevant 
professional publications (see the reading 
list at the end of the chapter) to locate 
such information.

The Nature of the Maritime 
Environment 
The maritime environment is diverse and 
dominates the globe. 70% of the earth’s 
surface is covered by sea, across which 
the vast majority of world trade is carried. 
Indo-Asia-Pacific nations are heavily
dependent on the sea for commerce and 
trade, natural resources, fisheries,
tourism and defence. 

australia shares this feature with its 
regional neighbours. australia’s economy 
and prosperity are absolutely dependent 
on shipping and its unfettered access to 
sea lines of communication. Globalisation 
has meant that our economy is more 
integrated with other nations and thus 
less self-sufficient. 99.9% of australian 
trade by bulk and 72% by value is carried 
by ship while a quarter of all australian 
rural jobs, and a fifth of all urban jobs, are 
directly dependent on exports. 

The maritime environment is uniquely 
multi-dimensional and encompasses the 
air above and the depths below the sea 
surface, as well as the littoral fringes of 
adjacent landmasses and the electro-
magnetic spectrum. in some 
circumstances it may be thought to 
include the rivers that find their way to
those littoral waters and the lakes in 
which they may rise.

in australia’s region of interest, the 
nature of the maritime environment is 
particularly diverse: expansive deep 
oceans, shallow continental shelves and 
tropical archipelagic waters. australia’s 
northern maritime operating 
environment is dominated by shallow, 
tropical seas, archipelagos and choke 
points.  

1 aristotle nicomachean ethics book 10.
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HMAS  Australia 
(�) was procured in 
1913 for maritime 

power projection in 
defence of 
Australia. 

These are laced with navigation hazards 
and environmental factors that strongly
influence maritime strategy and 
deployment options. This diversity is 
reflected in the variety and types of 
ships, aircraft and other forces that are 
required for operations in this multiform 
environment and the strategies and 
tactics employed. 

Maritime Power and the utility 
of Navies
Maritime power is the capacity of the 
nation to employ the seas and oceans for 
the purpose of fulfilling its national goals, 
including political objectives, economic 
prosperity, security and the wellbeing of 
its people. Maritime power is generally

deemed to include mercantile means, 
industrial infrastructure, technical and 
environmental knowledge base, as well 
as military resources and the geography 
within which these characteristics are 
applied. 

Geoffrey Till2 articulates the advantages 
conferred by maritime power, and its 
historic inter-relationship with free 
societies, trade and prosperity. britain 
and the usa have, between them, been 
the dominant maritime powers since the 
eighteenth century. History indicates 
that global maritime powers have 
prevailed in war, prospered in peace 
and generally dominated world events. 
as a traditional close ally of these major 
powers, australia’s continuing prosperity 

2  unless indicated otherwise, most of the concepts and views described in this section have been drawn from: 
Geoffrey Till, “seapower: a Guide for the Twenty first century”, frank cass 2004
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and survival, throughout the conflicts of 
the 20th century, has depended on the 
network of seaborne communications 
and trade routes that have in turn been 
dependent on and sustained by anglo- 
american supremacy at sea. 

Maritime warfare is fundamentally about 
the control of sea lines of

communications (sLOcs). contemporary
maritime doctrine describes two 
fundamental strategic concepts related to 
the exercise of maritime power:

Sea Control – the central objective in 
maritime warfare. it can be defined 
as the condition that allows one’s own 
forces freedom of action to use the sea 
for its own purposes and to deny the use 
of the sea to an enemy. Throughout the 
history of anglo-american international 
conflict, where the sea has been a factor, 
sea control has been the pre-requisite

condition for the subsequent final 
resolution on land and victory over an 
enemy. 

for australia, sea control achieved by the
young ran enabled the australian led 
defeat of German forces in new britain 
and the south Pacific in 1914 and later 
the safe passage of anZac troop convoys 
to the Middle east and europe. The 
ran contributed to similar sea control 
operations in WW II in the Mediterranean
and the Pacific and, more recently, it 
enabled the successful insertion and 
sustainment of the inTerfeT forces 
during operations in east Timor in 1999-
2000.

Sea Denial – a corollary to and the 
condition short of sea control that 
prevents an enemy from using the sea 
for their own purposes. Historically, this 
strategy has normally been pursued by 

Sea denial prevents an 
enemy from using the 

sea for their own 
purposes. Submarines 

can be used for sea 
denial as can the use 

of mines, aircraft, 
shore based artillery 
and anti-ship missile 

systems.
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a weaker maritime nation (eg: Germany 
in both world wars), being unable to 
achieve sea control in its own right but
attempting to at least deny it to its 
opponent. 

The military component of maritime 
power “embraces all sea, land and air 
forces whose unifying factor is to maintain 
a nation’s free and unencumbered 
use of the sea.” The navy is clearly a 
fundamental, if not the dominant, part of 
this component.

naval forces are, by their nature, highly 
mobile, flexible and multi-purpose. ran 
doctrine Publication no. 1 provides 
an excellent discourse on the inherent 
characteristics and advantages of 
warships and navies.3 in short, and 
more so than land or air forces, effective 

maritime forces provide the government

HMAS Darwin  
off Kuwait,  

second tour of duty 
to the Persian Gulf.

with a wide range of military response 
options in escalating circumstances 
extending across the conflict spectrum 
from a diplomatic role through to
hostile action.

Maritime warfare is manoeuvre warfare. 
The geography of operations will move 
because events and strategies will evolve 
in response to political decisions and 
enemy action, as well as the pursuit 
of one’s own shorter-term military 
objectives. The deployment of the right 
forces to the right place at the right time 
is the essence of maritime power. This 
is especially so in australia’s case, both 
historically and today, because of our 
enduring dependence on sLOcs and 
the huge geographic area surrounding 
australia in which maritime operations 
are conducted. 

3  ‘australian Maritime doctrine’, ran doctrine Pub 1, 2000 edition, pps 48-51.
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The Physical Environment 
in Maritime Operations
Maritime operations are fundamentally 
affected by meteorological and 
oceanographic circumstances in all 
feasible contexts and for all operational 
roles. Wind, sea state, visibility, 
precipitation, air and sea temperature, 
ice accretion, clouds, cyclones, humidity, 
electromagnetic ducting, turbidity and 
so on, all influence sensor and weapon 
performance and, in some cases, the 
ability to operate at all. some activities are 
inhibited or degraded by certain weather 
conditions: upper-deck evolutions, 
boardings, flying operations for example.

Weather can affect 
sensor performance. 

HMAS Arunta in 
heavy seas.

These impact on human behaviour as well 
as that of systems, including the ability 
to concentrate, calculate, focus, react 
spontaneously and co-ordinate one’s own 
actions. Motion sickness, for example, 
diminishes job performance dramatically. 
exhaustion from heat or cold, or exposure 
to constant motion and noise is likewise 
fatiguing. 

similarly, the geography of maritime 
areas has a potential impact upon 
operations due to navigation hazards,  
water depth, beach incline, sea bed 
composition and topography. Those
undertaking duties afloat should
pursue expertise in their understanding 
of all these matters. 
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in sum, the maritime environment is 
demanding and unforgiving. Our 
ships and supporting maritime forces 
must be capable of operating 
effectively in all environmental 
conditions to enable the navy’s 
ultimate mission of fighting and 
winning at sea.

Geo-Strategic Situation
australia shares maritime boundaries 
with indonesia, Timor Leste, Papua new
Guinea, new Zealand, the solomon islands 
and the french Pacific and indian Ocean 
Territories. More broadly, australia’s 
‘region of interest’ covers 25% of the 
globe and is fundamentally maritime 
and littoral. This being so, our national 
security relies significantly on effective 
maritime forces. 

HMAS Arrow, 
Attack Class patrol 
boat beached and a  
total loss following 

Cyclone Tracey 
Darwin ��-�� 

December �9��.

australia’s strategic environment is complex 
and rapidly changing.  
it exhibits ongoing tensions between and 
within nations', overlaid by innovative and 
well resourced terrorism. in recent years 
many Indo-Asia-Pacific nations  have 
displayed a rapid growth in their military 
and naval capabilities; due to their growing 
economies, perceived threats and changing 
perspectives regarding their national status
and purpose. The region seems set to be the 
most dynamic in terms of political evolution 
and economic progress over the next few 
decades.

dominating the security of the region will be 
the maturing and shifting international 
relationships between the major powers 
(china, india, Japan, russia, usa). economic 
strength, political maturity, generational 
change and environmental and demographic 
factors will influence traditional thinking and
foreign policies. 
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against this background, localised 
conflicts and tensions may be expected to 
continue.

closer to australia, the countries of our 
immediate neighbourhood (indonesia, 
Timor Leste, Papua new Guinea and the
island states of the south West Pacific) are 
confronted with economic, political and 
environmental challenges. These have 
resulted in tensions and violence into 
which australia has been drawn. 

non-military threats to security 
including terrorism, international crime,
uncontrolled migration, resource 
poaching, disease and quarantine 
threats, environmental disaster and other 
events with constabulary overtones. The 
australian defence force (ADF) is 
employed to assist other Government 
authorities in implementing Government 
policy on these matters and thereby 
contributes to national security beyond 
the threat of military attack.

environmental issues within the 
exclusive economic Zone (eeZ) of 
the coastal state became a factor in 
national security planning in the 1990s, 
particularly with the implementation of 
the 1982 united nations convention on 
the Law of the sea (uncLOs). activities 
that might impact on the environment 
are increasingly perceived as a possible 
threat to a nation’s well being and thus 
to its national security. as an example, 
one state’s poor environmental behaviour 
might lead to resource depletion affecting 
many other states (eg: migratory fish 
stocks).  

The subsequent decline in important 
ocean based resources could cause 
tension or conflict as countries compete 
for, or seek to protect, their access to the 
residual resources. Military forces could, 
therefore, be engaged in defensive or 
pre-emptive actions to gain or maintain 
control over these scarce resources.

emerging resource protection issues are 
evident from contemporary events and 
have implications for maritime capability 
development and the discharge of naval 
tasks. These include the difficulties in 
defining some maritime boundaries, such 
as having accurate information on where 
legal borders lie, and the resolution of 
disputes. 

conflicts will occur over maritime 
resources including illegal fishing and 
international law, as it pertains to the 
pursuit of vessels. disputes will include 
demarcation issues between agencies over 
who have, or should have, responsibility 
for policing our maritime boundaries and 
the capabilities required to effectively 
achieve this. additional border protection 
issues including the effective use of 
navies and the future for maritime 
strategy and maritime law in the new era 
of transnational terrorism, may be 
expected to be enduring features of naval 
considerations for the foreseeable future.
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The Australian Navy’s 
Domain

“A secure, resilient Australia, with 
secure northern approaches and 
proximate sea lines of communication 
is Australia’s first Strategic Defence 
Interest”.4 

One of the fundamental responsibilities 
of a state is to protect its territorial 
sovereignty at all potential levels 
of the conflict. australian defence 
policy is primarily concerned with the 
maintenance of territorial integrity. The 
navy, like the ADF as a whole, is 
currently structured for defeating
attacks on australia and maintaining a 
capability to operate at the higher levels 
of conflict. 

australia also faces significant wider 
security challenges due to its vast 
coastline, large maritime jurisdictional 
area and distance from traditional 
allies. in addition to purely defence
considerations, australia also exercises 
sovereignty over offshore assets that 
contribute to the national economy 
and identity. These include islands and 
territories at substantial distances from 
the continental shelf and resources such 
as fish stocks, oil and gas reserves and 
seabed minerals. 

external territories extend from the 
tropics to the antarctic. resource 
extraction and the supply of offshore 
territories are fundamentally maritime 
in nature. The ran plays a major role in 
offshore sovereignty enforcement and 
is increasingly required to operate in a 
constabulary role in its littoral waters 

Armidale Class Patrol 
Boat (ACPB) HMAS 
Broome undertaking 

patrols.

 4  ‘2016 defence White Paper, page 33, para 1.15.
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extending in some situations up to 350
nautical miles (nm) offshore from the 
mainland and offshore territories.5 
australia also has a substantial 
geographical responsibility under other 
international protocols for search and 
rescue and for hydrographic operations. 
Taking these responsibilities together, 
the navy routinely patrols an area 
covering 10% of the globe.

Constabulary Duties and 
Community Assistance
The discharge of constabulary duties has 
been an enduring theme in the activity 
of australian naval forces. The trend has 
been to discharge more of these functions 
in contemporary times.  

Peace operations, economic blockades, 
maritime interdiction operations and
sanctions enforcement form a part of 
the diplomatic devices used to separate 
adversaries and/or impose international 
will on reluctant parties. They are 
invariably conducted under international 
auspices and are characterised by defined 
mandates underpinned by international 
law. They have highly adaptive rules 
of engagement, exhibit coalition 
interoperability and generally involve 
littoral operations.

defence force aid to the civil authorities is 
undertaken in co-operation with other 
government and statutory authorities and, 
in some cases, contracted agencies. 

Peace Operations 

 Two Royal 
Australian Navy 

MRH-90 
helicopters from 

808 Squadron 
being washed down 

at the end of the 
day.  

5  australia exercises powers and rights in the surrounding seas. Territorial seas extend to 12 nautical 
miles offshore. contiguous Zone 12-24 nautical miles for customs control, fiscal and sanitary regulations. 
The EEZ extends 200 nautical miles with rights to seabed and water resources. The continental shelf 
extends in places to 350 nautical miles where some seabed rights may be claimed.
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The armed, disciplined and flexible 
resources of the ADF are ideal for these 
purposes. This may include: fisheries 
surveillance, customs and immigration 
enforcement, counter terrorism, 
quarantine, environmental protection, 
piracy suppression and hazardous waste 
clean up.

The exposure of warfare officers to duties 
of this type may be expected to continue 
and attract an attendant requirement to 
pay attention to the legal aspects perhaps 
more so than has been practised in the 
past. 

similarly, the ran has been employed in 
providing defence force assistance to the 

civil community in the form of succour, 
relief and material aid to the community 
following natural disasters. The 
readiness, lift capacity, persistence, 
communications, staff resources, self-
reliance, embarked aircraft and span of 
skills evident in warships, all lend 
themselves to this activity.

Interoperability

interoperability with allies and potential 
coalition and united nations (UN) 
partners is essential, having regard to 
australia’s historic and continued 
commitment to peace operations and its 
treaty obligations. regional security and 
mutual understanding is also aided by 
exercising with regional neighbours. 
interoperability with the us remains 
of paramount importance. in addition to 
Defence objectives, this will allow

technology access that informs the navy’s 
capability development plans and access 
to logistic and tactical information.

Development of the Fleet 
“A thoroughly good navy takes a long time 
to build up …ships take years to build, 
crews take years before they become 
thoroughly expert, while the officers not 
only have to pass their early youth in a 
course of special training, but cannot 
possibly rise to supreme excellence in their 
profession unless they make it their life-
work”.

Theodore Roosevelt 
Former President of the USA

australia’s broad defence strategy 
remains maritime in nature involving 
the three armed forces working jointly. 
To achieve this, navy must maintain a 
broad span of operational capabilities 
and a skill base well informed about 
contemporary tactics and systems. a 
national defence industrial infrastructure 
is essential to support the force in being 
and to contribute to its progressive 
improvement. The tempo of operations 
will not diminish and a high degree of 
readiness will be required of the navy. 

The Indo-asia-Pacific region’s maritime
nations will continue to improve their 
capability. some nations may become 
more assertive in protecting maritime 
resources and sLOcs as their economies 
improve and they grow in self-confidence. 
The ran must therefore continue to 
develop appropriate technologies that 
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RAN surface ships need to be equipped to perform multiple tasks and operate with allies and 
coalition partners. Navy ships from Australia, United States of America and New Zealand come 

together in formation.

retain combat relevance and ensure its 
credibility.

australia may be expected to promote 
future stability in the Indo-asia-Pacific
region. The navy will often participate
through its diplomatic support role, 
international exercises and training with 
regional armed forces, all of which are 
intended to foster mutual understanding 
and enhanced interoperability. 

naval warfare is a high technology 
competitive enterprise, responsive to 
innovative development and strongly 
influenced by the combat capability 
of potential adversaries. The ran is 
relatively small, having regard to its 
geographic area of operations and the 
nation’s extended sLOcs. for these 
reasons recourse has been made to 
modern systems that diminish the 
disadvantage of small numbers, with 

considerable emphasis on surveillance, 
intelligence and networking of systems.

new challenges, including the threat 
of ‘cyber war’, continued international 
terrorism and the havoc wrought by failed 
states, presage an unpredictable future. 
These and other emerging threats will call 
for new deterrence options spanning the 
full range of threats that may be faced. 

in the littoral, technical advances in area-
denial forces including mines, small fast 
attack craft, diesel submarines, 
sophisticated anti-ship cruise missiles, land 
based aircraft, ballistic and hypersonic 
missiles have expanded the challenge. as 
the threat evolves and becomes more 
capable, so must the navy’s combat systems. 

The navy will continue to transform 
its concepts, organisations, doctrine, 
technology, networks, training and ship 
staffing policies consistent with the adf’s 
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migration to a network centric force 
structure. This involves the integration on 
an adf wide basis of sensors, information 
systems, platforms and weapons 
to achieve increases in warfighting 
effectiveness.  
There will be continued emphasis on the 
shared use of information by co-operating 
forces and systems leading to:

“a future where our traditional forces 
are not only seamlessly integrated with 
each other, but also externally integrated 
with a wider range of supporting 
organisations, agencies, and to an extent, 
the community.” 6

australia will strive for better quality, 
prompt intelligence and for reliable 
surveillance systems than can detect both 
conventional forces and also those able to 
project more asymmetric threats. faster 
and better decisions will be required, 
especially as the equipment, skills and 
command arrangements employed 
by adversaries improve. This will be 
mirrored at the strategic and political 
level. The desire to have a faster decision 
making cycle than an enemy will be 
reflected in revolutionary information 
systems. The means to acquire, integrate 
and distribute information will continue 
to evolve and attract investment into the 
future. 

The community’s access to diverse 
sources of information is challenging 
conventional assumptions and attitudes 
toward the conduct of warfighting by 
informed societies. There is increased 
focus on individual accountability and 
issues of contemporary ethical values and 
social morality.  

The cost of weapons and warfare and the 
desire to avoid ‘collateral’ damage and 
unnecessary deaths will be reflected in 
accurate positioning and modern 
reconnaissance systems. The mirror 
image of this is the recourse to stealth 
technology to assist covert activity, 
where desired, and to diminish the 
effectiveness of an aggressor’s weapons. 
The use of (relatively) low cost and low 
risk unmanned and remotely controlled
vehicles will be a growing feature of 
maritime operations in all dimensions: 
air, surface and sub-surface.

navy’s broad intentions and capability 
development plans are contained in the 
chief of navy’s long range strategic plan 
(Plan Mercator-2036), which is based on 
extant government guidance, strategic 
assessments, experimentation 

6  addP-d.2 ‘force 2020’, 2002, section 3.

In contentious situations, near 
immediate justification and explanation 
of actions is sought by society. This 
requires that military forces provide an 
audit trail of their actions including 
evidence of decision making processes 
and actual outcomes. 
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Suggested Reading – 
The Role of Sea Power in the 
Defence of Australia 

• ‘australian Maritime doctrine’ (ran 
doctrine 1 2010), department of
defence, 2010.

•

‘The australian approach to Warfare’, 
australian defence doctrine Publication
d.1, australian defence Headquarters 
canberra, June 2002. 

•

•

Plan blue Headmark 2025 - strategic 
Guidance for the evolution of the future 
navy, 2005 and subsequent iterations.

• ‘Maritime Power in the 20th century
– The australian experience’, edited by 
david stevens, allen & unwin, 1998.

•

‘seapower: a Guide for the 21st 
century’, Geoffrey Till, 
Routledge pub, 2013.

•

• ‘sea Power in the Pacific – a History
from the 16th century to the Present
day’, captain donald Macintyre, 
crane russak & co 1972.

and other information. specific major 
capability development projects are listed 
in the defence capability Plan (dcP).  
This plan is, by its nature, transient, as 
are the assumptions and theories that 
underpin it.

comments on short and medium term 
trends in navy’s force structure are
discussed later in this handbook in the 
context of specialist undertakings.

Conclusion - 
The Fundamental Challenge 
for Navy’s People

The sea can be harsh and unforgiving 
and requires the highest standards of 
professionalism from mariners. an 
enduring challenge for navy is the 
complexity of maritime warfare, combined 
with the increasing sophistication of 
platforms and weapons systems. These 
create a demand for navy people with 
high professional skills across many 
disciplines and capable of operating 
in highly trained and close knit teams. 
History shows that ships with the best 
officers and sailors invariably win in 
combat at sea. Maritime warfare in the 
21st century will be no different.

Defence White Paper 2016, 
Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 
2016.

Barrett, Tim (VADM) 'The Navy and the 
Nation: Australia's Maritime Power in the 
21st Century', Melbourne University Press, 
Melbourne 2017.

•

•

'Australian Maritime Operations', 
Department of Defence, 2017.

'Combat and Joint Operations from the 
Sea, Andrew Forbes (ED.), SPC-A, 
2014.  
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Chapter Two

Role of the Warfare Officer
“Things appear romantic enough in prospect and retrospect, that at the time are only 
monotony, and sweat, and thirst, and sickening fear.” �

Introduction
The navy offers an opportunity to perform 
a duty and to perform it so well that the 
cause of the country benefits thereby.  
The navy is unrivalled as an interesting 
life. it is as ever changing as the sea itself. 
it is exciting. it is absorbing and it is 
intellectually demanding.

first and foremost, the navy is a fighting 
service. its mission is to be able to 
“fight and win at sea”. The successful 
achievement of this mission requires a 
corps of officers that are masters of the 
complex art of naval warfighting. 

expertise in naval warfare comprises a 
set of unique and wide-ranging skills. 
fundamental mariner and warfare 
skills are initially acquired by following 
a comprehensive training program, 
enhanced and sustained by frequent 
practice, experience and ongoing 
individual professional study. subsequent 
professional career paths will be different 
and generally unique to the individual. 
decision points will recur during every 
career, sometimes unanticipated and at 
short notice. career decisions present 
opportunities and challenges. They 
may also exhibit risk. decisions made in
response to these events will affect not 

only the nature of a career but also, in all 
probability, the individual’s private life. 

Warfare Officers
for the purposes of this book all officers of 
the Maritime Warfare Officer (MWO) 
primary qualification (PQ) are considered 
warfare officers, as are officers qualified as 
Pilots or Maritime Aviation Warfare 
Officers (AvWOs) and Navy Intelligence 
Officers (NIOs). The navy requires 
approximately 950 trained MWOs to fill the 
ranks from sub lieutenant to commander. 
in addition, 244 pilots and AvWOs are 
required for approximately 214 positions. 
This is about 50%   of all trained naval officer 
positions.2

as an Officer of the Watch (OOW), as a 
specialist warfare practitioner or as a part 
of ship officer, the warfare officer is 
intimately involved in the conduct and 
direction of the ship’s maritime operations 
in a leadership capacity. The ultimate goal 
of the MWO is command at sea and, to a 
large degree, the training continuum of 
MWO PQ officers is directed towards this 
objective. This will see the junior warfare 
officer progress through their training 
gaining mariner, warfare and specialist 
qualifications as they develop the skills 
and experience to be a senior warfare officer. 

1 extract from ‘Hugh dormer’s diaries’ cited by iain Moncrieffe in ‘ill Met by Moonlight’ Harrap & co, 1950.
2 numbers are approximate. exact numbers vary with changing requirements.
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A junior Maritime 
Warfare Officer's core 
duties centre around 

being an Officer of the 
Watch (OOW).  The 
OOW discharges a 
very high level of 
direct personal 
responsibility. 

samuel Pepys joined the british naval board in 1655 with no previous maritime experience 

and taught himself to be an expert in naval material needs. in 1660 he was appointed ‘clerk 

of the acts’ following the restoration of charles ii to the english throne. Pepys became 

a contract management virtuoso and built a reputation for eliminating fraud in contract 

supplies. He was appointed as secretary to the admiralty in 1672. 

during his career he promoted many reforms including a shipbuilding program of 

unprecedented dimensions and the introduction of half pay for officers, which made possible 

the establishment of a core of professional naval officers. This provided the basis for an 

expansion of the rn that enabled british imperialist expansion in the 18th and 19th centuries 

and national economic development. He created the administrative foundations that lead to 

the 20th century royal navy and, through it, the origins of the ran. He also established a 

large archive at Magdalen college, Oxford, which became a major library for naval history. 
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The navy’s MWOs inherit a professional 
role that may be traced directly back to 
samuel Pepys’ re-organisation of the rn 
in the 17th century, through the 
australian navy’s british antecedents.  
Their role more generally derives from 
the earliest days of organised naval 
shipping. Today’s MWOs are therefore 
the contemporary custodians of precious 
history and traditions. 

similarly, pilots and AvWOs are the
custodians of the proud history and 
traditions of australian naval aviation. 
This history began in WWi when the ran 
operated aircraft from the Battle Cruiser 
and Light Cruisers and includes the 
fixed wing carrier era from 1948 to 
1982 (see chapter 7).

The Role of the Warfare Officer 
(Maritime Warfare Officer PQ)

MWO PQ warfare officers have similar 
mariner functions to professional 
Merchant navy officers to the extent that 
they are skilled in the art of operating 
ships safely in the presence of 
navigation hazards, other ships and 
inclement weather. That said, warfare
officers are fundamentally different from
their Merchant navy colleagues by 
virtue of their skill in manoeuvring and 
fighting ships co-operatively, in close 
company, at high speed and in a multi-
dimensional threat environment. This 
skill, exemplified by the award of the 
bridge Warfare certificate (bWc) for the 
MWO PQ, is the distinguishing feature. 

The later acquisition of ‘specialist’ warfare 
skills, now expected of all warfare officers,
equips the officer with the expertise to 
discharge the specific fighting functions 
and weapon/sensor use that enable and 
direct maritime combat operations.

The MWO's career has three general phases:  
mariner, specialist warfare officer and 
command. These occur sequentially, each 
phase building upon the skill and experience 
of the previous and leads to the next. The 
junior warfare officer's initial career phase is 
directed towards the award of the bWc and 
PQ followed by a platform endorsement 
(PE). Consolidation of this qualification will 
occur in a seagoing OOW appointment. The 
OOW discharges a very high level of direct 
personal responsibility compared to other 
naval, military and community 
occupations. 

after bWc consolidation, the MWO 
undertakes training aimed at obtaining 
specialist warfighting skills and leadership 
development. The five specialist streams 
include Principal Warfare Officer, Mine 
Warfare and Clearance Diving, Maritime 
Geospatial (including Meteorology, 
Oceanography and Hydrography) and 
Submarines. These are discussed in more 
detail in later chapters. In the future 
Navigation and Information Warfare will also 
be included as specialist stream options.

Bridge Skills
The environment of a ship's bridge, where 
the OOW's responsibilities are discharged, is 
complex. Many factors affecting the OOW's 
performance are external or outside the 
officer's control. 
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competence as an OOW is a necessary 
pre-requisite for later specialisation, 
which builds upon the ship knowledge, 
navigation, seamanship and ship handling 
skills acquired when qualifying as an 
OOW. equally important are the self-
confidence, sense of responsibility and 
decision making attributes that are 
intrinsic characteristics in an able OOW.

The achievement of the bWc 
qualification occurs necessarily early in 
an MWO's career and at a young age for 
the level of responsibility held. This 
qualification is the MWO's foundation 
skill, and the level of accountability 
expected becomes a major influence on 
personal and career development.

The Role of the Warfare Officer 
(Pilot and Maritime Aviation  
Warfare Officer PQ)
Pilots and AvWOs follow a different 
career path (see ANP 2110 - RAN 
Career Management), which delivers a 
critical warfighting capability to 
maritime forces in particular and the 
adf more generally. These career paths 
offer squadron command opportunities
for selected officers. Pilots and AvWOs 
may dual qualify as MWO PQ Officers. 
The role of pilots and AvWOs is 
discussed more fully in chapter 7 – 
Fleet Air Arm (FAA).

Bridgemanship is the 
Maritime Warfare 
Officer's core skill. 

Bridge staff navigate 
HMAS Canberra 
though Sydney 

Harbour as the ship 
sails from Fleet Base 

East, Sydney.
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HMAS Adelaide sails 
toward Hobart, Tasmania 

Warfare Officer Duties and 
Responsibilities

The span of occupational employment 
and skill-based tasks of MWO PQ 
officers, pilots and AvWOs is
extensive. specific responsibilities are 
published in the Australian Navy 
Publication (ANP).  The list at
appendix 2 encapsulates the range of 
activities in which warfare officers
are the professional practitioners. 
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An Assistant Officer of the 
Watch enters fix bearings in 

the Navigational Data System 
of HMAS Sydney, during a 
pilotage entry into harbour.

A junior Maritime 
Warfare Officer under 

training learning 
chartwork and 

navigation.
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Future Role of Warfare
Officers
The navy will grow into a force with 
greater flexibility, firepower, lethality 
and survivability. it will continue to 
evolve to better contribute to joint and
combined operations, particularly in the
littoral areas that characterise australia’s 
area of maritime interest. it will retain 
the flexibility to perform constabulary 
operations such as  aid to the civil 
community, search and rescue and 
diplomatic functions. 

Technological advances will continue to 
be pursued where appropriate. some of 
the anticipated future capability will be 
highly automated. stealthy and efficient 
hull forms will be introduced with more 
efficient forms of propulsion. 

The Navy's newest surface ships have 
multi-role functionality including air 
warfare and land attack. Large
amphibious platforms now feature in the 
navy’s force structure.

Future capability upgrades will be 
achieved more frequently than presently 
achieved with continuous through-life 
capability improvements and fewer 
lengthy mid-life upgrades made possible 
with more open architecture based 
systems. This will be reflected in the 
professional development of officers with 
continued opportunity being provided to 
update skills consistent with system 
changes afloat.
There will be emphasis on the shared use 
of information by co-operating forces and 
systems. faster and better decisions will 
be required, especially as other nation’s 
maritime capabilities improve.  

Technological advances 
in ship design are being 

pursued. The Air 
Warfare Destroyer 

Project produced new 
guided missile 

destroyers for the 
RAN. The first being 

HMAS Hobart.
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The need to have a faster decision making 
cycle than an enemy will be reflected in 
revolutionary information systems. The 
means to acquire, integrate and distribute 
information, and then act on it, will 
continue to evolve and attract investment 
during your careers. 

shore infrastructure support is expected 
to consolidate over time into fewer, larger 
operational bases with the consolidated 
capability to support force commands 
where possible. by doing so, greater 
geographic stability for navy’s people will 
be achieved.

against this background there will remain 
a requirement for proximate numbers 
of officers qualified to lead and direct 
the activities of the ship and its aircraft, 
plan operations and oversee the military 
and combat tasks. some variations will 
occur in specialist skill requirements 
and other functional qualifications as 
the threat, systems design and tactics 
change over time. Officers will be 
required who possess a deep knowledge 
of the underlying functionality of ships’ 
warfighting systems and in particular, 
the management and presentation of 
integrated information. seamanship and 
navigation skills will remain fundamental 
in the skill set, supported by improved 
automation and positioning guidance. 

The warfare officer cohort will remain
the core group from which the navy 
selects its commanding officers afloat 
and its other more senior operational 
commanders.

• ‘seapower: Theory and Practice’, 

Geoffrey Till (ed), 1994.

• ‘Gunboat diplomacy 1919-1991’, 

James cable, Macmillan 1994.

• ‘Maritime Power in the 20th century
– The australian experience’, stevens
david (ed) allen & unwin, 1998.

• The royal australian navy, australian 

History of defence Vol iii,

stevens david (ed), Oxford 2001.

• ‘ethics for the Junior Officer – selected 

case studies from current Military 

experience’, 2nd edition, karel Montor 

editor, naval institute Press, 2000.

• ‘defeat into Victory’, field Marshall 

sir William slim, cassell & co, 1956.

• ‘The royal Oak courts Martial’, Leslie 

Gardiner, blackwood and sons, 1965.

• ‘Military Misfortunes - The anatomy of
failure in War’, eliot a. cohen and John
Gooch, The free Press, 1990.

Royal Australian Navy Seapower
Compendium 2014, Department of 
Defence.

Suggested Reading - 
Role of the Warfare Officer

• ANP 2110 - RAN Career Management.

•
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Chapter Three

Principal Warfare Officer (PWO)
“Sydney’s gunnery narrative is of great interest both technically and from the more 
general point of view. It shows the results obtainable by an efficient control team 
backed by good material, and it should be given the weight due to the experience of a 
ship which has had the unique opportunity of firing 2200 main armament rounds in 
action in six weeks.” �

Part � – The PWO Function
The PWO on watch is the officer in charge 
of the operations room, to whom authority 
is delegated by the commanding officer to 
direct, coordinate and control ship 
operations. PWOs also undertake
designated departmental management 
roles. The PWO is one of five (soon to be 
seven) recognised MWO specialisations, 
the training for which takes place at the 
School of Maritime Warfare (SM-W) in 
HMas Watson. 

The PWO is intimately involved in 
controlling the ship’s activities aimed at 
accomplishing the assigned mission.  To 
fight and win at sea is a non-negotiable
goal because failure to succeed will, 
in the worst case, involve loss of the ship.
The PWO’s pivotal function in fighting   
the ship assigns great responsibility to the
position. it therefore requires the highest 
standards of professional excellence, 
leadership and accountability. 

PWO training covers Air Warfare (A), 
Surface Warfare (SW), Navigation (N) and 
Mine Warfare (MW) additional 
qualifications (ADQUALs) and is delivered 
in three phases. The first is common to all 
PWO streams covering core warfare theory 
and warfare enabling functions. The second is 
the practical phase covering unit level warfare 
and basic gunnery.  Phase three provides 
combat system training based on individual 
stream requirements and includes force level 
warfare components to ensure all PWOs can 
be employed in a single service unit, joint, 
coalition or combined staff role. The 
background to the PWO is discussed below.

Derivation of the PWO 
Specialisation
after WW ii, the ran had several warfare 
streams within its MWO cohort, which 
conformed to those of the royal navy 
(RN). These reflected the technology and 
tactics in use at the time and were 
influenced by naval operations in WW ii. 

1 c-in-c Med letter to admiralty describing HMas Sydney’s action against the italian cruiser Bartolomeo  
Colleoni. cited in “australians in the War of 1939-1945, series Two navy,Volume 1 royal australian navy 
1939-1942 pp 195.
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Missile Strike on HMAS Hobart �9��. On the morning of 17 June Hobart was patrolling 
between Tiger island and the north Vietnamese coast about 25 nm north of the border with 
the south. enemy helicopter activity had been reported in the area and a usn ‘swift’ boat 
had been sunk. Hobart was tasked by cTu 77.1.0 (cO uss BOSTON) to search for water 
borne logistic craft and slow moving aircraft.

at 0313 Hobart was struck in the starboard boat space by an air-launched missile. The 
ship had been tracking an unknown aircraft at the time. The missile strike was the first 
indication the ship was under attack. Hobart went to action stations, ordered full ahead 
and manoeuvred violently. The missile hit rendered the sPs 52 radar and the Tartar missile 
control system unserviceable. both 5” guns could fire in local control only. The ship was now 
ineffective as an aaW platform. 

The aircraft was now being tracked on the surface search radar (sPs 10) and was observed 
re-attacking at high speed and low altitude. Two more missiles hit about 90 seconds after 
the first. The ship had not reached the action state but the action alarm had the effect of 
clearing the aft seaman’s messdeck, which proved a fortuitous circumstance. The second 
missile penetrated the transom at 2 deck level, passed through the gunners store, up the
passageway, demolished the engineers Workshop and entered the aft seaman’s messdeck.  
it set fire to a storeroom, broke a water-main and cut a degaussing cable. a sailor returning 
from action stations four hours later found the bulk of the missile engine casing in his bunk. 

The third missile struck starboard side amidships and caused further damage to the fire 
control systems, gyroscopes and more physical destruction. The loss of gyros made it 
impossible to direct Boston’s caP, which had been placed under Hobart’s control. 

The attacking aircraft was now observed from the aa control position. it climbed and turned 
to re-engage. The forward gun opened fire in local control and the aircraft broke off the 
attack.

Hobart closed uss Boston, under escort from uss Edson and Chandler. Two sailors had been 
killed in the attack and 13 injured, three of whom were evacuated by helicopter to da nang. 
Hobart later set course for subic bay in the Philippine is for repairs, which took six weeks.

Later analysis of damage to the ikara magazine and evidence given during the investigation 
revealed that a fourth missile was fired and presumably detonated on the sea surface. The 
missiles were aiM sparrow iiis with an expanding rod warhead fired from an f4 Phantom 
fighter aircraft, attached to the us 7th airforce. The cause was described as an “operational 
error”.

See HMAS HOBART Report of Proceedings June �9�� 

captain k.W. shands ran
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The development of missile warfare 
during the 1950s and 1960s caused 
a re-evaluation of the warfare professional 
structure. anti-ship missiles greatly 
reduced the reaction time available to 
surface ships and represented an ‘all 
weather’ threat. Warning time did not 
allow ships the luxury of going to ‘action 
stations’, which was past practice and 
which allowed the relevant specialist 
officers to be at their stations and ready to 
fight. improved integration of defensive 
tactics was also required, compared to the 
highly compartmented tactics then 
employed. Multi-skilling of officers 
became necessary. This was originally 
done by loading up the existing, already 
long, courses.

The sinking of the israeli destroyer INS 
Eilat, off the Egypian coast during 
October 1967, by Styx missiles fired from 
Egyptian missile boats within Port said 
emphasised the changing dynamics of 
surface ship defence. 

In the RAN, the missile attack on HMAS 
Hobart on 17 June, 1968, during 
operations off the coast of Vietnam also 
demonstrated the changed nature of the 
threat.

The rn developed a concept of pre-
programmed responses to missile attack 
initiated by the operations room officer
on watch. following extensive simulator 
demonstrations and controlled ship trials, 
the concept was first fully exercised in 

exercise BERSATU PADU2 involving the 
british far east fleet in 1970. The ran 
contributed a carrier task group to this 
exercise.

from 1972 all warfare officers were
trained in common tactical procedures 
such that regardless of the time of day, 
each ship would have an officer on watch 
capable of responding to a threat. The 
days of “Stand to – the dawn!” were over. 
The early PWO courses were conducted at 
HMs Dryad in southern england and took 
seven months. These courses provided the 
australian navy’s initial PWO skills base.

so that deep specialist skills were 
retained, an advanced Warfare course 
(aWO) was introduced and delivered after 
an officer had obtained sea experience as
a ship's PWO. aWO courses took five 
months and were available in the 
traditional warfare streams.  

2  exercise BERSATU PADU was the last major exercise undertaken by the far east fleet prior to its progressive 
withdrawal to uk home waters.

They were: Communications (which 
included electronic warfare and shore 
based intelligence collection by radio), 
Gunnery, Torpedo & Anti Submarine 
Warfare, Navigation and Direction. 
Australian naval officers undertook 
courses in these subjects in the United 
Kingdom (UK), some of which were 
twelve months in duration.
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aWO courses were also conducted in the 
uk. They placed emphasis on task group
planning, force warfare control functions
and departmental duties. The PWO/aWO 
structure was in place for eight years 
before the two courses were in effect 
combined into one course. 

The cost of uk training increased 
dramatically in the late 1970s and its 
relevance was diminishing. from the mid 
1960s, the australian navy’s fleet 
composition had altered from a strong 
british design base to one of progressively 
american and home grown origin. The 
introduction of the american designed 
and built ddG class, a4 Sky Hawk fighter 

and Tracker aircraft and the naval combat

data system diminished the relevance of
rn courses, as did the deployment of 
indigenous weapons and sensors such as 
ikara and Mulloka. The first american 
designed ffG built for the ran was 
commissioned in 1980. 
PWO training was repatriated from the 
uk and an australian ‘surface Warfare 
Officers course’ commenced in January 
1985. The name reverted back to PWO 
course in 1989.

From 1985 until 1996, PWO graduates 
were designated either; PWO D (Anti Air 
Operations); PWO ASW (Anti Submarine 
Warfare); PWO G (Gunnery); or PWO C 
(Communications). From 1996, these four 
job designations were reduced to two 
primary positions of PWO (A) covering 
Air Warfare and PWO (SW) covering 
surface and sub-surface warfare. In 2014, 
three additional specialisations were 

implemented to cover the expanding roles and 
skill sets required of the PWO in the evolving 
maritime environment. PWO training now 
includes: PWO (N)-Navigation; PWO (MW)- 
Mine Warfare; and PWO (CIW)-
Communications and Information Warfare. 

PWOs maintain a keen awareness of the 
ran’s warfare heritage, and keep alive the 
memory of pioneers such as captain darling 
through the naval Warfare Officers' 
association (NWOA). The NWOA includes 
former and currently serving warfare officers
who meet to discuss matters ranging from 
historical interests to future naval
developments. all PWOs are encouraged to 
become members of the NWOA. 

Officers who have completed the mandatory sea 
time of 24 months after the award of their BWC, 
will be selected by Navy People Career 
Management Agency (NPCMA) as a candidate 
for PWO training. This selection is based on their 
nominated directed specialisation, whilst 
balancing the needs of the service.

The majority of candidates will be posted to sea 
to conduct assistant PWO time in a major fleet 
unit for a period of twelve months. This period is 
to familiarise the candidate with the different 
common warfare spheres prior to the 
commencement of training. All candidates are 
required to receive a CO's recommendation prior 
to the commencement of course.

PWO Course Selection

PWO training is conducted at SM-W located in 
HMAS Watson the Captain Darling building. 
Captain Stanley Darling, OBE, DSC and two 
bars, VRD, RANR served with great distinction 
in World War II as a specialist in the then 
emerging field of Anti Submarine Warfare 
(ASW).
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An intimate 
knowledge of the 
operations room  

and how to use it is a 
fundamental core 
skill for Principal 
Warfare Officers.

The PWO course is a twelve month 
instructional period. The course is a mix 
of theoretical and practical modules. Not 
every PWO specialisation is required to 
complete all the modules of the PWO 
course. readers are encouraged to 
consult with the PWO faculty in HMas 
Watson regarding the development and 
timing of these courses. 

Positions for PWOs 
Thirty PWO trained officers are 
required to graduate each year to meet 
workforce requirements and the PWO 
course can cater for 32 students per
annum. The royal new Zealand navy 
(rnZn) also places officers on these 
courses. 

PWO positions exist in all major fleet
units with the majority being in the  
surface force. 

sea time ratios conform to navy 
standards. There is a wide diversity of 
shore appointments for PWOs. 

Some Aspects of PWO Service
PWO course standards are high as befits
the critical function of the PWO, including 
the conduct of weapon practices and 
weapon exchange in real world 
operations. The level of expertise that is 
demanded requires an ability to absorb 
information from multiple sources, 
prioritise responses and act intuitively. 
The ability to discriminate between 
competing options of an urgent nature is 
expected. Uncertainty and hesitation are 
not virtues for a PWO. intimate familiarity 
with the operations room (Ops Room) and 
its sailors is vital.

PWO Training
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safety during training and weapon 
practices is a major task and considerable 
emphasis is placed on safety and risk 
management procedures both during 
training and operations. 

in the end, however, the warship’s role is 
to fight and win and commanding officers 
will expect cogent and honest advice and 
options from their PWOs, and resolute 
action in combat.

The Ops Room environment is intimate,
being both crowded and also the hub of 
combat decision making and planning. 
This is a workplace where a sense of 
humour is a decided benefit. sea service 
can be demanding and stressful due to 
the responsibility borne, the sustained 
watchkeeping requirements and the 
limited operational respite during real 
world operations. Planning and 
departmental tasks add to the workload. 

The relationship between the PWO and 
the OOW is critical to successful war 
fighting and ship safety, and is not 
amenable to misunderstanding. both 
the PWO and the OOW are responsible 
directly to the commanding officer for 
all aspects of their duties. neither officer 
can function without the support of the 
other. co-operative action to achieve 
shared goals is required.  The chief of 
navy’s command Guide provides 
instructions on the PWO/OOW 
relationship. 

When the teamwork between the PWO 
and OOW breaks down, the results can 
be catastrophic as was the case with the 
south african warship SAS 
President Kruger (see case study).

continuation training and exercising is a 
feature of the PWO’s duties and this can 

HMAS Anzac fires its five 
inch Mk45 automatic 
rapid fire gun during  
extensive combined 

operations at sea.
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PWO-OOW Case Study: in february 1982 the south african ship President Kruger, a modified 

Type 12 frigate, collided with the replenishment ship Tafelberg and was sunk with the loss of 

16 lives. 

at the time of the collision the two ships, together with the President Pretorious, were 

conducting an asW exercise at night. President Kruger was OTc and Ocs. The frigates were 

sector screening ahead of Tafelberg and a reorientation of the mean line of advance was 

ordered at 0340, from 010 to the south east. The captain had not been called.

in President Kruger, the operations room was controlling and the bridge had the con. The 

PWO ordered a course change to 180 at which time Tafelberg bore 180 and 3000 yards from 

President Kruger. The OOW informed the PWO of this fact. The latter’s recorded reply is: “that 
can’t be – come right another 20 degrees”. The OOW did not question this order and applied 10 

degrees of starboard wheel. during the slow turn it was evident from the bridge that President 
Kruger would cross Tafelberg’s bows. The PWO was not informed.

With the range between the two ships 900 yards, an increasingly anxious OOW called 

down the voice pipe: “we are closing fast, suggest we come hard left”. The PWO, who had lost 

Tafelberg in the radar’s ground clutter, ordered “Negative come hard right 240 degrees”. The 

OOW then said “I’m coming hard left – Port 30”. The second OOW at the pelorus did not hear 

the OOW but did hear the PWO and ordered “Starboard 30” and President Kruger continued 

across Tafelberg’s bows. The OOW on the starboard bridgewing was unaware that his order 

Port 30 order was not obeyed. The ships collided.

a number of factors were involved but clearly the relationship between the bridge and 

operations room was a major contributing factor. The PWO was senior to the OOW, who did 

not possess a full bWc. The PWO was also the OOW’s training officer and did not trust his 

OOW’s judgement. The OOW did not fully appreciate his responsibility to question the PWO 

on any decision he felt might jeopardise the safety of the ship.

be tedious but is essential to maintaining 
the level of command team and Ops 
Room teamwork and practice upon 
which proficiency in combat is based. 
Energy, enthusiasm and initiative will be 
less than valuable attributes, unless they 
are underpinned by a solid foundation of 
professional knowledge and task skill.

Additional Qualifications
Within the PWO specialisation, there are 
five adQuaLs: air Warfare (A), Surface 
Warfare (SW), Communications 
Information Warfare (CIW), Mine 
Warfare (MW) and navigation (N). 
These are discussed later in this 
chapter.
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Part � - Above Water Warfare
“Hit first, hit hard, and keep on hitting.”

Admiral Jacky Fisher 

Role
The PWO-A adQuaL was originally 
created by combining the duties of the 
pre-existing gunnery specialisation and

some of those of the direction officer
specialist. 

Above Water Warfare (aWW) training 
has been delivered in a variety of 
formats over the last 30 years and has 
remained focussed on the threat from 
anti-ship missiles and from aircraft. 
aWW is organised around the integrated 
employment of guns, missiles, electronic 
warfare and airborne defence systems.

Derivations - The Gunnery 
Officer

it used to be said of gunnery officers, that
you became one so as to avoid having to 
serve with one. This was a little unfair 
– maritime warfare evolved around
gunnery and reached its apotheosis with 
the design and construction of battleships 
capable of delivering 18 inch shells over 
40 kilometres.3 

The traditional gunnery functions 
included specialised skills relating 
to ammunition design and storage, 
ballistics calculations, aiming and laying 
of the guns visually and, in due course, 
by radar. constant training and drill 
was required to develop the teamwork 
necessary between the many components 
of manually operated and complex
gunnery systems. collateral duties related 
to landing and boarding parties,
ceremonial, small arms and explosive 
ordnance (when no McdO was borne).

“The gunnery lieutenant is to have charge 
of and be responsible for all guns, gun 
mountings, and machinery in connection 
with them, including firing gear and night 
sights, except when the machinery referred 
to is steam, oil, or gas engine.” 4

The development of ship-launched 
missiles was a natural extension of 
the gunnery officer’s duties, although 
the (relatively) complex and advanced 
technology of missiles required a shared 
responsibility with the ship’s Weapons 
electrical engineering Officer (WeeO).  

3 The Japanese battleship Yamato, when completed in 1941, had a full load displacement of 72,800 tons and 
mounted 9 x 18 inch guns, 12 x 6.1 inch and 12 x 5 inch aa guns. 

4 kings regulations & admiralty instructions, 1913 chap XXiV para 90 .
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The gunnery officer was responsible for
the tactics and efficient use of the 
weapons and the WeeO for the material 
readiness of the system and the missiles 
themselves. 

The acquisition of the charles f. adams 
class of Guided Missile destroyer (ddG) 
in the mid 1960s with surface launched 
anti-air Warfare (aaW) missiles and 
more automated control and guidance, 
lead to a re-arrangement of duties for the 
use and maintenance of aaW systems. 
furthermore, automated ammunition 
handling arrangements diminished the 
numbers of semi-skilled sailors required 

 An Evolved Sea 
Sparrow Missile is 
launched from a 
vertical launch 

system. 

to manually transfer ammunition and to 
maintain electro-mechanical equipment. 
This was exemplified in the later ffG and 
anZac class gun systems.

Derivations - 
The Direction Officer
radar was first deployed at sea in 1938 
and rapidly improved when better power 
amplifiers were designed together with 
smaller, lighter radar antennae. The roles 
of the direction officer had their origins
in the use of radar to track aircraft and to 
direct friendly aircraft movements 
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to engage enemy aircraft formations. 
This work was pioneered by the royal 
Observer corps in the uk. The radar 
plotters tracked the position of aircraft 
on glass boards and the officers directed 
the movements of friendly aircraft.
These skills were developed and refined 
by the royal air force, and were 
operationally demonstrated during the 
early years of WW ii. 

The primary role of the direction officer
afloat was the control and direction of 
fighter aircraft, advice on tactics and their 
co-ordination with other aaW systems. 
non-commissioned personnel were also 
trained in the control and direction of 
aircraft.

This function was originally focussed on 
aircraft carrier operations but broadened 
when specialised air direction ships were 
developed and, later, aaW platforms. The 
close connection between the use of radar 
and the integration of air direction tasks 
led to greater involvement of the direction

officer in the management of the entire
action information Organisation (aiO). 
computerised combat data systems 
automated this process and the direction

officer was duly assigned responsibility
for its efficient use within the broader 
responsibility of aiO management.

Future AAW Developments

AAW will remain a core function for PWO 
qualified officers for the foreseeable 
future. The threat to maritime forces from 
air launched and airborne weapons will 
remain. new sensors, weapons and tactics 
will require more informed and integrated 
co-ordination, which will be underpinned 
by network centric operations systems.

The introduction of the adf’s air

early warning and control (aeW&c)
capability provides an additional layer 
of surveillance and direction in the 
maritime environment. The replacement 
of the current generation of RAAF fighter 
aircraft with the F35 (Lightning 11), the 
continued introduction of the Hobart 
class DDGs will provide an improved and 
contemporary capability for aaW in 
maritime operations in the period 
2020-2030 especially in the littoral. 
concepts for both these platforms are 
being developed in co-operation with 
Australian allies.

Despite the introduction of these 
capabilities, current systems will 
continue to be developed, including 
missile and gun modifications, improved 
electronic warfare and close in self-
protection systems. continued 
requirement for collateral functions such 
as boarding expertise should be 
anticipated.
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Role
The surface Warfare (sW) PWO adQuaL 
was originally created by combining 
the duties of the pre-existing asW 
specialisation and some of those of the 
communications officer specialist.

sW training has been delivered in various 
formats over the past thirty years and 
has been focussed on the threat from 
submarine launched weapons and 
the management requirements of the 
communications department afloat.
sW is organised around the integrated 
employment of all asW weapons systems 
embarked in the force including maritime 
airborne platforms, supporting the PWO 
(a) in deploying anti ship missile (asM) 
decoys and ship manoeuvring while 
under attack, directing the PWO (a) with 

Part � – Surface Warfare
respect to surface ships to be engaged 
with asM and launch and recovery of 
helicopters it also includes responsibility 
for planning and managing the tactical 
and long-range communications needed to 
support operations afloat. 

ASW Background
The potency of submarine warfare was 
demonstrated by its effectiveness in 
trade interdiction in WWi. submarines 
generally attacked while on the surface 
or with the hull trimmed down. Their 
underwater endurance was short and 
their operational diving depth was 
shallow. anti-submarine warfare tactics 
therefore originally involved using 
traditional surface weapons and close 
screening of the main body of vessels by 
destroyers. 

Teamwork in the 
Operations Room is 
essential to mission 

accomplishment.

The Principal Warfare 
Officer coordinates an 

anti-submarine warfare 
exercise.
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after WWi major navies invested in 
asW sensors and tactics, which were 
considered necessary but were (initially) 
given a low a priority. in the rn, 
specialist training in asW was 
introduced in 1922 at HMs Osprey at 
Portland to provide suitably trained 
personnel to staff the evolving asW 
structure and systems. secret research 
provided the intellectual basis for the 
design and development of asdic 5 (later 
named sonar) equipment. 

improved weapons became available, 
originally as under-water bombs (depth 
charges). short-range ballistic weapons 
followed (the forward firing Hedgehog 
ASW mortar for example) which had 
the advantage of enabling the warship to 
engage the submarine without having to 
pass over its first position. The effective 
range of ship-launched weapons was 
related to the short range of the sonar 
systems then available. As sonar 
performance improved, so too did 
longer range ASW mortars and, in due 
course, torpedoes.

system limitations required considerable 
skill in the conduct of close asW action, 
the tactics for which became highly 
codified. The ‘reverse beetroot With 
sidestep’ was, for example, a complex 
tactic for searching for a submarine 
that was submerged underneath the 

convoy.  Despite developing considerable 
skill in such manoeuvres, the improved 
performance of submarines after WWii 
rendered close asW action an unwise and 
unproductive adventure. 

The availability of aircraft to spot and 
bomb submarines changed asW tactics 
in WWii by providing defence in depth, 
which was supplemented by specialist 
surface ship task groups. subsequent
tactical development focussed on airborne 
platforms, strategic barriers and longer 
range weapons. close asW engagements, 
although practised diligently, became an 
in-extremis response, especially when 
guided torpedoes and submarine launched 
missiles were deployed. 

Training in torpedo anti-submarine (Tas)
warfare in the ran covered torpedoes, 
mine warfare, sonar, demolition, asW 
weapons and related skills. Training took 
place in HMas Rushcutter during WW ii 
but relocated to HMas Watson in 1956.

The ran maintained a very professional 
asW capability which, after 1955, was 
focussed on the aircraft carrier HMas 
Melbourne and six river class destroyer 
escorts (de). Melbourne originally 
embarked Fairey Gannet aircraft and
later Grumman Trackers, Wessex 31B
helicopters and Seaking helicopters, all
equipped with asW equipment of 
contemporary capability. 

5 named after the allied submarine detection investigation committee.
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The cold war threat to australia’s sea
lines of communication from 
submarines was such that 
considerable investment was made in 
asW weapons and sensors. The 
australian designed Ikara was
the first guided asW weapon to be 
deployed by navies. The Mulloka 
sonar was intended as an innovative 
sonar for australian requirements and 
to develop a national industrial 
capacity.

The Principal 
Warfare Officer  

coordinates an anti-
submarine warfare 
exercise from the 
operations room. 

PWO (SW) Employment
PWO (SW) control the surface and 
sub-surface warfare battle, and are 
responsible for the operational efficiency 
of the ship's surface and sub-surface 
sensors and weapons. They are specialists 
in higher level ASW and ASuW planning 
and warfare. PWO (SW) can be trained 
for console employment in FFH, FFG, 
DDG and LHD platforms. PWO (SW) 
may also be employed in HQ staff, joint, 
combined, coalition and maritime 
operations.
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Part 4 – Navigation
Role of the Navigating Officer
navigation is a PWO adQuaL. The 
navigator, assisted by the navigator’s 
yeoman where borne, plays a pivotal

role in the command team irrespective 
of the size and type of ship. a ship 
cannot “fight and win at sea” if it cannot
safely navigate to and within the battle 
space. 

The standard of training received by 
ran navigators is very high and 
compares favourably to that of other 
western navies. it provides a logical 
progression through intermediate, long 
and advanced training that links prior 
experience to future employment. 
Training received at the australian 
Maritime college in Launceston, 
Tasmania during the advanced 
navigation course provides a valuable 
broader perspective to the application of 

navigation principles, especially in larger 
ships.

navigating RAN ships is one of the most 
challenging and rewarding careers upon 
which an officer can embark. The 
responsibility, command relationships, 

skill and status attached to the navigating
officer’s role attract considerable job
satisfaction and respect. 

The navigating officer’s function and 
many of the skills employed can be traced 
back to the earliest days of organised 
marine activity. after all, someone had to 
get all those Greek ships to salamis in 
480 bc to fight Xerxes’ fleet! Polynesian 
navigators were sailing by the stars in the 
12th century6 and possibly earlier. The 
voyages of Torres, de Gama, Magellan, 
cook, Marion, La Perouse, beechey and 
others were as much achievements of 
navigation as they were ones of 
seamanship and scientific discovery.

The Navigating Officer. “In my day you could always tell the navigating officer by his tie, which 

was extra shiny and expansively knotted, and by the two inches of white shirt cuff upon which he 

traditionally scribbled down his fixes. But most of all, you could tell the navigating officer by that 

general air of faintly superior knowledge which, like the bactrian camel, who alone knows the 

hundredth name of God, sets the navigating officer apart from the rest of us.”

John Winton We Joined The Navy

6 see for example: Lewis, david. ‘The Voyaging stars – secrets of the Pacific island navigators’,  
fontana collins 1980.
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even where supported by modern 
equipment such as satellite navigation, 
the navigating officer retains the residual
skills of the past as a contingency 
capability. navigation skills are 
shared with the merchant marine and the 
seas recreational users and transfer
across the boundary that marks navy’s 
unique war fighting skills. navigation is 
the core skill of steering ships where we 
want them to go, safely, and is embedded 
in the role of every MWO.

There is a view sometimes expressed, that 
navigation is being automated to the point 
where the sub-specialist requirement 
might be questioned. This is not the case. 
despite satellite based global positioning
systems (GPS), astrological navigation
calculators, electronic charts and other 
forms of modern technology, someone 
still needs to manage these systems and 
apply their underlying functionality. More 
importantly, battle damage, accidents, 
equipment breakdowns and cyber attack 
will deprive users of their electronic tools 
from time to time, and require recourse to 
the more rudimentary methods of manual 
navigation in which the sub-specialist 
navigating officer is expert. At the end of 
the day the sun, stars, moon and 
magnetic north cannot be removed or 
damaged.

Training

intermediate Navigation Course (INT NAV) 
is nine weeks in duration and prepares 
officers for navigating duties in a minor war 
vessel (MWV), such as a patrol boat. It 
includes navigator's yeoman duties because 
some MWVs don't carry a navigator's 
yeoman.  This course and the sea 
experience that follows as a MWV 
navigator are prerequisites for the Surface 
Combatant Navigation Course (SCNC).

The SCNC is thirteen weeks in duration. it 
includes more detailed meteorology, astro-
nav, tide calculations, ship handling, chart 
maintenance, navigation equipment 
operation and capabilities, ship operational 
planning, passage planning as a senior 
officer’s navigator, pilotage, rule of the 
road, two weeks in the bridge simulator and 
two weeks practical sea time that includes a 
Go/no Go assessment.

The Advanced Navigation Course
(n+) is conducted annually and takes 
approximately four weeks. The course 
includes deep draft ship handling theory and 
simulator time.  Bridge simulator work with

the future commanding officer occurs

HMA Ships Maitland and Ararat in company with 
HMPNG Ships Seeadler and Moresby prepare to 

conduct a force protection exercise.
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Combat in Pilotage Waters. On 10th april 1940, during the Norwegian Campaign, Captain 

Bernard Warburton-Lee RN, in command of the 2nd destroyer flotilla, entered Ofotfjord under 

orders to prevent German forces landing at narvik and to interdict their supply ships. He was 

also given discretion to capture the town with a Landing Party! He intended to attack at dawn, at 
high water, with five destroyers. The enemy force he faced consisted of ten large 

fleet destroyers and 2,000 troops ashore.

captain Warburton-Lee’s force proceeded “through continuous snowstorms, in very low visibility 
and along strange channels beset with navigational hazards” to arrive off narvik at 0400. This was 

done darkened, without radar and while maintaining radio silence. Three British destroyers 

entered narvik harbour at 0430 at high speed and attacking with guns and torpedoes.

German destroyers now emerged from smaller fjords on the flanks of the british flotilla. captain

Warburton-Lee attempted to withdraw, under fire, from the enemy force which was superior in 
both numbers and weapon calibre. a running battle ensued in the gloomy waters of the 

fjord, shrouded in snow drifts and the smoke of gunfire. both sides lost two destroyers but the 
british force managed to recover the damaged ship Hotspur – an achievement reflecting 
excellence in both seamanship and navigation.

On 13th april, 1940, the battleship HMs Warspite and nine destroyers re-entered the confined 

waters of the fjords. Lacking tactical surprise the force proceeded at high speed in poor weather 

and without radar. The remaining German destroyer and supply ships were destroyed.

where possible, and includes 
commander task group (cTG) operations 
officer assignments.

Contemporary Change
increasing levels of automation is a 
feature of modern navigation that will 
continue as new classes of ships are 
introduced into service. The rate of change 
in navigation processes has accelerated 
since the introduction of radio based aids 
(initially M/Hf direction finding, Loran, 
decca and Omega) and more recently 

GPs.7 Hand held calculators to assist with 
astro-nav and ring laser gyroscopes are 
other examples of modern navigation aids.  
Other contemporary developments 
include the Maritime Transport security 
act 2004, automatic identification system 
(ais) and the digital Voice recording 
system (dVrs).

The electronic chart distribution 
information system (ecdis)8 and its 
related navigation display system has had 
a marked influence and improvement on 
navigating officer workloads, especially

7 first trialled in the ran in HMas      Hobart in 1976 during Operation PHINEAS FOGG (Circumnavigation of the globe).

8 ecdis was first installed in the navigation school HMas        Watson in mid 2004.
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pilotage planning.  This does not of 
course relieve the navigator of their skill 
responsibilities or the need to 
comprehend the systems’ functionality 
and foundation principles. Experience 
indicates that ecdis has assisted to 
reduce the bridge team workload whilst 
improving ship safety and command 
confidence.
These and other factors are changing the 
way the navigator goes about their 
business but not what that business is. 
despite technological developments, the 
possibility of collisions, grounding and 
berthing incidents as well as the science 
of tropical storm avoidance remain 

a reality for the modern navigating 
officer, and the requirement for a 
specialist navigator possessing deep-
seated knowledge and understanding 
of the principles behind the technology 
will continue.

HMAS Vendetta 
embedded in the caisson 

at the Alfred Graving 
Dock, Williamstown 18 

July 1958. HMAS 
Quickmatch in the 
dock. The dock had 

been dry at the time of 
the collision.
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 Royal Australian Navy 
landing craft unload 

Australian Army 
Bushmaster Protected 

Mobility Vehicles on to 
the beach.

Chinook (CH-47F) first 
of class flight trials  in 

HMAS Adelaide, to 
ensure the safe 

operation of the 
helicopters onboard 
Landing Helicopter 

Docks (LHD).

HMAS Choules conducting  
amphibious operations.
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Suggested Reading –
Principal Warfare Officer (PWO) 

• ANP 2110 - RAN Career Management.

• navigation faculty HMas Watson 
handout 135 dated Jan 04: south african 
navy sinking of sas
President Kruger.

• ‘naval Guns – 500 Years of ship and 
coastal artillery’, Hans Mehl, naval 
institute Press 2003.

• ‘anti-submarine Warfare’, 
W. J. r. Gardner, brasseys, 1996.

• ‘Make another signal’, 
captain Jack broome rn rtd, 
Military book society, 1973.

• ‘signal – a History of signalling in 
the royal navy’, captain barrie 
kent, Woolnough, 1993.

• ‘Marine navigation: Pilotage & celestial 
& electronic navigation 
4th edition’, richard r. Hobbs,
naval institute Press, 1997.

• admiralty Manual of navigation Vol 1,

Ministry of defence uk, 1997.

• addP 3.2.1, amphibious

Operations, 2009.

Soldiers from 2nd Battalion, 
Royal Australian Regiment 

transit to the beach in one of 
HMAS Canberra LCM-8 Landing 

Craft.

• Navy Information Warfare Framework 
2017, Commonwealth of Australia 2017.
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Chapter Four

Mine Warfare and Clearance Diving
Introduction
Mine warfare and clearance diving 
(Mcd) is a recognised warfare 
specialisation based upon the core 
mine warfare capability of six  
Minehunter Coastal (MHc) vessels, 
Australian Clearance Diving Teams 
(cdT), 2nd Commando Regiment (2 
CDO REGT) and other positions 
within the MCD Group, MCD Task 
Group, Special Operations 
Headquarters (SOHQ) or ADF Diving 
School (ADFDS).  MCD is a warfare 
specialisation for officers. Mine warfare 
(MW) without the clearance diving role 
is a recognised ADQUAL for Principal 
Warfare Officers (PWO)s.

The occupation is a tough, physically 
and mentally demanding job for both 
officers and sailors that requires sub-
surface swimming, diving and the 
handling of heavy equipment, often in 
difficult places with little 
infrastructure. MCDOs and clearance 
diver (CD) senior sailors carry 
responsibility that is discharged in the 
context of small group situations, 
sometimes isolated from immediate 
support.  

Royal Australian
Navy clearance 
divers prepare 

to destroy 
remnants of war. 

Aspiring MCD officers (MCDO) must 
hold a Bridge Warfare Certificate 
(BWC) and have passed the clearance 
diving selection test (CDST).
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MCD Duties 

McdOs are the adf’s specialist diving 
officers, with particular skills in explosive 
ordnance disposal (eOd). Their roles and 
tasks include mine counter measures
(McM), including the location and 
destruction of enemy mines, recovery of 
mines for intelligence purposes, special 
operations tasks (such as clandestine 
beach reconnaissance and clearance prior 
to an amphibious assault), eOd both on 
land and underwater, and the disposal of 
improvised explosive devices (ied).

eOd tasks are undertaken in ships, 
ashore and in port facilities. clearance 
divers, when borne in major fleet units
(Mfu), have responsibility 
for a ship’s McM equipment and its 
operational efficiency. They also perform 
underwater battle damage repair and hull 
maintenance. 

McdOs have a substantial and proud 
history. eight ran volunteer reserve 
(ranVr) officers were awarded the 
George cross or George Medal in WWii 
and two more have subsequently been 
awarded during peacetime operations.

Members of 
Clearance Diving 

Team One 
operating in 

Sydney Harbour. 
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Lieutenant Commander Goldsworthy GC DSC GM. Leon Goldsworthy was commissioned as 

a sub lieutenant in the ranVr in 1941 having been a technician in the Physics department 

of adelaide university. He was posted to the uk for training and volunteered for the 

‘rendering Mines safe section’ of HMs Vernon at Portsmouth. He quickly learned to use his 

pre-war training in electricity and physics for bomb disposal tasks. His work often required 

him to defuse mines underwater wearing a bulky diving suit that made the slow, steady 

movements required in this work very difficult. 

On 13 august 1943 Leon Goldsworthy defused a German mine in the water off sheerness 

using a special diving suit, which he and a colleague had helped to develop. in september 

and October 1943 he defused two mines, one of which had rested at a southampton wharf 

for two years and the other in the river Thames. for this he was awarded the George Medal. 

Then, in april 1944, he disarmed an acoustic mine that had lain in the water off Milford 

Haven for two and a half years. in september 1944 he received the George cross for his work 

in recovering and defusing mines. 

before the allied invasion of france, he was involved in the selection and training of men for 

port clearance and he was awarded the distinguished service cross in January 1945 for his 

bravery and leadership in clearing cherbourg Harbour, which was needed urgently to supply 

allied troops advancing across france. On one occasion he disarmed a new German ‘k’ type 

mine in 15 metres of water while under shellfire. 

after his work in france, Leon Goldsworthy served with the united states navy in the south 

Pacific Theatre, helping to defuse Japanese mines in the Philippines and borneo area. He 

was among the first to enter and search the caves in corregidor. 

He was promoted acting Lieutenant commander in september, 1944, and was australia’s 

most highly decorated naval officer, having rendered more than 300 mines safe. He died in 

1994.

 HMAS Huon 
departs  Sydney 

Harbour.
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Characteristics of the 
Occupation
The Mcd occupation is suitable for 
someone looking beyond mainstream 
warfare duties within the surface fleet. 
McdOs are adaptable, flexible and 
have an expectation of deploying at 
short notice to often remote areas or 

unknown situations in which unexpected 
challenges are routine. McdOs usually 
enter this specialist field for several 
years, interspersed with appointments 
to non-specialist duties before returning 
to McdO duties from time to time. some 
choose to dual specialise as PWOs and 
return to the fleet and compete for the sea

ch arge program and Mfu command.

Clearance diving is 
a physically 
demanding 
occupation.
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aspirants for this specialisation would 
benefit from a capacity to obtain joy from 
climbing in and out of cold, damp wet 
diving suits. The specialisation tends to
attract those with an adventurous streak 
and who enjoy outdoor, physical activity. 
Practitioners speak of a variety of 
potential scenarios in which their duties 
are discharged and the unpredictable 

nature of deployments in time, place and 
task. McdOs also employ traditional 
seamanship skills afloat in a way not 
often observed in some modern fleet units 
because they often do not have immediate 
access to automated tools. fitness is a 
very high priority and forms an important 
part of the culture of the branch. This is 
a reality reflected in the nature of daily
continuation training and duties.

CDT �� in Vietnam. in 1967 cdT 3 was formed for operations in Vietnam. it was assigned 
to the Vung Tau harbour defence unit in february 1967. Operation STABLEDOOR was the 

name given to the defence of shipping against underwater attack in the main south 

Vietnamese ports. cdT 3’s original duties also included eOd in Phouc Tuy Province and 

salvage tasks. 

Vung Tau was the site of several military installations including the 1st australian Logistic 

support Group at nui dat. it was a major site for the disembarkation of troops, vehicles and 

logistic support equipment for the australian Task force. Vung Tau was also the anchorage 

for ships waiting to enter the port of saigon 70 kilometres upstream and was a target for 

enemy underwater sabotage.

from mid 1968 cdT 3’s functions were expanded to include special operations in Viet cong 

occupied areas. This involved beach surveillance, riverine patrols, demolition of obstacles, 

destruction of tunnels and bunkers and participation in reconnaissance patrols and 

ambushes in company with south Vietnamese units and usn advisers. Ordnance recovery 

and disposal, including booby traps and WW ii ammunition, was a constant theme of cdT 3’s 

work.

numerous aircraft and ship salvage operations were undertaken with emphasis on recovery 

of unexploded ordnance. ship repairs were also undertaken. during its four years in Vietnam 

cdT 3 conducted 7,441 ship hull searches.

cdT 3 remained in Vietnam until May 1971. eight detachments each of an officer and five 

sailors served there. cdT 3 was awarded one dsc, two dsMs, one beM and three Mention-

in-dispatches. The team provided the professional basis for the contemporary development of 

clearance diving in the ran.
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Officer and senior sailor duties include 
leadership of small groups that are 
fundamentally reliant on teamwork for 
the successful discharge of their duties. 
considerable trust is placed in colleagues. 
close and intimate teamwork with non-
commissioned personnel is required, and 
the leadership style of McdOs reflects 
this.

Most Mcd postings are in HMa ships 
Stirling and Waterhen and in the MHc 
class ships. There are 28 cds,
including two officers, based with 2 
CDO REGT at Holsworthy as a 
component of the national counter 
terrorism capability. 

There are some opportunities to work 
overseas and to participate in tactical and 
technical development with allied navies.
some McM tasks are heavily reliant on 
intelligence collection.

The cdTs deploy regularly. Their speed 
of response, flexibility, compact 
structure and non-threatening presence 
makes them an attractive deployment 
unit. They are also very important for 
their preparatory role in amphibious 
operations. senior appointments within 
the specialisation are limited and the 
current career model facilitates officers 
achieving senior rank in non-McdO 
positions. 

 A Navy clearance 
diver attaches his 

dive helmet in 
preparation for 

diving operations. 
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MCD Training
Officer training is undertaken after the award 
of the BWC.  Specialisation training is split 
into two phases; Mine Warfare Officer   
Course (MWOC) and Clearance Diving   
Officers Course (CDOC). In general, officers  
will complete MWOC prior to commencing  
CDOC. An officer who has fully completed  
MWOC may elect to apply for the PWO  
course for the qualification of PWO (MW). 
The CDOC includes diving, underwater tools 
operation, aqualung, deep diving and the 
supervision thereof,  with a strong 
overarching emphasis on safety.  Ship's diving 
activity gives an insight into some of the 
implications of an MCDO career. The 
officers' course extends students physically 
and mentally and replicates as far as is 
possible  and safe to do so, the stresses of real 
world operations.  The MCDO is trained to 
know how a mine works as well as how to 
safely defuse and disassemble it.    

An advanced MW Course of eight weeks is 
available and undertaken in the United 
Kingdom.

A Counter Terrorism Course is conducted at 
2 CDO RGT for MCDOs and CDs posted 
there. This contains core skills that exhibit 
‘commando’ characteristics. Many of the skills 
learnt are repatriated back into the Clearance 
Diving Teams (CDT).
2 CDO REGT is a Special Operations 
Command unit, comprised primarily from 
Army Commandos and supplemented by 
specialist RAN and RAAF personnel. The 
RAN component consists of a CD assault 
platoon and an underwater medic for the 
purpose of undertaking domestic maritime 
counter terrorism duties. 

Suggested Reading – 
Mine Warfare & Clearance and 
Diving

• ANP 2110 - RAN Career Management.

• ‘a day in the Life of a clearance 
diver’, cPOcd J. a. VOOrHaM csM, 
australia’s navy 1993/4, aGPs.

• ‘royal australian navy in Vietnam’, 
department of defence,
aGPs canberra, 1980.

• ‘royal australian navy 1942-45’, 
G. Herman Gill, aWM 1968, 
appendix 4.

The ship's company 'close up' 
to Action Stations during a 

minefield transit.
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Chapter Five

“Yesterday morning a cutter arrived consigned to a house here & was offered for sale, 
and as she is in my opinion the vessel of all others most suited for the Expedition the 
Governor is now at my request treating for her.” �

Lieutenant P. P. King describing the acquisition of the Mermaid.

Part 1 - RAN Hydrographic, 
Meteorological & Oceanographic  
Group

Maritime Geospatial Officer

The ran Hydrographic, Meteorological & 
Oceanographic Group (HMGRP) is the 
agency responsible for the provision of 
operational maritime military geospatial 
information in support of the adf. it 
enables the adf to exploit the above and 
below water physical operating 
environment for strategic, operational 
and tactical advantage. HMGRP tasks 
include the production of military 
geospatial information, combat support 
and operational survey. 

Within the HMGRP, the australian 
Hydrographic service (aHs) is the 
commonwealth Government agency 
responsible for the publication and 
distribution of nautical products and 
other information required for the safety 
of ships navigating in australian waters. 

The aHs is a modern organisation 
that discharges civil and military 
obligations. it has a prominent role 
in the international Hydrographic 
Organisation and is a participant in 
the south West Pacific Hydrographic 
commission. The aHs shares a 
nationally important and productive 
relationship with the australian 
Maritime safety authority (aMsa). it 
produces digital and manuscript 
products and electronic navigation 
charts.

also within the HMGRP, the director of 
Oceanography & Meteorology (dOM) 
provides resources for oceanographic 
and meteorological data acquisition and 
management. 

1 Lieutenant P. P. king letter to the secretary to the admiralty 1st October 1817.
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Part � – Hydrography

Hydrographic Duties

Hydrographers undertake a vital task in 
support of the ran’s maritime operations. 
The Hydrographic branch has been 
innovative and one of the hardest working 
and hardest worked branches of the navy. 
it produces fundamental underpinning 
information for all naval activity and 
employs all the core skills of the mariner.

The organisation is headquartered at the 

australian Hydrographic Office in 
Wollongong, new south Wales (NSW). 
as the majority of survey work occurs in 
northern waters the survey ships and 
aircraft are based in cairns, Queensland 
(QLD).

Hydrographic Capabilities

The ran possesses a range of capabilities 
that provide survey information both 
for the national charting authority 
and for military operations.  
Hydrographic assets include:

Hydrographic survey ships: HMa ships 
Leeuwin and Melville. 

survey Motor Launches: HMa ships 
Benalla, Mermaid, Paluma, Shepparton, 
which normally work in pairs. 

Laser airborne depth sounder (Lads). 

deployable Geospatial survey Team (dGsT).

Hydrographic school assets –limited 
availability.
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Rear Admiral Phillip Parker King RN FRS. P. P. king was the son of Governor Philip 

Gidley king and was born on norfolk island in 1791. He entered the royal navy at age 15 

and served continuously at sea for eight years, including operational service in the 

napoleonic war. He served under officers with notable survey credentials such as 

admirals Otway and Pellew, and was acquainted with Matthew flinders who encouraged 

him in his career choice.

in 1817 king was appointed in command of an expedition to survey that part of the 

australian coastline which Matthew flinders had been unable to complete when Investigator 
become unseaworthy. king employed the cutter Mermaid and made three surveying voyages 

around the australian coast in 1817-1820. He embarked in the brig Bathurst in 1821-22 and 

made a more extensive survey of the north and western coasts of the continent. He also 

undertook a running survey of the inner barrier reef. 

He was promoted to Commander in 1821 and returned to england in 1823 to document

his findings. His work ‘Narrative of the Survey of the Intertropical and Western Coasts of 
Australia’ was published in 1827.  He was elected as a fellow of the royal society and to the 

royal Linnean society. 

in 1826 he took command of HMs Adventure in company with HMs Beagle and surveyed the 

southern and western coasts of south america including the formidable Magellan straits. 

This task took four years and king was promoted captain on completion. His ‘Narrative of 
the Surveying Voyages of HMS Adventure and Beagle, etc’ documented the work.

king retired from active service and took up pastoral pursuits at his properties to the west 

of sydney and at ‘Tahlee’, Port stephens, where he now lived. He made several marine 

surveys of the east coast and one of Port tephens in 1843. He became a commissioner of 
the Australian Agricultural Company and a member of the Legislative Council.  
He was a keen astronomer and had an observatory in his garden. In 1855 he was 
promoted to the rank of Rear Admiral of the Blue, the first Australian born officer to 
achieve Flag rank.  He died in 1856.
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Hydrography in the RAN
Hydrographic surveys of australian 
waters commenced with european 
discovery of the continent and was 
undertaken by some of the greatest 
navigators of the age and whose deeds are 
well recorded. Matthew flinders and 
Phillip Parker king retain a special status 
as role models for ran hydrographers. 
some of their charts remain in use today, 
virtually unaltered. 

The rn retained responsibility for survey 
in australian waters until October 1920 
when the aHs was formed. The rn 
continued to deploy ships in support of 
the aHs until 1926.

The sloop/minesweeper HMas Geranium 
was acquired from the rn in 1919 and 

commissioned in 1920 to undertake survey 
duties. Priority was assigned to the 
economic trade routes through the Great 
barrier reef and Torres strait. Geranium was 
supported by HMas Moresby and HMs 
Herald, the latter on loan from the rn in 
1925-26.

RAAF aircraft were adapted to hydrographic
support early. Geranium was equipped with 
an a10-2 aircraft, which was the first 
recorded use of an aircraft for surveying 

purposes. in 1925 six shore based fairey 
iiid floatplanes were deployed to bowen to 
support Geranium. in 1926 supermarine 
seagull iiis amphibians were also loaned for 
hydrographic support pending the 
completion of HMAS Albatross for which 
they had originally been purchased. 

 A Navy hydrographer 
taking measurements 
using the Leica smart 
station during a beach 

survey of Fitzroy Island 
near Cairns, QLD. 
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Later, Supermarine Seagull Vs, constructed 
to an australian specification, and also 
ordered for Albatross, were used for 
survey operations.

Geranium was retired from survey work 
in 1927. Moresby remained in service but 
was placed in operational reserve from 
1930 to 1933. When international tension 
increased in the late 1930s, hydrographic 
survey again obtained priority and 
strategic surveys were completed. 

The survey branch was disbanded in 1939 
but re-established in 1942 when the poor 
state of charts in the island waters to the 
north became evident. survey tasks were 
now in the front line and undertaken in 
advance of operations. 

during the new Guinea campaign ships 
of the Hydrographic service operated 
in all weathers and under frequent 
attack. amphibious assaults, then as 
now, required knowledge of navigation 
hazards. channels were charted and 
marked. Landings in the Hopei and Lae 
region in 1943 were dependent on rapid 
survey of the area under the direction 
of the ran Hydrographic branch, 
using australian ships and personnel 
completing a task in a few weeks, which 
in normal circumstances may have 
taken months. This pattern was repeated 
throughout the islands campaign.

Operation Oboe Six – Brunei Bay, June �9��. Japanese forces had occupied the brunei bay/

Labuan area on the north west coast of borneo in 1942. allied forces were assigned to retake 

the area and develop it as a forward fleet base. four beaches were selected for the assault, 

some distance apart. The assault force comprised 85 ships including Kanimbla, Manoora,

and Westralia.

The first ships to arrive were the Minesweeping and Hydrographic Group. The Hydrographic 

unit comprised HMas Lachlan (cTu 78.1.6) and us ships YMS 160 and Satinleaf. Lachlan laid 

channel approach buoys and carried out check soundings of the approaches. cruisers then 

commenced a bombardment of shore targets. Lieutenant cooper from Lachlan laid buoys near 

Labuan island using a ship’s boat, while the barrage was underway. Lachlan herself conducted 

close inshore reconnaissance of Green beach, siting buoys within 30 yards of the shore.

Lachlan re-entered the bay at dawn the following day and buoyed a narrow channel leading 

to the town of brooketon. The commanding Officer, Lieutenant commander Tancred, 

reported: “Lachlan’s boats … with two LCS, two LCI and YMS 160 rendering close support, went 

into the channel and completed the survey. Two destroyers … dropped shells dangerously close 
to the boats, but with the exception of two shots from the shore at one of Lachlan’s boats just 
north of Brooketon, no enemy resistance was experienced …”
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survey branch was awarded 2 Obes, 13 
dscs, 4 dsMs and 14 Mention-in- 
dispatches during WW ii.

The ran’s role of providing the national 
hydrographic capability continued after 
WW ii using converted warships. The 
frigate HMas Barcoo and the older sloop
HMAS Warrego were designated for
survey duties from 1952. The frigates 
HMa ships Diamantina and Gascoyne 
were recommissioned from the reserve 
fleet to replace them as oceanographic 
research and survey ships in 1959. 

in 1957 Motor stores Lighter (MsL) no 
252 was taken out of reserve, initially as a 
tender to Warrego. MsL 252 was  
converted to a coastal survey ship and 
commissioned as HMas Paluma (iii) in 
february 1958. This remarkable little 
ship remained on survey duties mostly 
in northern waters until March 1973, by 

The beach assault commenced on 10 June following an intense bombardment.  Lachlan 

continued her survey and channel marking work and she conducted a rapid survey of 

anson Passage, within the bay, which was duly buoyed. 

On 15 June Lachlan again deployed her boats to survey the approaches to the town of Weston 

and the Padas river on which it was sited, assisted by YMS 160 and an Lcs. Weston was 

believed, incorrectly, to be occupied by the Japanese. On the 17th Lieutenant starkey from 

Lachlan piloted the assault craft up the river to Weston. survey and pilotage work continued 

in the brunei bay area for several days.

rear admiral royal, commanding the naval forces, commended Lieutenant commander 
Tancred: “Your seamanlike and efficient performance here at Brunei and at Tarakan have 

been a source of great pleasure to me and should be one of great pride to you. You have a 

well organised, courageous and efficient crew. To you I give the highest naval praise.”

which time the hull and machinery were 
28 years old.

HMas Moresby (ii) was completed as a 
purpose designed survey ship in 1964 in 
newcastle and was the first warship fully 
designed and built in australia. she was 
equipped with a helicopter and considered 
the most visually elegant ship afloat in the 
ran at the time. Gascoyne was paid off in 
1966. HMas Flinders was commissioned 
in 1973 and replaced Paluma.

The main priorities for survey work were 
the newly developing ore ports and 
shipping routes on the North West coast, 
and the perennial requirements of the 
Great barrier reef and Torres strait. 
natural gas deposits were discovered 
which placed further pressure on survey 
requirements. bulk carriers were 
increasing significantly in size and 
margins for error diminishing. economic 
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pressure to improve the rate of effort 
caused the ran to deploy attack class 
patrol boats to the north-west shelf in 
1969-74, working in close company 
with Moresby. The development of Lads 
was a technological solution to increase 
the speed of survey operations.

Moresby paid off in 1997 and Flinders in 
1998 and were replaced by the current 
hydrographic survey vessels. 

Contemporary Operational 
Service
as indicated above, survey work often 
precedes military operations and the ran 
Hydrographic branch has a proud history 
of combat support. survey ships and units 
also undertake a broader range of tasks 

when priorities require. The rotary wing 
capable units are especially adaptable. 
They are suited to constabulary duties, 
search and rescue (sar) and disaster 
relief, in particular. Hydrographic ships
(Hs) present a benign disposition and are 
designed for extended deployments. 

Recent operational service has included 
hydrographic tasks in Timor Leste 
(DGST, Lads and sML) and the 
Solomon Islands (DGST) along with 
border protection operations. The dGsT 
was the first maritime unit into dili 
Harbour, just as HMas Flinders was the 
first ran unit to enter darwin after 
cyclone Tracy (excepting the patrol boats 
based there). The two hydrographic survey 
ships undertook border patrols during 

HMAS Diamantina employed 
on oceanographic research 
and survey duties 1959-80.
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Operations rELEX II and rESOLUTE. 
both Hs carried up to 130 personnel 
although only equipped with 52 bunks 
during this task and were at sea for up to 
45 days. 

The DGST is involved in most major 
exercises. It provides the Defence 
Science and Technology Group (DSTG) 
support and undertakes a summer 
season in southern waters. The 
hydrographic service has a strong 
linkage to the MW community. 

Hydrographic Officers’ Courses 
and Qualifications
Hydrography may be selected as a 
specialisation after MWOs have obtained 
their bWc.

There are two levels of training for 
hydrographic officers, both of which have
civil accreditation. The first is the ‘H2’ 
course delivered by the ran  
Hydrographic school in HMas Penguin, 
NSW. This is an intensive six-month 
course that covers the practical aspects of 
hydrographic surveying including 
theoretical and academic studies. subjects 
include geodesy, the practical operation of 
survey equipment including satellite 
position fixing, depth measurement, 
hydrographic data logging and processing 
and the operation of small survey craft. 
The course carries an international 
Hydrographic Organisation (iHO) 
accreditation as meeting the standards of 
competence for hydrographic surveyors, 

subject to sea experience. Officers are 
awarded the ‘H’ specialisation when the 
course has been successfully completed. 

Three to four officers are required to do

 the course each year to meet staffing 
needs. Where possible, volunteers are 
posted to a survey ship for experience 
before undertaking the H2 course.

On completion of the H2 course officers 
are posted to sea for consolidation 
training, normally as an assistant 
surveying officer aboard one of the larger 
survey ships. subsequent postings may be 

to sea as executive officer aboard a 
smaller survey ship or to staff positions at 
the Australian Hydrographic Office (AHO) 
in Wollongong, NSW. 

after several postings, commonly two or 
three, surveying officers may be posted to 
the long hydrographic course at HMs 
Drake in england. This is a six month iHO 

 
accredited category a course which  
prepares officers to supervise the conduct 
of hydrographic surveys, a pre-requisite  
for commanding officers of surveying  
ships. 

 
Possible postings after the long 
hydrographic course include the command 
of smaller survey ships, instructor 
positions at the ran Hydrographic school 
and more senior staff positions such as the 
quality control officer or staff officer  
operations at the AHO.
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There are approximately 50 specialist 
hydrographic officer positions in the
navy. Of these about 20 require an 
accredited category a hydrographic 
qualification. all hydrographic officers 
remain MWOs in the ran who may be 
called upon for duties in general service 
both afloat and ashore at any time. 

Other overseas courses are considered 
from time to time to provide improved 
education in emerging technology 
(for example: rapid environmental 
assessment (REA) and scanning sonar 
technology). 

Educational Pre-requisites
all MWOs are eligible for selection as 
surveying officers. There are no 
additional educational requirements, 
though the nature of the specialisation 
relies on abilities in mathematics and 
some familiarity with science subjects.

Many hydrographic officers also possess
a tertiary qualification but this is neither 
essential nor a pre-requisite for the H2 
course. 

Qualifications exhibited by current 
officers include: bachelor of surveying 
degree (bsurv), ba (Hons) Mis (aust), 
bsc, bsc (Hons), Msc, Msc Tech, and 
Pgraddipsurv.

HMAS Melville 
conducting border 
patrol operations. 
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Factors to Consider in a 
Hydrographic Branch Career
an officer who sub-specialises in 
hydrographic surveying has many
challenges to meet during a rewarding 
career. it is a sub-specialisation which 
has a proud history of discovery and one 
upon which both the adf and the wider 
maritime community depend for safe 
navigation and ultimately their safety. 
every chart upon which seafarers depend 
represents the work of surveying officers 
at sea. 

The primary role of a surveying officer is 
to collect the information that is required 
to make charts and provide the associated 
services, which help make navigation at 
sea safe. duties include watchkeeping 
on the bridge of surveying ships, leading 
survey parties both ashore and afloat 
in remote locations, and assessing and 
compiling survey information before it is 
submitted to the AHO.

Geographic postings are mainly at 
cairns, where the ships and the 
Lads are based, at the ran 
Hydrographic Office in Wollongong, and
at the ran Hydrographic school in 
HMAS Penguin, Sydney.

Leeuwin and Melville employ a three-crew 
rotation staffing system that eases the 
harbour duty load, compared to some 
other ships. ship deployments have had a 
strong emphasis on northern waters and 
this is expected to continue. There are 

limited exchange service opportunities 
overseas.

Hydrographers exhibit a strong reference 
back to survey archives and sense of 
history: 

“we feel as though we are pioneers ourselves 
– we seek out the white bits on the chart.”

They are very proud of current 
achievements and of those who have gone 
before. Hydrographers produce an 
identifiable product – they create 
something that is not perishable but forms 
a vitally important input to naval forces in 
the conduct of their operations and for the 
wider community to use in its economic, 
government and recreational activity. 

Quality control is fundamental and to that 
extent the work can sometimes be tedious. 
Work is repetitive in some ways but in 
practice duties afloat exhibit considerable 
task diversity. Hydrographers aspire to 
undertake real world operations where 
possible and appropriate to do so.

Personnel considering a specialist 
hydrography career are encouraged to read 
extant hydrographic and meteorological 
group plans for an up-to-date indication of 
contemporary issues and planned 
directions within the specialisation.

Once an officer decides on a hydrographic 
specialisation they are likely to spend the 
bulk of their career in that branch. The 
senior hydrographic officer is a 
commodore and carries the title 
Hydrographer, RAN.  
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Likely Developments

Hydrographic tasks are an enduring 
feature of naval work although the 
technology employed may change with 
increasing use of airborne and satellite 
based techniques to support those 
afloat. 

Like all naval endeavours, hydrography 
is an enthusiastic employer of new 
technology. Hydrographic systems 
projects relate directly to the gathering 
of appropriate information in order to 
make informed decisions on maritime 
operations. electronic charting has 
replaced paper charts and australia 
was one of the first maritime nations to 
pursue this form of hydrographic 
information management. Additionally 
a rea capability has emerged to 
acquire information about the land 
adjacent to waters to improve our 
understanding of the sea-land interface.

A RAN deployed 
Meteorology Officer 
braving blizzards, ice 

and freezing conditions 
as he applies his 

professional skills in 
Antarctica.

The Navy will replace the current fleet 
of survey vessels by the early 2020s with 
an efficient combination of commercial 
and oceanographic survey capabilities. 
The platforms of the future Navy have 
been outlined in the Defence White 
Paper 2016 (DWP16).
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Part � - Meteorology and Oceanography 
(METOC)
“…it is essential to have detailed 
knowledge of the hydrosphere of the Earth, 
to understand the processes occurring 
in it, and its effect on the land and the 
atmosphere, and the formation of the 
weather. … research oceanographic ships, 
scientific organisations, equipment, and, 
of course, the appropriate personnel 
are required to understand the seas and 
oceans. All of this is one component of the 
sea power of a country”

Admiral of the Fleet Sergei Gorshkov, 
C-in-C Soviet Navy.2

METOC Responsibilities
The directorate of Oceanography and 
Meteorology (dOM) is a component of 
the Hydrogaphic Meteorology Group 
(HMGRP). MeTOc officers provide 
oceanographic and meteorological 
information and services and 
substantial support to the ran fleet, 
aviation squadrons and other national 
agencies and to meet the adf 
requirement for military operations and
strategic planning. They manage the 
Defence and national oceanographi

databases and enable the adf to exploit 
the above and below water physical 
operating environment for strategic, 
operational and tactical advantage. 
Operational support is the highest priority 
but MeTOc products also contribute to 
non-defence agencies. This effort has
included the operational deployment of 
MeTOc teams to provide direct support to 
maritime operations. 

MeTOc Officers staff the:
Operational MeTOc centre (OMc) that 
supports the adf through the provision of 
advice and information to enable greater 
operational exploitation of the environment. 
The OMc provides MeTOc support to 
frontline units in the form of Mobile MeTOc 
Teams.

fleet Weather and Oceanography centre 
(fWOc) provides real time forecasts and 
other information to support to adf 
maritime activity and ships at sea.

Naval Air Station Weather Oceanography 
Centre (NWOC) supports Fleet Air Arm 
operations from the Naval Air Station (NAS) 
Nowra, NSW by providing aviation safety 
and tactical meteorological and 
oceanographic support to  the training areas 
adjacent to Jervis Bay. 

2 ‘ some Problems in Mastering the World Ocean’ published in Morskoi sbornik (official journal of the soviet Navy) 1973.

c
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Australian Oceanographic data centre
(AODC) that provides non real time
data, specialised datasets, information 
and consultation in support of adf 
maritime operations. The AODC 
operates the national Oceanographic 
data centre.

MeTOc is a specialised field requiring 
appropriate educational qualifications. 
MeTOc specialists typically possess the 
following qualifications: dipMet, bsc 
and Msc. 

Oceanographic Survey Ships
HMas Diamantina’s role after 
recommissioning in 1959 was mainly 
oceanographic survey and trials in the 
indian Ocean. she embarked scientists 
from the commonwealth science and 
industry research Organisation (csirO) 
and the ran research Laboratories 
(ranrL) for research tasks. in february
1960, scientists aboard Diamantina 
discovered a fissure in the ocean floor 
west of cape Leeuwin, WA which 
dropped to depths of over 4,000 fathoms. 
now known as the diamantina Trench, it 
is believed to be the deepest recorded 
water in the indian Ocean.

RAN Meteorologists,  
release a weather balloon 
from HMAS Canberra as 
the ship sails past Koro 

Island, Fiji during 
Operation FIJI ASSIST.

METOC geospatial services section is 
responsible for disseminating a range 
of METOC products to ADF users, and 
the general public, using graphical 
information services and internet 
technologies.
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HMas Kimbla was converted from a boom 
defence vessel in 1958 to oceanographic 
research and trials duties, mainly on the 
east coast. Like Diamantina she embarked 
csirO and ranrL personnel. she was 
paid off in 1985 having been in ran 
service for 30 years. 

HMas Diamantina was replaced in 1980 
by the new oceanographic research ship 
Cook. HMas Cook was sold in 1990 after a 
comparatively short service life.

HMAS Gascoyne's Ship's 
Company (foreground) 
'Cheer Ship' as they pass 
reviewing Ship HMAS 

Leeuwin during the RAN's 
Ceremonial Fleet Review.   

Eligibility
To be eligible to specialise  MGO-M, the 
MWO must meet the academic pre-
requisites of the Bureau of Meteorology's 
(BOM) Graduate Diploma (GradDip) 
(Met). The pre-requisite is an 
undergraduate Science degree with a 
minimum of second year mathematics or 
physics. Equivalent degrees are 
considered and an entrance exam is 
required to be passed.
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Suggested Reading –  
Hydrography and METOC

• ANP 2110 - RAN Career Management.

• Hordern, Marsden, ‘king of the
australian coast – The Work of Phillip 
Parker king in the Mermaid and 
Bathurst 1817-1822’, Miegunyah Press, 
1997.

• Hardstaff r. J. ‘Leadline to Laser – The 
Hydrographic service ran 1920-1995,
'Privately published', 1995.

• flinders, Matthew Lieutenant, ‘a Voyage
to Terra australis’, Libraries board of 
south australia, 1966.

• australian Hydrographic service 
website: www.hydro.gov.au

MGO-M Training Continuum

After MWO consolidation at sea, officers 
selected for MGO-M training are posted to 
the Board of Meteorological Training Centre 
in Melbourne to undertake the civilian 
component of the Grad Dip(Met). This is 
followed by the Military METOC (Mil MET) 
course, for a total of 10 months training. 
Successful completion of both components 
leads to the award of the Grad Dip(Met) and 
the specialisation of MGO-M.

Higher training in oceanography is necessary 
to ensure that the Navy has MGO-M 
personnel with the required technical skills 
to provide effective advice relating to 
METOC aspects of future capabilities, and 
METOC applications. The Navy 
Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey, 
California, offers a Master of Science in 
Oceanography which provides these skills 
and, most importantly, teaches military 
applications of METOC theory. Officers are 
posted to NPS for a minimum of 18 months, 
normally at the senior lieutenant level after 
completion of a number of lieutenant  
MGO-M postings. Selection to the course is 
highly competitive.

Branch Structure

The MGO-M community is small in size  
and consists solely of officers within the 
ranks of sub-lieutenant to captain. It is 
expected that the number of positions will 
grow in the years to come to meet the 
increasing demand on geospatial services 
and deployable METOCs.

 Observing weather patterns provides 
vital information to the fleet.
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Chapter Six

Submarine Roles
The RAN Submarine Arm has a long 
and proud history of service to the 
nation, but as the most silent of the 
silent service its history is little known.  
It is a discrete component of the navy’s 
force structure and major investment 
has been made by the nation in 
submarines because of the important 
capabilities possessed by the 
submarine platform, in particular its 
capacity to undertake its duties 
covertly, at great range for extended 
periods and with strategic influence. 

They are armed with torpedoes and 
anti-ship missiles and potentially with 
mines. Their roles are to conduct 
maritime strike, anti-surface warfare, 
undersea warfare and mining, maritime 
intelligence collection, surveillance and 
reconnaissance as well as the 
deployment of special forces. In the 
future they may have the ability to 
construct land strike operations.

Submarines are a powerful deterrent to
the conduct of surface operations by an 
adversary and can severely diminish 
the capacity for such operations in 
higher level conflicts. The capability to 
deny free use of the sea through covert 
action, or implied action, can contain 
and potentially eliminate an enemy's 
naval operations against Australia.

Submarines
The submarine’s long range and ability to 
loiter on station, and conduct covert 
activities, makes it ideally suited to
operations in australia’s maritime 
approaches and beyond. Much of its 
inherent flexibility results from its 
endurance.

Current Capability
The RANs submarine capability includes
six Collins class boats constructed by 
the australian submarine corporation in 
adelaide and which were commissioned 
between 1996 and 2003. 

submarines often operate with other 
ADF units and task groups. Modern
war fighting tasks and tactics require 
operations in direct support of task
group operations, either in a defensive
or offensive support role and which are 
a more common feature than in the past.

The existence of a submarine warfare 
capability within the adf has had a 
major impact on the broader debate 
about maritime warfare and the 
evolution of tactics. knowledge acquired 
in, and transferred from, the submarine 
community has strongly influenced 
tactical development and operational 
concepts across a range of adf 
capabilities and military options.
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In the coming decades the Navy will 
increase the size of the submarine force 
from six to twelve regionally superior 
boats with a high degree of 
interoperability with the United States. 
The Collins class submarine fleet will 
continue to be supported and upgraded. 
The first new submarines will likely begin 
entering service in the early 2030s.

Submarines in the RAN – 
a Summary History
submarine warfare has been a 
component of the ran’s capability for 
most of its history. The one significant 
gap in Australian based submarine 

forces was from 1931 to 1949.

considerable contention preceded the 
order for two submarines being placed by 
the fisher government in december 1910.1 
These were two british built e class 
submarines, ae1 and ae2, which were 
commissioned in february 1914. They 
arrived in sydney in May 1914. both 
submarines were deployed to Rabaul in 
German New Guinea after the 
commencement of hostilities in World 
War i. ae1 was lost with all hands on 14 
september 1914 in unknown 
circumstances, while returning from patrol 
off rabaul. she was the ran’s first 
operational ship loss and her wreck was 
not found until December 2017.

1  see for example memorandum from captain W. r. creswell rn to the Minister for defence dated 2 september, 
1907 and quoted in ‘Genesis of the royal australian navy’, G. L. Macandie cbe editor, Government Printer, 
1949, pps 199 – 206.

 HMAS Dechaineux 
and HMAS 

Warramunga team 
alongside each other.
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ae2 was then re-deployed to the
Mediterranean sea where she arrived in 
January 1915, and was tasked in support 
of the Gallipoli operation. she 
penetrated the Dardanelles on the 
morning of 25 April 1915, some hours 
before the ANZAC's landed, and 

harassed Turkish shipping before she 
was sunk by a Turkish gunboat on 30 
April in the Sea of Marmora. She was 
the first allied submarine to successfully 
penetrate the Dardanelles and others 
soon followed. The wreck of AE2 was 
discovered in 1998 and is now protected 
by Turkish government legislation. 

AE1 photographed 
off  German New 

Guinea on 9 
September 1914, 
five days before her 

loss. HMAS 
Australia and 

HMAS Yarra in the 
background.

six J class submarines were transferred 
from the rn to the ran in 1919. They 
were large and fast for their time but 
history has assigned them a reputation for 
unreliability. They were based at Geelong 
with their submarine tender HMAS 
Platypus, before being relocated to
flinders naval depot, then placed in 
reserve and disposed of in the late 1920s. 

The last visible evidence of them is a 
portion of HMAS J3 lying in the shallow 
waters off Swan Island in Port Phillip 
Bay. Largely ignored in RAN chronicles, 
the acquisition of these submarines 
nevertheless indicated the RAN's 
aspiration at the time to possess a 
contemporary submarine warfare 
capacity. 
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The pursuit of a submarine capability 
was again  pursued with the manifest 
in the acquisition of HMa ships    
Otway and Oxley, which were 
commissioned into the ran in 1927. 
Like the J class, however, their
operational careers in australia were 
short and they were returned to the rn 
in 1931 due to the reductions in 
national defence capability arising 
from the economic situation caused by 
the Great Depression (1929-1939). 
The RAN briefly operated a 
submarine (the ex-Dutch submarine 
K IX) during June 1943- March 1944 
for anti-submarine warfare training.

 HMAS 
Dechaineux's casing 

party secures the 
casing line whilst 

transiting through 
the River Derwent 

after departing 
Hobart, Tasmania.

by agreement with the united kingdom, 
rn submarines were deployed to sydney 
from 1949-1975. based primarily at HMas 
Penguin in sydney, these submarines were 
employed mainly in fleet and air force anti- 
submarine training. They also provided 
some transfer of skills in submarine 
operations prior to the acquisition by the 
ran of four Oberon class submarines in

the late 1960s. Ten HM submarines of the
A and T classes were based in sydney for 
various periods, the longest being ten 
years from 1949 to 1959 by HMs 
Telemachus. The last of the A and T class
based in australia, HMs Trump, departed 
in 1969. 

n 
The requirement for the presence of the 
rn submarines diminished when the ra 
Oberon class was acquired, commencing
in 1967, although HMs Odin was home 
ported in sydney from 1972-1975. 
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Former RAN College at 
Geelong during 1913-14.

The ran acquired two additional 
Oberon class submarines in 1977-78, to 
bring the squadron to six ships. The 
Oberon class ships were progressively
withdrawn from service between 
1992-1999 and replaced by the Collins 
class. 

Officer Training 
MWO SM is a directed specialisation and 
designated MWO SMs transfer to 
submarine service during JWAC training. 
The nature of the submarine platform 
is such that considerable training is 
necessary in addition to that required for 
service in surface ships. This is especially 
so because of the third dimension 
required in navigating the submarine 
and the physical nature of the platform’s 
design. 

submarine operation involves risks not 
experienced in the surface fleet. There 
are many recorded accidents in all navies 
that operate submarines and considerable 
attention is paid in training to managing 
these risks. The training regime is 
therefore inevitably demanding and it 
requires pre-existing mariner skills and 
experience by the officer trainee.

a four day Submarine Selection Course 
(SSC) is available as a ‘toe in the 
water’ familiarisation before an officer 
volunteers for submarine service. 
This carries no obligation. aspirant 
submariners are encouraged to undertake 
the SSC at the earliest opportunity. The 
course is conducted in HMAS Stirling, 
Western Australia at the Submarine 
Training and Systems Centre (STSC). 
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The Submarine Sea Qualification 
(SMSQ) is the entry level course for 
officers seeking to pursue a career in 
submarines. SMSQ is approximately 
seven months long and has both shore 
and sea going components. it culminates 
in the award of the Submarine

Specialist Badge (Dolphins).

Once an officer is submarine qualified, 
the training continuum is equivalent to 
that of the surface fleet in that it contains
warfare, navigation, executive officer and

commanding officer courses. The  
Commanding Officers’ course (known as 
the Perisher course) includes training 
with the royal netherlands navy.

Overseas Postings

Exchange posting is periodically available 
with the United States Navy (USN), RN, 
and JMSDF and courses conducted in the 
Netherlands. Project related postings will 
also occur overseas, in France, as part of 
the future submarine project. 

Some Aspects of Submarine 
Service
The history of submarine warfare is 
characterised by feats of considerable 
courage and human endeavour. The tide 
of global conflict almost turned on the 
success of submarine warfare during 
both WW i and WW ii. The feats of Prien, 

kretschmer, endras, nimitz3, Mars, 
Wanklyn, Tompkinson and others may be 
added to those of Lieutenant commander 
stoker as previously mentioned.

during the Cold War, the strategic threat 
and deterrence provided by missile 
armed submarines influenced geo- 
strategic policies and to some extent, still 
does so. anti-submarine operations 
became the topic of popular literature 
and cinema (e.g. The Hunt for Red 
October). The reality of submarine 
operations in the 21st century is, 
however, more prosaic than 
contemporary fiction may suggest. 
Officers drawn to this undertaking would 
do well to put aside any romantic notions. 
submarine service is a technically 
advanced and demanding vocation that 
calls for skilled job performance, 
patience, intelligence, a strong sense of 
responsibility and personal robustness.

One of the reasons for this is the extra 
physical dimension of the platform and 
the hazardous circumstances this creates, 
irrespective of combat action. The weight 
of ocean water creates a pressure of about 
one atmosphere per square centimetre for 
every ten metres depth below the surface.
The added limitations of visibility, 
constrained navigation aids and sonic 
perturbations create risks not always 
experienced in surface ships but which 
are ever present considerations when 
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operating a submarine. furthermore, the 
submarine can be an unforgiving platform 
when accidents occur.

a second reason, perhaps, is that 
submarine service attracts a certain type 
of individual and creates pride, teamwork 
and trust within the craft that has allowed 
full expression of guile and derring-do. 
Past tactics based on single ship operation 
(albeit sometimes in co-operation with 
other forces, such as the German ‘wolf
pack’ tactic in World War ii) gave almost 
complete freedom to commanding
officers and enabled them to employ their
resources of initiative, imagination and 
intuition to a level not always possible in 
other maritime operations. 

this service. The squadron is home ported
at HMas Stirling in Western Australia 
and aspirant submariners should 
understand a posting to submarines is 
tied to that location. The submarine
community enjoys the advantage of a 
single home port and the geographic 
stability that it affords. nevertheless, 
shore postings within the submarine 
service are geographically diverse.

interesting overseas deployments, 
especially with the US Navy, can 
occur. deployments can be lengthy,
up to 20 weeks, although in practice 
average time away from the home port 
is substantially less. Long hours are 
expended at work while underway, 
perhaps fourteen hours per day, but 
the personal rewards justify this effort. 

HMAS Farncomb 
conducting an 

emergency 
surface.

Submarines offer immense job 
satisfaction for those who are drawn to
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duties alongside can also be demanding 
because of the duration of port visits,
that leave little time to prepare the ship 
for return to sea. in overseas ports, the 
requirement for operational security 
adds to the responsibilities to be 
discharged while alongside. 

recreational activity afloat is 
significantly constrained by the nature of
the platform. social and professional 
intimacy with one’s shipmates afloat is 
inevitable and a patient and sociable 
personality may have advantages in this 
type of vessel. Privacy is not readily 
available.  Those people prone to moods of 
isolation, or who find the seclusion of 
their own company satisfying, may be ill 
advised to pursue a submarine career.

submariners are a select group, entry 
to which is limited to those who meet 
the pre-requisite requirements that 
are described in policy documents. 
submariners take justified pride in their 
profession and the important national 
tasks they perform. Their work is 
interesting and unique in society, as is 
the lifestyle.

submarine service is excellent 
preparation for careers in more senior 
postings. submarine command is Mfu 
command and many eminent senior
officers including one previous chief of
Navy, have been drawn from submarine
backgrounds.

HMAS Collins 
arrives in Sydney 

Harbour.
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Suggested Reading – 
Submarines
• ANP 2110 - RAN Career 

Management.

• ‘The silent War: The cold War battle 
beneath the sea’, J. P. craven,
simon & schuster, 2002.

• submarine force Master Plan.

• ‘The navy Times book of submarines
– a Political, social and Military 

History’, boyne Walter J. editor, 
brayton Harris, berkley, 1997.

• Volume iX of the Official History 
of australian in the War of 
1914-18, a.W. Jose.

• ‘beneath southern seas’, Jon davidson
and Tony allibone, uWa Press, 2005.

• ‘blind Man’s bluff’, sherry sontag, 
christopher & annette drew, Perseus
books Group, 1998.

The Executive Officer (XO) of a 
Collins Class submarine  based at 

Fleet Base West (FBW) in 
Western Australia.
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Chapter Seven

“With the influx of personnel and a more reasonable flying commitment, aircraft 
availability is, once again, at a high level”.�

Fleet Air Arm (FAA)

Introduction
The FAA provides a range of capabilities 
to the australian defence force (ADF) 
including surveillance, reconnaissance, 
anti-submarine warfare, anti-surface 
warfare, maritime utility support and 
transport, search and rescue, disaster 
relief, hydrography and training 
support.

MH-60R Seahawk 
helicopter 

conducting flying 
operations.

Naval  Pilots  and  Maritime  Aviation  
Warfare Officers  (AvWO)  are  warfare  
officers. Officers who hold both the 
Maritime  Warfare  Officer (MWO) PQ 

and  a  Pilot or AvWO qualification are  
deemed to be dual streamed and do not 
require further specialisation within the 
MWO PQ. The pilot requires confidence, 
excellent physical co-ordination and 
reflexes, mental agility and strong powers

1  Lcdr dd farthing, Oic ran Helicopter flight Vietnam. Up Top- The Royal Australian Navy and South East 
Asian Conflicts 1955-1972, pg 266.
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of concentration, endurance and small
group leadership skill. The AvWO 
should be of similarly admirable type 
and operates the weapon systems, 
provides tactical advice and assists in 
aircraft operation. The AvWO is multi-
skilled in the platform’s warfare system 
operation with a deep understanding of 
its underlying functionality. 

A Brief History of the FAA 

The Wright brothers achieved heavier 
than air flight at kittyhawk in the usa 
in december, 1903. Today this 
achievement might be considered a 
‘concept demonstration’. subsequent 
engineering development was 
extraordinarily fast and within seven 
years the first aircraft launch from a 
ship had been attempted by a us civil 
pilot, eugene ely, from the uss 
Birmingham. 

The admiralty called for volunteers 
from trained pilots in 1910 to provide a 
naval aviation cohort. Test launches 
from HM ships Hibernia and Africa 
occurred in 1912. france and Japan 
both had seaplane tenders by 1913. The 
royal naval air service was formed in 
1914. in 1917 the battle-cruiser HMs 
Furious was completed as an aircraft 
carrier with a 160 foot flight deck 
forward and hanger space for ten 
machines, this capacity was soon 
enlarged both in deck space and 
machine numbers.

The ran’s first experience with ship 
launched aircraft was in 1917 when HMAS 
Brisbane was temporarily fitted with a crane 

operated Sopwith Baby seaplane for 
reconnaissance operations in the search for 
the German commerce raider SMS W  olf in 
the Indian Ocean. Brisbane's commanding 
officer reported favourably on his new 
capability.

The cruiser HMas Sydney was fitted with a 
rotatable launching ramp on a forward turret 
in 1917 and Melbourne was similarly fitted 
in 1918. both were equipped with Sopwith 
Camel fighters. The battle-cruiser HMas 
Australia launched a Sopwith ‘1 �����/� 
strutter’ aircraft from her deck on 9 March 
1918. 

after World War i HMa Ships offloaded their 
aircraft and associated equipment, acquired 
while operating with the rn, and returned to 
australia. nevertheless, officers had seen 
the possibility of naval aviation. Trials 
continued in 1920 due in large measure to 
the energies of the then commodore–in-
chief of the australian 
squadron; commodore dumaresque.

dumaresque had operated an aircraft as the 
captain of Sydney and was deeply impressed 
by aviation’s potential in naval operations. 

The Australian government ordered six 
Fairey 111D seaplanes for the squadron’s 
cruisers but these were instead delivered to 
the royal australian air force (raaf) 
when it was created in March 1921. They 
were based at RAAF Point Cook in Victoria. 
Among other things, these aircraft 
supported hydrographic
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survey work by HMas Geranium in the 
Great barrier reef thus establishing a 
naval aviation link with the hydrographic 
service that has continued ever since.

in 1925 the Government announced the 
construction of the seaplane tender 
Albatross at cockatoo island dockyard 
and she was commissioned in 1929. six

Supermarine Seagull III  aircraft were 
acquired for Albatross to undertake fleet 
support duties. These aeroplanes were 
delivered in 1926 and, pending the ship’s 
completion, were deployed to bowen, 
QLD to support HMa ships Geranium, 
Moresby and HMs Herald then engaged 
on the Great barrier reef survey.

fleet air arm but in 1928 it awarded the 
raaf full administrative and technical 
control of aircraft in support of naval 
operations. The RAAF provided the 
aircraft, pilots and maintenance of 
embarked aircraft. The navy provided 
aircrewmen skilled in naval operations.

Albatross was laid up in 1933 due to the 
reduced defence expenditure caused by 
the depressed economy. Her aircraft were 
landed to raaf base richmond. 24 new 
aircraft had been ordered for Albatross. 
These had been designed and constructed 
by supermarine in britain to australian 
specifications. known as the Seagull V, 
they were delivered two months after 
Albatross was placed in reserve. 

 HMAS Ballarat 
conducts flight 

operations with her 
embarked MH-60R 
Seahawk helicopter.

There was a brief period in which the 
government supported the notion of a

by 1935 all ran cruisers except Adelaide 
were fitted with Seagull Vs and crews,
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Adelaide were fitted with Seagull Vs and 
crews, using cordite powered catapults. 
These aircraft were operated throughout 
World War ii (WWII). The rn adopted 
the Supermarine Seagull V design and 
renamed it the Walrus. an australian 
concept, the Seagull V/Walrus was very 
successful and 750 were manufactured 
up to 1944. The raaf also ordered 24. 
HMas Albatross was traded to the rn in 
1938 in part payment for the Leander 
class light cruiser, HMAS Hobart.
in the Pacific, maritime air power 
evolved during WW ii from an emergent 
capability into the primary means of 
maritime power projection. Observing 
these developments, the ran conceived 
plans for its own carrier based capability, 
which remained unfulfilled at the time of 
the Japanese surrender in august 1945. 
informed by the experience of WW ii 
operations, the australian Government 
resolved in 1947 to establish an australian 
naval aviation capability and ordered two 
light fleet carriers, HMA Ships Sydney 
and Melbourne, from the uk. a number of
ran and australian personnel had served 
with the british fleet arm and 
contributed their skills and experience in 
developing detailed plans to implement 
the government’s decision. This 
represented the most important change in 
naval force structure since the 1922 

      
The incomplete british carrier Terrible was 
allocated for completion and was 
commissioned as HMas Sydney in 
december, 1948, albeit without the latest 
technology (e.g. she did not have an angled 
fight deck) which inhibited operating the 
most up to date naval aircraft. she was 
equipped with twelve Supermarine 
Fireflies, twelve sea furies and two 
amphibious sea Otters. Sydney served two 
tours of duty in the korean war during
1951-52, undertaking fighter ground attack 
tasks, air defence and pilot recovery.

HMas Albatross was commissioned 
as a naval air station in august 1948. ran 
air station (ranas) Schofields had 
originally been intended to be the principal 
repair and maintenance airfield but it was 
later commissioned as the RAN apprentice 
training establishment HMas Nirimba.

The carrier Vengeance was loaned from the 
rn during november 1952 - June 1955, as 
an aviation training ship pending 
Melbourne’s completion. Vengeance was 
equipped with fireflies, sea furies and 
three sycamore helicopters. HMas Sydney 
was converted to flying training duties in 
1955 and relieved Vengeance of the training 
task.2

2  Vengeance was subsequently sold by the rn to the brazilian navy where it served as the asW carrier Minas 
Gerais.

Washington Treaty and the subsequent 
scuttling of HMAS Australia (1) in 1924. 
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HMas Melbourne arrived in sydney from 
the uk in 1956 - a modern light fleet 
carrier equipped with twelve Fairey 
Gannet asW aircraft, eight jet powered 
deHavill and Sea Venoms and two 
Sycamore helicopters.

HMas Sydney was later converted to a
fast troop transport and limited rotary 
wing operation from 1967. she undertook 
troop transport and resupply tasks in 
support of operations in Vietnam until 
1972 and was known as the 'Vung Tau 
Ferry'. she was decommissioned in 1973.

Melbourne’s complement of aircraft was 
changed in 1963 to include 10 Westland 
Wessex asW helicopters. in 1967 
Grumman S2 Tracker aircraft and 
douglas A4 Skyhawks replaced the 
Gannets and sea Venoms, respectively. 
The Wessex aircraft were replaced, in 
their turn, by Westland Seaking asW 
helicopters in 1976.

Melbourne was retired from service 
in 1982. Plans to acquire the recently 
commissioned rn light carrier Invincible 
at that time were interrupted by the 
falklands War and subsequently 
discarded following a change in 
government.

When Melbourne was decommissioned 
naval fixed wing aviation became land 
based. it included dc3 navigation training 
aircraft, Hs 748 eW training aircraft 
as well as the operation of a4 Skyhawk 
and s2 Grumman Tracker aircraft 
from the ran air station (HMas 
Albatross). Lads operations have been 
undertaken from cairns, Queensland.

rotary wing airframe use commenced 
when the Sycamores embarked in HMas 
Sydney during the 1950s korean War 
operations and have expanded since then. 
Helicopters have been employed for 
hydrographic support, asW, transport, 
sar, utility tasks, surveillance,  

HMAS Vengeance ��
July �9�� on loan from 

the RN pending delivery 
of HMAS Melbourne (II)
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reconnaissance, spotting and targeting,
as well as disaster relief activities. The
acquisition of the Seahawk aircraft
introduced an entirely new anti- 
submarine and anti-shipping strike 
capability to the fleet. all major surface 
fleet units are helicopter capable and 
are expected to remain so.

Aspects of  FAA Career 
When embarked, the aviation department 
is part of the   warfare community of the  
ship – fully integrated and immersed in 
its activities with all other on board 
departments. The aviation department
contributes personnel to ship’s emergency 
teams and administrative duties afloat, in
addition to flying duties.

 CH47F Chinnook 
First of Class Flight 

Trials in HMAS  
Adelaide. 

The flight commander and the naval 
aviation team leave the ship during 
docking, maintenance and for training. 
ships’ flights land to HMas Albatross, 
NSW and to the helicopter support
facility at Fleet Base West, when
appropriate, to access the better 
maintenance space and facilities and to 
allow flying training that might not 
otherwise be possible while alongside. 
deployment to Albatross allows simulator 
time to be obtained and the use of other 
squadron assets. 

RAN aircraft are day and night capable 
and train accordingly, including night 
flying exercises when disembarked. 
When deployed in this way, the flight 
commander remains responsible to the  
ship’s commanding officer.
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The workload of ship’s flights conforms 
to abr 5150 requirements regarding 
the maintenance of practical skills and 
other professional aspects. consequences 
of failure of person or airframe are 
extreme, and are reflected in the 
continuation training, maintenance and 
rest requirements defined for the aviation

department.

Admiral Sir Victor Smith AC, KBE, CB, DSC, RAN Rtd. Victor smith joined the ran in 1927 

and commenced flying when appointed to Observer training in uk in 1937. 

He was initially posted to 825 squadron embarked in HMs Glorious which operated 

swordfish aircraft. He was re-appointed to HMs Ark Royal in mid 1939 and involved in the 

search for Graf Spee. in June 1940, Lieutenant smith led a flight of six swordfish against the 
German battleship Scharnhorst, two of which were lost. in late 1940 he was appointed as 

senior Observer 807 fighter squadron operating fairey fulmers, a task undertaken from HM 

ships Ark Royal, Furious, and Pegasus.

in May 1941 he was shot down over the sea, but he was rescued by the destroyer HMs

Cossack. Smith was again shot down in september 1941 and again rescued. shortly after, he

was appointed back to 825 squadron, embarked in Ark Royal, and was on board when the 
carrier was sunk by a German U-boat, near Gibraltar, on 14 November 1941. Smith was 
awarded a DSC in January 1942 for 'outstanding zeal, patience, and cheerfulness and for 
setting an example of wholehearted devotion to duty'.   

recalled to australia, Lieutenant smith was posted to HMas Canberra to fly the ship’s 

Walrus aircraft. Canberra was sunk at the battle of savo island and Lieutenant smith was

rescued yet again. He returned to the uk for service in HMs Tracker and shore based staff 

duties.

as a staff officer he developed plans for the establishment of the ran fleet air arm. He was 

appointed executive Officer of HMas Sydney in 1950 and participated in korean War 

operations. He subsequently commanded HMa ships Quadrant, Queenborough, Albatross and 

Melbourne. senior appointments included fOcaf, dcns, cns and chairman chiefs of staff 

committee.

He was awarded the cb in 1968, kbe in 1969 and companion of the Order of australia in 

1975 shortly before his retirement. He died in 1998.

an aviation career offers considerable 
occupational and geographic diversity. 
in addition to sea appointments, there 
are training and administrative roles 
at Albatross, and as senior naval 
Officer (SNO) at RAAF Base Pearce 
and east sale. staff positions exist in 
Fleet HQ, Navy Capability Division 
and in Headquarters Joint Operational 
command (HQJOc).
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acceptance of flight training attracts a 
substantial return of service Obligation 
(rOsO), which in some cases covers the 
entire period of flying duties as an 
aviator in the ran. after one or two sea 
postings pilots and AvWOs are
expected to specialise. They are also 
groomed for duties as the squadron
operations officer and training officer.

a broader range of duties is appropriate 
to prepare officers for squadron 
commanding officer appointments to 
give a suitable span of contextual 
reference. as mentioned above, there is 
the opportunity for dual specialisation. 
details of career progression 
requirements and opportunities are 
contained in ANP 2110 - RAN Career 
Management publication.

Aviation Officer Specialist Options

Aviation Officer Training
initial training is conducted by the raa f 
and constitutes a practitioner’s course 
on operating an aircraft. There is some 
exposure to army as well as the raaf, 
that facilitates an understanding of the 
joint context of flying operations very 
early in an aviator’s career.

Operational flying Training (OfT) 
occurs collectively in the squadron 
at HMas Albatross, where pilots are 
initiated into ship operations and convert 
to aircraft with heavy emphasis on 
simulator training for the main airframe 
types. Training at this point includes 
detachment to ships. The Pilot or AvWO 
warfare Badges or ‘Wings’ are confirmed 
at completion of OfT, after which 
appointment will be to a ship’s flight.

Primary Qualification (PQ) • Pilot

• Maritime Aviation Warfare Officer (AvWO)

specialisation •

•

•

•

•

Qualified Flying Instructor 

Test Pilot

Maritime Warfare Instructor 

AvWO Instructor

aero systems Qualified

Additional Qualification 
(ADQuAL)

• as per Maritime Warfare Officer for those Pilots
and AvWO who are dual qualified.
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AvWO training, as an airborne warfare 
officer, also occurs at HMas Albatross, 
oriented around the operation of 
complex equipment, its software 
functionality and the tactical aspects of 
platform operations. Naval aviators also 
attend a short 'Introduction to 
Maritime Warfare' (IMW) course at 
HMAS Watson in Sydney.

The training continuum is challenging 
but assures that the officer arrives afloat 
fully trained, having flown several 
aircraft types by the time wings are 
confirmed. Once fully qualified, officers 
are required to demonstrate currency and 
periodic re-certification - see abr 5150.

Future Development of Aviation 
Capability

Modernising the RAN's maritime 
capabilities will be a key focus for Defence 
over the next 20-30 years. The acquisition 
of more capable aircraft will contribute to 
our maritime forces becoming more 
potent. Although the airframe platforms 
will change, the broader capabilities they 
provide will be retained and expanded.

In 2017, 24 MH-60R Seahawk naval 
combat helicopters entered service 
replacing the ageing S70B Seahawks. The 
MH-60R's enhance the anti-ship and 
anti-submarine warfare operations 
undertaken by our destroyers and 
frigates. Navy will also employ MRH-90 
utility helicopters which will work closely 
with Army for amphibious operations.

Suggested Reading – 
Naval Aviation
• naval aviation force Management

study, 1997.

• ANP 2110 - RAN Career Management.

•
 
abr 5150 naval aviation regulations.

• aviation force element Group Master
Plan.

• ‘flying stations – a story of australian 
naval aviation’, Mike Lehan editor, 
allen & unwin, 1998.

• ‘a few Memories of sir Victor smith’,
australian naval institute Press, 1992. 

A ship's diver is winched to the 
deck as HMAS Ballarat's Romeo 
Seahawk helicopter conducts wet 

winching drills. 
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Chapter Eight

Intelligence 
Introduction
The establishment of the Intelligence 
primary qualification (INT PQ) provides 
Navy with employable Navy Intelligence 
Officers (NIO) to support ADF 
operations. The Intelligence discipline 
falls within the Navy's information 
warfare program. as navy has evolved 
toward an increased level of network 
centric warfare (ncW) and network 
enabled operations, the role of the NIO 
has become critical to the navy’s ability  
to fight and win at sea and is an 
acknowledged force multiplier. 
Technological advances in intelligence 
systems evolve exponentially and 
require well-trained intelligence experts 
to analyse the data and manage the 
capability to match navy’s 
requirements. 

Officer Entry into the 
Intelligence Workgroup

Security
employment as a NIO will require a Top 
secret Positive Vetting (TsPV) security 
clearance. failure to gain this clearance will 
preclude an officer from being accepted
into the INT workgroup.

Role
The primary role of the NIO is to enhance 
command decision making through the 
provision of intelligence support. NIOs  
provide the commander with an 
assessment of the adversary's capabilities 
and activities, as well as an estimate of an 
adversary's probable courses of action, 
centres of gravity and vulnerabilities. This 
provides the commander with a critical 
advantage over the adversary as it allows 
the commander to get inside the 
adversary's decision cycle, plan current 
and future actions based on this 
assessment, decrease operational risk, and 
increase the likelihood of success.

Entry to the INT workgroup may be from 
any of the avenues of entry to the RAN 
officer corp, including ab initio through 
the Australian Defence Force Academy 
(ADFA). At this stage direct entry through 
HMAS Creswell is not open to the INT 
workgroup.  All candidates requesting 
transfer into the INT workgroup are to 
have successfully completed the 'Navy 
Intelligence Psychological Suitability 
Assessment'. This report is valid for twelve 
months. A guiding principle for entry and 
selection is that there must be vacancies 
within the INT workgroup that require the 
recruitment of personnel to meet the 
demand.

Whilst patrolling HMAS Melbourne 
takes the opportunity to conduct a 76mm 

gunnery shoot.
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• Introduction to Defence Intelligence
Course (idic)

• Defence Intelligence Research and 
Analysis Course (DIRAC)

• naval intelligence   Officer  Basic
course (niOBc)

The NIO training continuum is designed 
to prepare personnel to provide 
intelligence support to maritime forces 
afloat. as such, the training continuum 
focuses on developing the skills 
necessary to serve at sea and in a joint 
intelligence environment. 

Employment Within the Intelligence 
Workgroup

The professional development and 
employment of NIOs is divided into tiers. 
Each tier recognises the training and 
experience a NIO receives as they progress 
along the INT career continuum.  These tiers 
are Intelligence Operator (Tier 1), Intelligence 
Operator Specialist (Tier 1A), Intelligence 
Manager (Tier 2) and Senior Intelligence 
Officer (Tier 3).

There is considerable geographic diversity in 
appointment options, mainly on the east coast. 
Many postings are within joint organisations. 
The structure of the workgroup provides for 
postings from lieutenant up to commodore 
rank. Appointment options exist in Fleet 
Headquarters (FHQ), Northern Command, 
HQJOC, Australian Signals Directorate (ASD), 
Defence Intelligence Organisation (DIO) and 
the Australian Geospatial-Intelligence 
Organisation (AGO). Instructional positions 
exist at DFSI, Defence Force School of Signals 
Electronic Warfare Wing and staff officer 
positions at Navy Information Warfare Branch 
(NIWB), Information Warfare Force and 
Capability Acquisition and Sustainment 
Group. Positions also exist at the RAN Tactical 
Electronic Warfare Support Section 
(RANTEWSS), Australian Joint Acoustic 
Analysis Centre (AJAAC) and the Joint 
Electronic Warfare Operational Support Unit 
(JEWOSU) as well as some overseas exchange 
intelligence postings.  

Defence intelligence training takes place 
at the Defence Force School of 
Intelligence (DFSI) at Canungra, inland 
from the Gold Coast, Queensland. 
Three courses are available to personnel 
entering the INT Workgroup:

Training

Specialist training may be required in order 
to carry out a particular set of duties within  
a posting. The courses may include:  
language, imagery analysis, acoustic  
intelligence, counter intelligence and  
human intelligence courses.
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Suggested Reading – 
Naval Intelligence 
• ANP 2110 - RAN Career Management.

• ‘The silent War: a History of Western 
naval intelligence’, donald Mccormack, 
Hippocrene books 1978.

• ‘The searchers: How radio interception
changed the course of both World
Wars’, k. Macksey, Weidenfeld & 
nicholson, 2004.

• ‘a brief History of cryptology’, J. V.
boone, naval institute Press, 2005.

• ‘The coastwatchers’, commander e. a. 
feldt Obe ran, Oxford 1946. 

• ‘double edged secrets – us naval 
intelligence Operations in the Pacific 
in WW ii’, W. J. Holmes, naval institute
Press 1998.

Intelligence

Promotion and Tier Advancement
The promotion system is managed by 
Navy Personnel Career Management 
Agency (NPCMA) in line with 
promotion policy and is not unique to 
the INT workgroup. The Navy 
Intelligence Officer Qualification Board 
(NIOQB) considers NIOs for tier 
advancement on application and is 
subject to members having completed 
the requirements of each tier.

Navy Information Warfare  
The Navy Information Warfare Branch 
(NIWB) has been created to deliver a  
continuous appreciation of the latest 
trends  and developments in 
technology and tactics, techniques and 
procedures to deliver cutting   edge 
information warfare solutions.  New   
capabilities will be deeply reliant on 
unimpeded, secure, assured and 
seamlessly interoperable access to large 
amounts of data, bandwidth and 
spectrum. Absolute control of the 
information environment will be 
necessary to deliver the full range of 
their required effects.

The NIWB encompasses the disciplines 
of intelligence, military 
communications and information 
systems, information warfare, 
electronic warfare and cyber.

HMAS Toowoomba's boarding party search a 
dhow as part of their mission to disrupt the 

funding of international terrorism and piracy.

• Navy Information Warfare 
Framework 2017, Commonwealth of 
Australia 2017.
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Chapter Nine

Introduction
command of a warship is widely 
acknowledged among professional 
warfare officers as the greatest personal 
honour and responsibility that can be 
bestowed upon a naval officer. ships’ 
captains, regardless of rank, belong
to a select band of officers whose 
leadership skills and professional warfare 
competence directly determine the 
fighting efficiency and effectiveness
of the fleet and their individual ships.
 all the earlier training that an MWO
receives throughout their career is 
focussed to some degree on preparing 
them ultimately for command at sea. 
While almost all ambitious warfare
officers aspire to command a major
warship, only a few among the highest 
performers are selected, given the 
relatively small number of ships available. 
furthermore, it is from only the best 
performers among these commanding 
officers that most of the navy’s senior 
leaders are ultimately selected. 

This chapter explains navy’s approach
to preparing and selecting officers for 
command with reference to the sea

Sea Command and  
the Sea Charge Program
“To be a successful commander, one must combine qualities of leadership with a 
knowledge of his profession. Either without the other is not of much avail.” �

ch arge program. it also identifies some of

the considerations that might be borne in
mind by those who aspire to sea 
command in particular, and some of the 
influences that might bear upon the Chief 
of Navy's (CN) decision to entrust command 
to particular individuals.

Sea Command
sea command is recognised as a specific 
category of command. command at
sea confers authority, almost absolute, 
mirrored by total accountability for the 
actions of the ship and those embarked in 
her. it includes the potential to influence 
important events. The burden is enormous 
and, as history periodically records, the 
exercise of command afloat can have 
consequences of national importance. 

Thus there is a price to be paid in stress,
workload and accountability for the 
privilege of exercising sea command and
the autocratic power this implies. it 
follows that the first attribute of those who 
aspire to it is the willingness to pay the 
price demanded in return for the authority 
that ensues.  

1  admiral raymond a. spruance usn, “Thesis on command”, usnWc, september 1926.
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The price paid is mirrored in the 
benefits command offers in terms of 
personal growth, job satisfaction and the 
gratification obtained from the exercise of 
leadership in the discharge of duty.

command includes not only the ship but, 
importantly, also the people. aptitude 
for command must equally be evident 
across both roles: professional skill 
and knowledge, and human leadership. 
command is independent of rank. if you 
are a commanding officer (CO), then
you are the ship and the ship is you, and 
your subordinate leaders can be 
expected to take on many of the 
attributes of your command style. You 
have all the authority that attaches to 
command and with it, the ensuing 

accountability and responsibility, 
irrespective of whether you are a 
senior lieutenant or a senior captain.

There are few roles in society more 
deeply immersed in tradition than sea 
command. These manifestations go well 
beyond naval service and are reflected in 
the merchant service as well and in 
community perceptions of what sea 
command implies. sea command is also a 
very personal experience. as one officer 
newly in command of one of HMa ships, 
put it: 
“... within ten minutes of leaving the wharf 
for the first time I had forgiven all my 
previous CO’s for all their sins, real and 
imagined.”
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The capacity for inspirational or highly 
effective leadership is independent of 
the motivations to which that leadership 
is applied. The navy strives to produce 
commanders whose motives are 
essentially humanitarian and who are 
focussed on conducting themselves well 
in battle, ie “ … men who are determined 
to make their guns crews the best guns
crews in the world.” 2 

cn enjoys considerable flexibility in 
selecting officers for command.
nevertheless there comes a time in an

officer’s career when the chances of 
being appointed to command, especially
sea command, are irrecoverably low
and processes are in place to codify 
when this occurs and to inform officers 
of their status.

Officers are entitled to receive direct and 
honest advice so that they can focus their 
career development efforts to productive 
pursuits. it is also to be expected that 
most officers have a realistic appreciation 
of their own performance and that such 
appreciation is grounded in reality. 

THE PRESTIGE, PRIVILEGE AND THE BuRDEN OF COMMAND. “Only a seaman 

realises to what extent an entire ship reflects the personality and ability of one individual, 

her commanding officer. To a landsman this is not understandable, and sometimes it is even 

difficult for us to comprehend - but it is so.

A ship at sea is a distant world in herself and in consideration of the protracted and distant 
operations of the fleet units the Navy must place great power, responsibility and trust in the 
hands of those leaders chosen for command.

In each ship there is one man who, in the hour of emergency or peril at sea, can turn to no 
other man. There is one who alone is ultimately responsible for the safe navigation, engineering 

performance, accurate gun firing and morale of his ship. He is the commanding officer. He is the 

ship.

This is the most difficult and demanding assignment in the Navy. There is not an instant during 

his tour of duty as commanding officer that he can escape the grasp of command responsibility. 

His privileges in view of his obligations are most ludicrously small; nevertheless command is the 
spur which has given the Navy its great leaders.

It is a duty which most richly deserves the highest, time-honoured title of the seafaring 

world - “CAPTAIN”.”

Joseph Conrad

2  “naval Leadership in battle”, admiral arleigh a. burke, usn-published in usn naVPers 10010.
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The Sea Charge Program
The sea charge Program is a key 
component of a navy’s officer development
strategy in producing a large and suitably 
prepared cohort of officers from which cn 
can select the next round of COs. The key 
element in charge appointments is 
leadership. for full details on the charge 
program, readers are referred to ANP 
2110 -RAN Career Management.

Performance in charge appointments is 
seen as a key indicator of likely 
performance in higher rank and major 
fleet unit (Mfu) command and is 
therefore an important consideration on 
selection for promotion to commander. 
at sea, charge appointments comprise 
executive officers (XO) of submarines, 
Mfus and cOs of minor war vessels 
(MWV).

Charge Program - Executive 
Officer
The nexus between the cO and XO is the 
core relationship in the ship. Loyalty of 
the one to the other is critically important. 
it follows that if as an XO, doubts arise 
about loyalty to the command, or the XO’s

ability to achieve the required degree of
co-operation, then so too will doubts arise 
as to suitability to exercise     sea command 
itself in due course.

similarly, as second in command, the XO 
must be ready to take command at very 
short notice. an officer aspiring to be a cO 
should demonstrate that they wish to take 
command and always be informed and 
ready so that they can do so if necessary. 
That said, the XO is not the cO, and the 
focus should be directed at managing the 
ship for the cO and leading the executive 
department.
Charge Program - Minor War 
Vessel Command
MWV command has proven over many 
decades to be an excellent breeding 
ground for future Mfu cOs and senior 
leaders. The degree of vested authority, 
accountability and responsibility is the 
same as for Mfu cOs, and to a great 
extent so is the degree of public profile 
and scrutiny. Only the size and technical 
complexity of the command is different. a 
number of today’s serving admirals first 
experienced sea command in MWVs. MWV 
command ch arge appointments include 
commands of minehunter coastal (MHc) 
and patrol boats, which, like Mfu XO 
positions, are available to lieutenant 
commanders. senior lieutenants are also 
considered for MWV command of survey 
motor launch (sML) and some patrol boats.

Additional information for the sea charge 
program is contained in ANP 2110 - 
RAN Career Management publication. 

Charge appointments represent 
important building blocks in a warfare 
officer’s  career by requiring the officer 
to think and lead more broadly than is 
required at department or branch level 
afloat and to take a whole of ship 
perspective. These positions expose the 
officer to a broader range of 
responsibilities, including command 
related, than previously experienced.
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Professional Growth and 
Development
for the reasons previously described,
officers should not count themselves out 
of running for key appointments like the 
sea ch arge program too soon. There are 
detailed administrative processes to 
inform officers of their status for charge
selection and to counsel them on their 
qualities.

individuals grow and develop at different 
rates, influenced by the appointments 
they experience and their personal 
characteristics. The attributes of each 
person may be suited to a greater or lesser 
degree in each appointment. for example, 
a brilliant and intuitive ship-handler 
might be a lesser staff officer; and vice 
versa. The critical issue is the capacity of
an officer to use each experience to 
professionally improve themselves. 

Many great leaders were not top of 
their class and some were assessed 
modestly when under training (sir 
Winston churchill at the royal Military 
college sandhurst, for example). Others 
had reached a career hiatus and were 
facing retirement before opportunity 
for greatness presented itself (General Sir 
Peter Cosgrove and General douglas 
Macarthur are well known examples). 
Others have an unexpected opportunity 
in which deep inner resources of 
fortitude and skill might be exposed 
(captain e. e. Johnson ran, naval officer 
commanding north australia during 
cyclone Tracy, or Lieutenant Commander  

John kerans, rn of HMS Amethyst might
be examples here). Therefore MWO's 
should not conclude in a moment of
discouragement that they cannot rise to 
the top of their profession or that they 
lack the aptitude for achieving great 
deeds under difficult conditions. The 
latent capacity may be there if given the 
opportunity to emerge. 

What is important is that the opportunity 
to grow into one’s strengths is created 
and not left to arise by accident or 
not arise at all. for this reason naval
leaders should pursue opportunities for 
professional development and pro-actively 
seek appointments that will take them 
out of their comfort zone and allow them 
to determine the boundaries of their 
capabilities and qualities.

Fitness (Physical, Mental and 
Moral)
Physical and mental endurance and moral 
stamina are essential attributes for sea 
command. each of these characteristics 
are required for military service 
anywhere but the requirement is 
amplified by the physical and mental 
demands on a cO at sea, and they will be 
tested no matter how routine the duty. 
The fact of being in a ship at sea will draw 
upon the cO’s reserves of endurance. 
When real world operations and combat 
are overlaid upon sea service, the physical 
and mental stress can approach breaking 
point and from time to time has been 
observed to exceed it. 
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aspirants for the sea ch arge program and 
subsequent Mfu command therefore 
need to develop the physical and mental 
skills to prepare themselves for these 
pressures, above and beyond what 
may be considered necessary for other 
duties afloat or which represent the
minimum standards of fitness in policy 
documents. To do so requires a plan and 
self-discipline and in some cases, self 
sacrifice. The capacity to develop one’s 
physical and mental attributes is also an 
indication of dedication towards the goals 
being sought. 

Recent Operational Record

Southern Ocean and Fiji, as well as  
command of multinational forces in the 
Persian Gulf and ashore on other real
world operations. although all operations 
exhibit leadership challenges and 
problems, the Navy's recent experience 
gives cause for confidence in the 
preparation that officers receive for 
command. This experience also informs 
the preparation of those who will be future 
COs. The point here is that in entering the
sea charge program, officers may feel
confident that the preparation they have 
received is appropriate and that therefore 
their subsequent career success or 
otherwise will depend largely on their own 
personal effort and qualities.The recent operational record of the 

RAN has been excellent, including 
tasks in the Middle East, Bougainville, 
Timor Leste, Solomon Islands, the  
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Suggested Reading –  
Sea Command and Charge 
Program

• Montor karel, editor, ‘naval Leadership 
– Voices of experience’, naval institute

Press, 2nd ed, 1998.

• command at sea 5th ed, stavridis and 

Mack, naval institute Press, 1998

• ‘defeat into Victory’, slim field 
Marshall sir William, cassell & 
co, 1956.

•

•

 Commanding 
Officer HMAS 
Toowoomba, 

(left) receiving an 
Entering Harbour 

Brief.

'General Peter Cosgrove: My Story',
Peter Cosgrove, Harper Collins, 2006.

RAN Leadership Ethic (SPC-A) 2010
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Chapter Ten

Career Planning and Management 
“One of the most significant facts about us may finally be that we all begin with the 
natural equipment to live a thousand kinds of life but in the end having lived but 
one.”�

Since 1 January 2013 all ADF 
employment categories have been non 
gender specific.  and thus it is with naval 
careers – there are many paths available, 
each with its sidetrack and its slippery 
slopes. This book offers some insights as
to which path an individual may choose.  
in the end the choice is personal, as are 
the experiences, the challenges, the set 
backs and, ultimately, the satisfaction. 
The following chapter describes some of 
the influences on career progress.

Officers are directed to ANP 2110 - RAN
Career Management publication as the 
primary source of advice on these 
matters and are encouraged to consult 
their commanding officer (CO) and 
career managers (CMs) on all career 
related subjects.

The Role of the Individual
self motivated career development 
is essential. each individual has a 
responsibility to be aware of navy’s 
policy and expectations of them in terms 
of career development and especially the 
choice of warfare specialisation. Officers 
must also proactively seek professional 
development opportunities consistent 
with their career goals. They should work  

The Role of the CO
COs have a role as guide and mentor. They 
must ensure that trainees are given the 
maximum exposure possible to the various 
specialisations, including those not 
accessible in the ship. They should provide 
advice and guidance on career options and 
ensure that young officers address 
important career decisions at the 
appropriate time.

The Role of the Navy People Career 
Management Agency (NPCMA)
The provision of career advice to officers up to  
the rank of commander is vested principally  in 
the NPCMA. Every officer is expected to 
actively participate with NPCMA staff in 
planning their postings and career progression. 
NPCMA will match as far as is possible 
individual career aspirations with the workforce 
needs of the Navy. Member statements (MS) are 
to include a five year career plan submission to 
their CM. The MS forms an integral component 
of an officer's ability to communicate career 
aspirations and family circumstances to CMs 
and ultimately promotion and qualification 
based boards (QBBs).

1  anthropologist clifford Gertz cited by richard Leakey in ‘Origins reconsidered’, Little brown & co, 1992,  
p 275.

towards a level of performance in their duties 
that allows them to be competitive for the 
training and appointments that they desire. 
Not every officer will become an admiral, but 
success is not always equal to the rank worn.
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Objective and Accurate Advice
as in all things, the best decisions are 
those based on sound and accurate advice. 
consideration should be paid to the 
knowledge and authority of any person 
providing career advice and the quality 
of the information upon which it is based. 
due regard might also be paid to the 
ability of the adviser to deliver on and/or 
influence the outcome of the advice they 
are giving. advice from NPCMA comes 
from a source that is informed and can 
deliver and should always be sought.

Precision and clarity in providing 
promotion and appointment advice is 
essential to making informed decisions 
that are vitally important to an 
individual’s career and progress through 
life. it is just as important for the officer to 
require such precision and clarity as it is 
for the career adviser to provide it.

it is also important to listen carefully 
and to pay attention to any caveats that 
are appended to such advice. We all, as 
humans, have a propensity to be selective 
in what we hear and comprehend, and to 
overlook shades of meaning and provisos. 

until appointments and/or promotions are 
issued under appropriate and delegated 
authority, any advice given by any other 
officer, regardless of rank, is just that: 
advice, albeit from an informed source. 
Many variables are attached to the events 
that shape a career and circumstances can 

change rapidly due to accidents, incidents 
and other factors. in short, it is prudent 
not to regard rumours of a promotion or a 
widely coveted posting as confirmed, 
until it appears in writing via a signal, 
letter or List of Officers Postings.

Access to Promotion & 
Command for Officers

not every officer can be promoted to 
the rank to which they aspire. Many well 
reported and diligent officers may not
achieve the rank or the command they
sought simply because there are 
insufficient places available. The reality 
is that a significant number of worthy 
officers will always miss out, usually 
because of the strength of the competition 
from their peers, rather than their own 
lack of effort or ability. 

stalled advancement up the hierarchy 
does not imply a completed career. 
Military history is well laced with the 
narratives of officers who achieved great 
deeds and advancement from unexpected 
circumstances and without the 
opportunities made possible by 
operational developments.

There is no single path to high rank or to 
sea command, otherwise we would all be 
on it! career development is a diverse 
process and, as a generalisation, each
career is unique to that individual. 
Officers’ careers may exhibit similarity 
but they are rarely the same.
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Don’t Give up on Your Career. captain f. J. Walker cb, dsO and three bars, rn, served with 

considerable distinction in the battle of the atlantic in command of the 36th escort Group 

and, more prominently, the 2nd support Group. The latter generally comprised five or six 

frigates and sloops, usually co-operating with escort carriers and RAF coastal command 

aircraft.

He was an asW specialist officer of outstanding skill in staff, training, planning and sea 

command appointments. as Group commander afloat he sought out u-boats with 

determination and hunted them tenaciously. The anti-submarine tactics that he developed 

became the standard method of hunting submarines with the ships and weapons then 

available. 

His professional progress was not smooth, however, despite early promise. He pursued a 

career in asW at a time when its potential was not fully understood and when gunnery was 
considered the pinnacle of warfare specialisations. as a lieutenant commander he

considered leaving the navy for civilian life. He was promoted to commander on the last 

promotion list before being “passed over”. 

His reports as Commanding Officer of HMs Falmouth in the far east fleet expressed 

doubts about his suitability for further advancement. similarly, he received adverse reports 

as      Commander of HMs Valiant, one of which is reputed to have described him as:

“lacking powers of leadership”. in 1938 he was passed over for promotion to captain. 

early in WW ii he was appointed as staff Officer Operations, dover command. He lobbied 

constantly for sea command, drawing heavily on his status as an asW specialist and the need 

for such people in the atlantic theatre. in March 1941 he was rewarded with command of 

HMs Stork and the 36th escort Group based at Liverpool. He was awarded the first of four 

dsOs in december, 1941. 

He was selected for promotion to captain in July 1942, the citation noting ironically: “for 

leadership and skill in action against enemy submarines.” in January 1943 he was 

appointed in command of HMs Starling and the six black swan class frigates of the 

second support Group.

after his early death from a cerebral haemorrhage in July 1944, he was described as: “a 

prime seaman and fighter and a brilliant leader, he was without doubt one of the outstanding 
and inspiring figures of the anti-submarine war.”

CAREER PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
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Mobility
a warfare officer’s role and acceptance of 
the desirability of advancement carries 
with it an obligation to accept postings 
that may necessitate relocation of family. 
The navy understands the implications 
of relocation and considerable resources 
are devoted to ameliorating the 
less tasteful aspects. nevertheless, 
geographic relocations are an unavoidable 
consequence of the effective professional 
development of naval officers as they 
progress to more senior and responsible 
positions.

fairness in posting depends on all 
officers acknowledging and accepting 
their mobility obligation liability. There 
is a limit to the extent to which each 
officer’s location preferences can be 
accommodated by the navy and a 
person’s willingness to adapt to the 
mobility requirement will be a 
determinant in achieving a consensus 
between that person’s aspirations and 
the navy’s staffing requirement.

Professional Growth
Professional growth is fundamental to the 
success of an officer. The rate of change in 
tactical development, systems, technology 
research and organisation is such that 
maintaining currency requires a conscious 
effort beyond the formal training structure 
within which careers are managed. The 
ran course program and that of the other 
armed forces and defence agencies 
contains a very large number and variety 
of professional development training and 
education. 

Professional growth is enhanced by going 
beyond the limits of the training already 
received and its application in the 
workplace. initiative in seeking out and 
attending suitable training opportunities 
pays benefits in expanding one’s 
knowledge and understanding of naval and 
defence matters. This is not always easy to 
do because of competing work demands, 
deployments and superiors’ reluctance to 
release their subordinates. 

Other opportunities exist through 
membership of professional bodies, 
subscription to journals and attending 
seminars. Much information may be 
obtained by taking the trouble to seek out 
unusual or unknown features of one’s 
own ship and discussing them with the 
relevant senior sailors. This approach 
helps in the discharge of one’s immediate 
duties and also would be reflected in the 
trust and confidence of the sailors thus 
consulted.

Performance Appraisal Reporting
An officer's performance will affect career 
progression and advancement. It will also 
affect selection for attractive postings such 
as overseas or representational positions. 
Although responsibility for reporting lies 
with an officer's supervisor, all officers 
have a vested interest in ensuring the 
reports are raised on them, in a timely 
manner and submitted to NPCMA when 
required.    
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Time might also be profitably spent 
learning of potential adversaries and 
how they may operate. Large quantities of 
classified and open source material are
produced which may be accessible to the
warfare officer. The notion of knowing
one’s enemy as oneself is no idle epithet.

There are established processes to assist 
naval personnel in undertaking external 
studies and many do so. This is not always 
easy to do because of one’s duties and it 
requires self-discipline and determination, 
but many officers have succeeded.

Officers who are reluctant to develop their 
skills and knowledge and keep across 
developments in their specialist area will 
become progressively stale. diligence in 
pursuing professional knowledge will be 
noticed, as will lethargy. in considering the 
many options available to expand one’s
knowledge base, warfare officers should 
also take the opportunity to research 
the professional and personal growth 
opportunities that are on offer through 
membership in professional associations 
such as the australian naval institute, the 
naval Warfare Officers' association and 
the Fleet Air Arm Association of 
Australia, to name but a few.

Expect the Unexpected
As previously stated opportunities and
challenges may arise during a career in 
unexpected ways. This may be in the 
form of an operational situation that was 
not anticipated but is of considerable 
importance. an aspect of professional 
behaviour therefore is to be ready and 
informed in expectation of tasks that may 
arise at short notice that are relevant to 
one’s specialist area. an MWO for 
example should have in prospective sea
appointment in mind and be
professionally ready to take it up in 
unusual circumstances.  all officers 
should be ready to assume with little or
no notice (i.e. a pier head jump) if they 
have the range of skills required for the 
position.

Warfare Career Specialist Options
even though the navy is one community, 
there are within it, sub communities each 
with its own role models, occupational 
perceptions and career characteristics.  
The practitioners of each specialisation 
consider theirs unique.

The structure of warfare specialisations is 
intended to ensure that navy has available 
sufficient trained officers to meet its 
capability demands. The precise structure 
of these specialisations has evolved over 
time and continues to change periodically. 

Junior officers are encouraged to consult 
the extant policy and their career 
managers when forming their views on 
specialisation options. 

Career Diversity
All officers should improve their 
education and seek diversity of 
appointments to broaden their 
experience and professional knowledge. 
No particular qualification or 
appointment is a guarantee for ‘success’ 
but it will be an influence on future 
choices and options.
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The force group commanders and 
NPCMA provide regular ‘road shows’ and 
briefing sessions in ships and 
establishments to facilitate consultation 
with officers who are facing important 
occupational decisions. This assistance is 
supplemented by a substantial quantity 
of printed and web-site material. Training 
authorities also invite guest speakers to
address courses, appropriate for the 
occupational decisions with which their 
students are faced.

The Warfare Specialisation 
Process

“The paths fork and divide. With each step 
you take through Destiny’s garden, you 

make a choice; and every choice determines 
future paths. However, at the end of a 

lifetime of walking you might look back, and 
see only one path stretching out 

behind you …” 2

No allocations should be made to the 
MWO SM, MCDO, and MGO-M 
specialisations unless the candidate 
meets all necessary pre-requisites (e.g 
volunteer status, submarine suitability
2  neil Gaiman, ‘sandman’.

MWO specialisations are determined at 
the Junior Warfare Application Course  
(JWAC) directed specialisation board 
(DSB). The purpose of the board is to 
allocate specialisations to junior MWOs 
under training (UT) to allow both more 
certainty and direction with their follow-
on postings after completing JWAC, as 
well as to allow Director Navy 
Workforce Management (DNWM) the 
ability to forecast specialised MWO 
numbers to fill future Navy 
requirements. The DSB is convened 
under the authority of the NPCMA 
twice a year and held at HMAS Watson 
prior to the completion of the final 
JWAC Phase IV (shore) bridge 
simulator assessment runs.

Board Conduct
JWAC staff will collate the specialisation 
preferences of candidates prior to the DSB 
convening and will present them to the 
panel. These preferences, together with 
each candidate's fleet board order of merit 
(OOM) and recent bridge simulator 
performance will be taken into 
consideration against DNWM's workforce 
planning projections when determining 
DSB results. Should there be more 
nominations for a particular specialisation 
than projected, allocations will be 
determined based on their 
competitiveness in the OOM.

The order of specialisations remains at the 
discretion of the DSB president. Similarly, 
the DSB president may, at their discretion, 
decide to allocate more candidates to a 
particular specialisation. Presently JWAC 
can cater for a yearly intake of 96 MWOs 
UT. With an attrition rate currently at 
25%, it is expected that approximately 72 
MWOs UT each year will be presented to 
a DSB although only 70 are currently 
required to meet workforce projections. 
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course, physical ability, education etc). 
MWO-SM is the only specialisation that 
requires volunteer status.
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Suggested Reading – 
Career Planning and  
Management

• ANP 2110 - RAN Career  Management.

Junior Officers in the simulator 
at the Bridge Training Facility  

located at HMAS Watson, 
Sydney.
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The structure and timing of training 
courses, the nature of specialisations 
and their status in career 
management terms change regularly. 
Readers are therefore urged to refer 
to current policy and to seek 
contemporary advice, including 
from NPCMA for the latest 
information, when considering 
career decisions. 
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Naval Values, Leadership and Ethics
“Know yourself, know your troops, know your job”

Major General W.H. Rice, USMC

Introduction
sailors and officers are entitled and 
deserve to be led by informed and 
competent leaders. While effective 
leadership can take many forms 
applicable to many differing situations, 
the basis of naval leadership is the need 
to prevail over the enemy during naval 
combat. With the exercise of leadership in 
combat as the underlying principle, this 
chapter provides a summary of leadership 
and ethical issues pertinent to the warfare
officer and acts as an aide-memoire.

The royal australian naval college 
(ranc) provides a Leadership 
Management and Professional 
Development (LMPD) continuum of 
command, leadership and management 
training for all naval officers. 
The initial phase of this training is 
delivered to new entry officers and 
seeks to provide basic leadership skills 
through exercises geared to the practical 
application of theoretical lessons. 
Through a series of increasingly complex 
assessments based upon real-world 
situations that the ran has been involved 
in, trainees are scrutinised for their ability 
to develop their natural leadership skills 
to the degree required of the modern 
warfare officer.

The second phase of the LMPD continuum 
is delivered as part of the application 
training for each warfare officer PQ. The
Navy Officer Leadership Course (NOLC)1 
delivers the skills the junior warfare
officer will need to draw upon to serve as 
an assistant divisional officer to a group 
of junior sailors. 

The NOLC2 is the third phase of the LMPD 
continuum for naval officers and provides 
knowledge, skills and attitudes to enable 
effective contributions in the naval 
environment. In addition, NOLC2 builds 
upon skills and knowledge provided thus far 
in the LMPD continuum to facilitate effective 
divisional management. It can be expected 
that most officers will conduct divisional 
officer duties on completion of NOLC2. 
completion of these three phases is a pre-
requisite for promotion to lieutenant.

Leadership is an essential part of our 
naval culture. it affects the productivity, 
readiness and performance of the navy. 
Leadership starts with personal ethics, 
common sense and a willingness and 
moral courage to hold oneself and others 
accountable. it involves placing one’s 
personal welfare aside and focussing on 
those issues that affect the majority and 
ensure the realisation of the mission.
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Part � – Leadership
“Now, there may be “too much Nelson,” for the times have changed since then, 
But as long as Man is Human we shall have to count on men.” � 

Leadership
Leadership is the art of consistently 
influencing and directing personnel 
in such ways as to obtain their willing 
obedience, confidence, respect and loyal 
co-operation in the manner desired 
by the leader. Leadership, more than 
social exchange, is a trust sustained by 
the personal example of the leader. for 
subordinates to be committed to the 
goals and values of the service, the leader 
must be a living example of those same 
goals and values. When once the leader 
sermonizes, “do as i say, not as i do”, trust 
starts to deteriorate and along with trust 
is lost morale and military effectiveness.

The Relationship Between 
Leadership and Management
Management is a process of establishing 
and maintaining objectives in the 
discharge of responsibility. it consists 
of planning, organising, directing, co-
ordinating, controlling and evaluating the 
use of personnel, money, materials and 
facilities to accomplish assigned tasks.

Whereas management is concerned 
primarily with administration process, 
leadership is concerned chiefly with 
personnel.  

1 Captain r. a. Hopkins rn, ‘Our fathers’, naval and Military record, 15th October 1913.

although leadership and management are 
quite different, good leadership demands 
robust management. 

The naval leader, distinguished by 
efficient management, will build an 
environment in which personnel 
appreciate management and information 
systems, project management 
spreadsheets, cost benefit analyses and 
balanced scorecards as critical to the 
infrastructure of command.

The conduct of multi-task group
engagements from the flag bridge with a
small-scale chart is no longer an option, 
as it was for task force commanders in
WW ii. complex systems are required 
to manage the means to complete all 
tasks that contribute to today’s combat 
efficiency. Officers are expected to employ 
the systems available to them effectively 
to achieve an outcome that synergises the 
capability of each system.

The use of leadership skills and 
management techniques overlap in the 
discharge of a leader’s duties and both 
are required for successful mission 
accomplishment. The person who is too 
immersed in management and its theory 
tends to focus on mission and mission 
support rather than the people who will 
actually accomplish the mission.  
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conversely, the leader whose mission 
fails because of inadequate management 
is of little use. The effective leader and 
manager maintains a balanced approach 
to both mission preparation and to the 
sailors.

The leader must heed the established 
principle “know your personnel and 
promote their welfare”. Managerialism 
that encourages an unconditional focus 
upon achievement at all costs preordains 
failure because its inherent lack of 
empathy erodes morale and esprit de 
corps, which together are the engine of 
fighting will. That fighting will essential 
to triumph is borne out in the exploits of

the Scrap Iron Flotilla, under 
Commander Hec Waller, RAN in the 
Mediterranean. More than management,
leadership is born of character and 
remains mindful of the welfare of 
personnel.

Duty and Service
naval leadership deals with a specific 
type of person: intelligent, educated 
and, by definition, with a commitment to 
serve the nation. naval leaders are, by the
nature of their duties, also invited to 
accept responsibility for the efficiency 
and welfare of their subordinates, thereby 
adding to the ‘service’ obligation of the 
officer. 

effective naval leaders must know their 
jobs, must be willing to work hard, accept 
responsibility, radiate enthusiasm, 
communicate lucidly, insist on competent 
performance (i.e. set suitable standards
and insist on them being met) and be
committed to serve the country and their 
shipmates above all else, including 
friendship and personal benefit.

Slim on Management: “Indeed, there were no wanting senior visiting officers who urged me 

to ‘fling two divisions across the Chindwin’. …somehow I have never had great confidence in 

generals who talk of ‘flinging’ divisions about. ‘Fling’ is a term for amateurs, not professionals. 

Besides, I noticed that the farther back these generals came from, the keener they were on my 

‘flinging’ divisions across the Chindwin. ...

An important consideration, too, in all my calculations, was that the enemy, if he was to avoid 
destruction, must win his battle before the monsoon set in. If he had failed by then to occupy 
the Imphal area he would be in an impossible supply position. Another factor was, of course, 
our supremacy in the air and the ability it gave me to use air supply. It should be remembered, 
however, that this would be dependent during the monsoon on the possession of all weather air 
fields.”

Field Marshall Sir William Slim prior to the battle for Imphal in �9��  

on the importance of good management as a component of good leadership. 
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Officers must also recognise that their 
career expectations and experience, and 
the attitudes that underpin them, will 
be different from those who have gone 
before and those who come after. such 
is the nature of generational change, 
that creates different expectations of 
commitment and obligations.

regardless of generational change, 
the obligation of service at sea is 
reduced ultimately to the discharge of 
responsibility in order to advance the 
needs of others. subjugation of self to 
the needs of one’s ship and one’s 
shipmates is demanded by the 
unforgiving nature of the environment 
afloat, and the expectations imposed 
upon the navy by the nation.

Leadership will demand occasionally 
difficult, perhaps unpopular decisions. 
Leadership however, is not beholden to 
popularity but is at all times committed 
to duty. Personal comfort, relationships 
and advantage must yield always to the 
interests of one’s ship and one’s nation; 
which it is our privilege to serve.

understand Yourself 
“Our doubts are traitors, 
And make us lose the good we oft might 
win, 
By fearing to attempt”

Shakespeare ‘Measure for Measure Act 1 
Scene IV’

conscious effort is required to understand 
one’s own strengths and weaknesses, 

with the aim of exploiting strengths and 
managing or diminishing weaknesses. 
knowledge of one’s strengths improves 
self-confidence and allows an individual to 
maximize their value to the organisation 
and unit. directing efforts where one 
knows they possess skills will, to some 
extent, occur naturally. individuals will 
tend to gravitate to those activities where
they feel most comfortable and self-
assured. We further benefit, however, by 
taking ourselves out of the ‘comfort zone’ 
to determine the limits of our capabilities.

similarly, an understanding of our 
weaknesses assists each person to seek 
knowledge or skill to eliminate less 
satisfactory capabilities. such self-
knowledge aids us in seeking advice and 
knowing which advice to accept and 
reject. understanding the limits of one’s 
capacity is as much a part of risk 
assessment as knowing the performance 
characteristics of one’s ship. We can not 
overcome a professional weakness if we 
don’t know it exists. in this context, 
introspection is an asset.

Know and Respect Your Sailors
knowledge of the personnel for which one 
is responsible is essential if their welfare 
and professional development is to be 
attended to. To address people by name 
is equally courteous and professionally 
expedient. Particular professional benefit 
accrues from the sense of inclusion, 
identity and esprit de corps, which can be 
fostered from the use of a name, as 
opposed to impersonal or discourteous 
forms of address. 
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knowing the personal circumstances and 
pressures under which a subordinate 
suffers, both at home and afloat, is 
necessary if an officer is to discharge 
responsibility for the subordinate’s 
welfare. Make the effort to engage your 
people in conversation. enquire as to their 
views about the ship and events. When 
confidence is established you will learn 
much about what is going on and about 
the individuals in the ship and be able to 
assist and counsel thereby.

Teamwork
ships are functionally organised into 
small teams that inter-relate in the 
delivery of operational services and tasks. 
each team’s performance is a contributor 
to overall combat capability. There is 
a natural synergy due to the shared 
experience and focus on the task at hand 
rather than the chain of command. When 
things go well, they do so because of the 
contribution of the many.

Optimum team performance afloat 
requires a transformational leadership 
approach and the shaping of attitudes and 
values that support co-operative effort to 
achieve common ship-wide goals. Once 
achieved, teamwork improves speed of 
reaction and diminishes error in each 
sequence of an activity or operation. 
Teamwork is developed by training, 
practice and communication, among other 
things.  

it starts with a shared and common 
understanding of the task at hand. 
Within each team there is a diversity of 
skills, experience and attributes. Officers 
influence this diversity by the way they 
go about training and developing combat 
capability.

in a team-oriented activity, members 
must interact effectively among 
themselves. The leader must direct the 
whole, while attending to the needs of 
the individual. The physical structure of 
the platform and the sustained nature of 
some operations, generate inter-personal 
issues and intimacy that impact on the 
dynamics of the team and the leadership 
tasks required of the officers. The 
weather exposes the ship’s company to
mental and physical fatigue, which the 
leader must personally endure while 
simultaneously maintaining group 
direction and attending to individual 
sailors’ welfare. 

in a ship, teams are formed formally by 
division, function or living area. informal 
groups will also exist based on a common 
interest or goal. such informal groups 
will have a natural leader. knowledge of 
informal groups and those who lead them 
provides another avenue for influencing 
behaviour within the team by seeking 
to align, as far as is possible, the aims of 
both the informal group and the formal 
one.
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Discipline
The navy deploys in pursuit of the 
nation’s interests. it can do so because the 
service maintains values and discipline in
which the nation has confidence. This is a
resource to be valued. at a higher level, 
rules of engagement define bounds 

beyond which the support of the nation
is not conclusive. unit discipline ensures 
adherence to constitutional restrictions 
defined by operational rules. Thus, the 
pivotal place of discipline is apparent. 
discipline underpins the effective 
performance of a duty. 

Discipline: The ran’s flagship HMas Australia had been overseas for five years since mid 

1914, attached to the rn’s battle cruiser fleet. she had seen little action and had spent most 

of WW i on tedious patrol and escort duties in the north sea or at anchor in the Orkney 

islands, often in appalling weather. Australia departed England in late April 1919 for her 
return to Sydney.

On 1 June 1919 Australia was due to sail from fremantle on completion of a three day visit and 

her first home port of call since returning from britain. Hitherto the sailors had been subject 

to rigid discipline and very little shore leave. The ship was under strength and the material 

conditions were spartan. The motivation provided by possible combat was absent.  

The armistice was signed many months previously and some sailors felt they had done their 

bit. The fremantle waterfront was subject to serious industrial unrest and Australia was 

moored at a buoy. The residents of fremantle had extended a warm welcome to the sailors.

at 1030 and with special sea dutymen closed up, about 90 sailors gathered in disorder on 

the quarterdeck, some still in liberty rig. They asked that the ship’s sailing be delayed to 

allow them to return hospitality to their new friends ashore. The request was denied and 

the sailors ordered to their duty stations. They did so with discontent and “ejaculations of 
an insubordinate nature”. some of these sailors proceeded below and induced the stokers to 

abandon the boiler room thus preventing the ship from casting off. Lower deck was cleared 

and the captain read the naval discipline act and the articles of War. Order was restored.

seven sailors were summarily tried and sentenced to 90 days imprisonment and another 

five were court-martialled and convicted for being “joined in a mutiny not accompanied by 
violence”.

See ‘The HMAS Australia Mutiny, �9�9’, David Stevens, cited in ‘Naval Mutinies of the �0th 

Century – An International Perspective’, Bell and Elleman Eds, Cass, �00�, pps���-���.
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Initiative
initiative is pursuing what must be 
done and doing it, even in the absence 
of orders. sailors will respond well to a 
leader who meets new and unexpected 

challenges with prompt action. inactivity 
or passive acceptance of an unsatisfactory 
situation because of a lack of the normal 
means to cope with it, is unjustified 
especially in war fighting.

Initiative. captain collins’ intuition and initiative caused him to depart from his orders 

while in the aegean sea. as commanding officer of HMas Sydney, during 1940, he was

under verbal instructions from the commander-in-chief Mediterranean (Vice Admiral 
Andrew Cunningham, RN) to support a destroyer sweep in the kaso strait, east of crete, 
and then to proceed north with the destroyer HMs Havock and conduct anti-contraband 

operations off Piraeus. The rest of the destroyer squadron was to sweep the north coast of 

crete and return to alexandria via the western end of the island. 

captain collins considered that the absence of written instructions gave him discretion and 

he decided to steam west instead of north to provide support to the destroyer squadron until 

dawn. Obliged to maintain radio silence, captain collins was unable to seek approval for 

his departure from instructions. The destroyer squadron was also unaware that Sydney and 

Havock had stayed in the vicinity.

shortly after 7am on 19 July 1940, captain nicholson, commanding the destroyer squadron, 

reported contact with two cruisers who were later identified as Bartolomeo Colleoni and 

Giovanni delle Banda Nere. Sydney maintained radio silence to avoid alerting the enemy to 

his presence. He closed captain nicholson's position who was still unaware Sydney and 

Havock were nearby - he thought them 200 nautical miles to the north.

Thus began the battle of cape spada and the sinking of Bartolomeo Colleoni by Sydney.

On return to alexandria, Cunningham met captain collins with the inquiry: “Well done. I 

was very relieved when your enemy report showed you were on the spot, but how did you get 
there?” side stepping his departure from orders, captain collins replied: “Providence guided 

me, sir.” “Well in future you can continue to take your orders from Providence”, said the 

admiral.
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Establish Trust
subordinates need to believe that they can 
trust their superiors. be open and honest 
in informing people about the mission, 
their part in it, what is expected and why. 
respect each and every sailor as a worthy, 
special and different human being who, 
like you, has strengths and weaknesses, 
character and idiosyncrasies.

Mutual expectations may take the form 
of agreements entered into voluntarily. 

They are an essential device for regulating 
disputes and defining boundaries of 
acceptable behaviour. Truth telling and 
the honouring of voluntary agreements 
are powerful moral weapons in the 
exercise of leadership.

Manage expectations and ensure they are 
realistic. Once committed – deliver. if you 
cannot, then make a conscious effort to 
manage and explain the let down.

Commodore, later Vice 
Admiral, Sir John Collins.
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Responsibility and 
Accountability 
a clear understanding of where 
responsibility lies and an honest 
endeavour to discharge those 
responsibilities personally held, is a 
basic requirement for a successful leader. 
such a person will also be accountable 
for their actions. accountability is a 
crucial characteristic of good leadership. 
a professional naval officer will assume 
authority, fulfil responsibilities and 
account for their actions. Those who 
seek to blame others for their own 
deeds will be quickly distrusted by their 
subordinates and rendered ineffective by 
their own self deceit. 

Leaders are accountable, that is, liable, 
for their actions and that of their 
subordinates. This accountability derives 
from the authority vested in, or delegated 
to, the officer.  

authority and responsibility obviously 
increase with rank and follow from the 
past performance, known skill and the 
experience of the officer. 

Delegating Authority
“….. leadership must be based on 
goodwill. Goodwill does not mean 
posturing and, least of all, pandering 
to the mob. It means obvious and 
wholehearted commitment to helping 
followers. We are tired of leaders we fear, 
tired of leaders we love, and most tired 
of leaders who let us take liberties with 
them. What we need for leaders are men 
of the heart that are so helpful that they, 
in effect, do away with the need of their 
jobs. But leaders like that are never out 
of a job, never out of followers. Strange 
as it sounds, great leaders gain authority 
by giving it away …..”

Admiral James Stockdale 1987

Bartolomeo Colleoni 
stopped and sinking 

after action with 
HMAS Sydney and 
destroyers 1940.
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delegation is not as easy as it sounds, 
especially for the more fastidious and 
inflexible officers. delegation involves 
setting a task clearly, defining the 
standards, considerations and timeline 
and providing the resources required. 

standing by while others make mistakes 
on your behalf requires considerable self-
discipline but with appropriate controls, 
this is a proven way for subordinates to 

learn and improve. There is a balance to 
be struck between assisting others to 
develop their skills, confidence and 
initiative while retaining control over 
standards and avoiding any undesirable 
outcomes.

The skill of delegating also prepares you 
for more senior duties in which you do 
not achieve results through your own 
personal work performance but, rather, 
by supervising and directing the tasks of 
others and, in due course, commanding 
them. 

as the level of command rises in the 
hierarchy, delegation of authority to 
subordinates ensues. Power can be 
delegated but authority cannot. More 
importantly, when discharging the 
delegated duties, subordinates will draw 
upon the example of their commander for 
guidance. if the standard of performance 
is less than the commander would wish, it 
may be appropriate to start by examining 
the role model the subordinates have 
available to them.

Performance, Professionalism 
and Knowledge 
Warfare practitioners are responsible 
to the command for expert professional
advice on the conduct of a ship’s 
operations. The commanding officer, not

being all knowing, will make decisions
based on that advice. This includes 
combat decisions and weapon exchange. 
nothing inspires confidence and respect 
more than demonstrated professional 
knowledge and competence. knowledge 
should not be limited to naval subjects but 
include broader defence aspects and those 
of international interest.

Courage and Resolution
‘Maintenance of the aim’ is the first 
principle of war and is a feature of 
leadership at every level exercised. 
Maintaining focus is relatively easy  
when circumstances are favourable.  
The challenge of leadership comes when 
conditions are less so.

courage is a quality that recognizes 
the fear of danger or criticism but 
enables a person to face it calmly, with 
resolution and determination. in simple 
terms, courage is the control of fear that 
enables a person to act responsibly in a 
threatening situation. The effective leader 
must have moral as well as physical 
courage. This entails knowing and doing 
what is right in the face of personal 
disfavour. 
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resolution, one of the most enduring 
features of leadership, defines firmness 
of purpose, determination, tenacity 
and perseverance. resolution connotes 
fortitude in the face of travails and 
tribulation. such resolution, founded 
upon belief in the task at hand, inspires 

courage and self-sacrifice. such resolution 
involves not blinking when eye to eye 
with adversity. That is not to say that 
the resolute leader does not maintain a 
correct perspective and becomes fixated 
upon achieving unachievable aims at the 
reckless cost of personnel and materiel. 

Courage: in March 1942 evacuation from the netherlands east indies was being undertaken 

in the presence of heavy enemy action. a number of allied ships had concentrated at Padang 

and Tjilatjap in preparation for retreat to colombo in the west or to fremantle in the south.

On 4th March, the sloop HMas Yarra was proceeding SSE at 8.5 knots with a convoy of two 
transports, Anking and Francol, and one small motor minesweeper MMS 51, attempting to 

escape from sunda strait to australia. at about 0630, Yarra sighted a Japanese force astern 

comprising three heavy cruisers (iJs Atago, Takao and Maya) and two destroyers. Yarra was 

armed with three 4 inch guns. The cruisers had 30 x 8 inch guns between them. 

Yarra’s captain, Lieutenant commander robert William rankin ran, manoeuvred to lay 

smoke and ordered the convoy to scatter. He then put about and opened fire on the lead 

Japanese ship, they being in line ahead. One hit was observed. Yarra then followed back into 

the smoke and was readied for abandonment. 

after ten minutes or so, Yarra emerged from the smoke and the gun battle resumed with the 

cruisers said to be at 4,000 yards or so. One by one the convoy was sunk. rankin was killed 

when a shell hit the bridge but the ship continued to fight under the command of the first 

Lieutenant, Lieutenant commander smith. by 0700 Yarra was a floating wreck and 

‘abandon ship!’ was ordered. The captain of no 2 gun, Leading seaman Ronald Taylor, 

disobeyed the order and remained at his gun with the aim of fighting on, until he too was 

killed and all guns were silent. a destroyer continued to bombard Yarra from close range 

until 0930. Yarra was the last of the convoy to go down, sinking at about 1000.

See ‘Royal Australian Navy �9�9-�9��’, G. Herman Gill, AWM, �9��.
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Show Respect for Others: Royal Oak affair. in January 1928 HMs Royal Oak was moored in 
Malta Harbour flying the flag of rear admiral b. st G. collard cb dsO rn, flag Officer 

commanding first battle squadron, Mediterranean fleet. rear admiral collard was a 

gunnery officer by specialisation, as were the Flag Captain and Commander of Royal Oak. 

The flag ship was hosting a dance that balmy evening. The ship’s royal Marine band 

provided incidental music under the control of bandmaster Percy barnacle rM. The Admiral 

is recorded as being of irascible demeanour at the time and had just finished dinner with the 

Commander-In-Chief and others. He took exception to the latest american airs being played 
by the band, which were noted as being “sleepy in tempo and unfamiliar to the ears of fox-

trotting Mediterranean connoisseurs”. The Admiral scolded and berated bandmaster barnacle. 

He accused him of making “a bloody awful noise” and playing music “like a dirge”. He 

ordered the marine band replaced by the ship’s volunteer jazz band. He publicly and audibly 

described bandmaster Percy barnacle rM as a “bugger”.

bandmaster barnacle was a proud man and, in any case, he also trained the jazz band. He was 

now indignant, a state of mind duly amplified by the epithet soon circulating on the lower 

deck: “Who called the bandmaster a bugger? Who called the bugger a bandmaster?” This public 

attack on a dignified senior non commissioned officer had left the bandmaster humiliated 

and the marine band members seething.

Other incidents ensued, which derived from the   Admiral’s predisposition for dictatorial and 

abusive tratment of his immediate subordinates, often conducted publicly. Thus it was 
discourtesy shown to bandmaster barnacle that resurfaced three months later in the broader 

context of an investigation into the Admiral’s behaviour and representations about it. The

investigation lead to the Admiral voluntarily lowering his flag, never to be raised afloat again, 

and in due course he was placed on the retired list, publicly disgraced. The flag captain and 

commander were dismissed from their ship and later court martialled and found guilty 

because of the nature of their representations. 

apart from being a compelling instance of ‘chaos Theory’ in practice, the case shows that pig 

headedness and tantrums may bring their own reward in due course.

Derived from ‘The Royal Oak Courts Martial’, Leslie Gardiner, Blackwood and Sons, �9��.
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Enthusiasm and Motivation
enthusiasm is infectious and implies 
belief in the objective or endeavour. 
When present, it is a powerful factor 
in job performance and mission 
accomplishment. 

Motivation is a quality that gives an 
officer the desire and determination to be 
successful in the tasks being undertaken. 
it is the capacity to give a task one’s 
full support and energy. Leadership is 
improved by the demonstration of keen 
interest, optimism and cheerfulness.

Creating Self Worth
recognition of an individual is vitally 
important in developing self worth and 
self-confidence, which then underpins an 

individual’s capacity to contribute fully in 
the team environment.  
criticise only when necessary and do so 
in the form of constructive advice. Praise 
publicly. criticise privately. in addition to 
being morally repugnant and manifestly 
illegal, constant exposure of subordinates 
to ridicule and denigration is de-
motivating and destroys self-confidence. 
empower people by removing the barriers 
that interfere with their performance and 
their welfare. 

The standards you set for yourself will 
be the one’s your subordinates will 
consider appropriate for themselves. 
Your professional competence will define 
the confidence your people have in your 
judgement and therefore their willingness 
to comply with alacrity and trust.

A pre-firing brief 
takes place in the 
Operations Room 

in HMAS 
Warramunga.
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HMAS Waterhen ship's 
company stands at ease 
during the anniversary 

of The Sinking Of 
Waterhen (I) 

Commemoration 
Ceremony, held at 
HMAS Waterhen, 

Sydney.

Judgement
Judgement is the quality of logically 
weighing facts and possible solutions, 
and basing decisions upon these 
considerations. Judgement is a critical 
element in leadership decision making. it 
has two components. One is knowledge. 
a leader can not make a judgement if 
they are unfamiliar with the subject. The 
second element is common sense, which 
is an attribute gained through experience. 
it is also aided by understanding the 
process of risk analysis.

Communication
communication must be a priority and 
is an intrinsic component of exercising 
leadership. subordinates must know 
their leader’s expectations, standards 
and plans and be clear about these if they 
are to perform their duties. They will 
perform with greater enthusiasm and 
understanding if they know why they are 
doing what they are doing and its context. 
clarity is essential and ambiguity must 
be avoided. Provide feedback – this is 
communication. 
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Communication is 
an important part of 

leadership: Rear Admiral 
V.A.T. Smith DSC, Flag 

Officer Commanding HMA 
Fleet, briefing his 

commanding officers in 
HMAS Melbourne prior to 
exercises. ater to become 
Admiral Sir Victor Smith, 

AC, KBE, CB, DSC RAN and 
Chairman Chiefs of Staff 

Committee.
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Part � - Navy Values
The Boundaries of Leadership and 
Management in the RAN
all officers need to be effective leaders. 
although the principles of leadership are 
universal, service afloat involves a unique 
leadership environment. 

In 2009 the ran committed to a cultural 
reform program called New Generation Navy 
(NGN). Navy Values demonstrated through 
Navy's Signature Behaviours are the 
foundation for NGN.  The Navy values of 
honour, honesty, courage, integrity, and 
loyalty are applicable to all navy people, 
whether in leadership positions or not. 

Our navy values provide a basis for our 
personal and professional conduct and 
enable us to respond dynamically to new 
situations. They guide how we behave and 

Honour: is the fundamental value upon which the navy and each person’s reputation depends. 
To demonstrate honour demands the application of the four prime values of the navy and to 
consistently behave in a way that is becoming and worthwhile.

Honesty: is always being truthful, knowing 
and doing what is right for the navy and 
ourselves. 

Courage: is the strength of character to do 
what is right in the face of personal adversity, 
danger and threat.

Loyalty: is being committed to each other 
and to our duty of service to australia.

Integrity: is the display of truth, honesty and 
fairness that gains respect and trust from 
others.

how we treat each other. navy’s values 
should be a source of strength and moral 
courage. navy’s values are nothing but 
words unless each of us converts them 
into actions and the values are used to 
influence our decision making processes 
and the standards that we expect of 
others.

follow the rules but when there is doubt, 
or rules don’t cover the situation, then 
apply values. rules change because 
they cannot anticipate every situation. 
Values provide core beliefs, which 
guide decisions in the absence of other 
direction. 
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Future leaders 
– �9�9 Term Royal

Australian Naval 
College in HMAS
Cerberus. Term 

Officer Lieutenant 
Commander, later 

Rear Admiral, W. J. 
Dovers DSC, RAN.

Officers and 
sailors listen as 

the Commander 
of the Australian 
Fleet  presents at 
HMAS Watson, 

Sydney.
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Ethics in Decision Making
There is inevitably a tension between 
moral reasoning and society’s 
expectations, and those of rational self 
interest. The successful naval leader 
must put the former first in deciding their 
moral systems. a leader who does ‘the 
right thing’ irrespective of the possible 
consequences will be respected. an officer 
who develops the reputation of being 
morally weak or prone to expediency 
will be seen for what they are and their 
capacity to provide effective leadership 
will be reduced. 

unpopular decisions will be required of 
all officers in the course of their duties. 
if these occur against a background 
of self interest and moral lassitude, 
compliance by subordinates may be less 
than wholehearted. There is no such thing 
as a minor transgression when you are a 
leader. each time we allow something to 
pass that should be addressed, we set the 
tone for others to follow.

Relative Morality
Morality is not absolute. some would 
argue that there are no objective values.2 
Values vary with time and are relative 
to the society, culture and organisation 

Part � - Ethics
Ethics a Contemporary Issue
ethics is about choosing between different 
courses of action. it is a field of endeavour 
always present in naval service. This 
matter is important because individuals 
within the navy are empowered more than 
in the past by quality education and 
access to information independent of the 
chain of command. This creates more 
decision options and less reliance on 
official channels. There is also within 
society a decline in trust in the 
professions and other traditional sources 
of social authority. The right to exercise 
authority may be questioned. for the 
armed forces these influences are 
particularly difficult because of the life 
and death decisions that are inherent in 
the conduct of military operations and the 
underlying dilemma of the end justifying 
the means.

for the purpose of this section, ‘ethics’ is 
deemed to be a set of moral principles. 
Morality relates to what is right and 
wrong in behaviour in the context of the 
value set in which one believes. 

a sense of right and wrong is 
indispensable to the naval leader who 
benefits from being quite clear about 
these issues before being placed in the 
position of having to decide under stress. 

2  see for example J. L. Mackie, ‘ethics – inventing right and Wrong’, Penguin 1990, pps 15-49:  
“The subjectivity of Values”.
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in which the value judgements are made 
and the philosophical environment of that 
society. 

a moral assessment is also relative to the 
circumstances in which it is made. 

Leadership, service and morality must be 
aligned. That is, good leadership, in the 
australian navy context requires as its 
starting point conformance with national 
expectations of morality.

Ethics as a Benchmark
ethics are the principles by which our 
actions may be judged – good or bad, 
right or wrong. They include the way we 
make decisions when it is not completely 
clear what is right. and they are about 
doing the right thing. ethics are not 
simply about acting according to the 
law or in compliance with consideration 
for values, perspective, judgement and 
consequences.

Morality is also pliant. all naval officers 
need to be aware of generational issues 
and how they affect perceptions of right 
and wrong. The prevailing morality in 
australia 30 years ago (in as far as it can 
be measured) when the current senior 
leadership entered the navy, is quite 
different in many ways to that which 
exists now. That, which at one time, 
might have been seen as disloyalty to the 
organisation, may now be interpreted 
as loyalty to society. attitudes to sex, 
marriage, religion and even the
universality of western philosophy have 
all altered or at least been placed under 
considerable scrutiny.

Consistency
if we believe that a certain course of 
action is morally right or wrong, ought 
or ought not be done, then the same view 
must be taken about another similar 
action. numerical differences don’t matter 
in moral judgements. if something ‘ought’ 
to be done then it follows that there is a 
reason for doing so. 

Do the Right Thing in Command. General cosgrove as chief of defence force said the 

following about his first platoon command:

“I figured if they gave me the thumbs up that was the first and most important goal achieved. 
And after that, to keep that process – trying hard and trying to do the right thing each and every 
time by those people – you can directly touch them each and every time. And I find that if you 
do that, then by and large you are doing the job not just for those who you directly touch but for 
everybody who is influenced by the things you do.”
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Moral Responsibility
responsibility for one’s actions may be 
determined in both a legal and ethical 
way, and they may not be the same. 
Legal tradition has it that a guilty mind 
is a necessary precondition for criminal 
responsibility. That is, one can only be 
held responsible for intended actions. if 
one foresees the inimical results of an 
action or inaction and still goes ahead, 
then issues of responsibility arise.

Legal and moral responsibility are not 
synonymous. The navy routinely holds 
commanding officers responsible for

unintended actions. ships’ captains do
not intend to run their ships aground or 
lose sailors overboard from a submerging 
submarine, but are nevertheless held 
responsible. There may also be conflicting 
and irreconcilable differences between 
legal and moral responsibility. 

Ethics Digest

This section has not sought to provide a 
list of ethics or standards of conduct. a 
digest is contained in appendix 1 for the 
consideration of readers, who are also 
invited to consult Australian Naval 
Publications, defence circular 
memorandums and periodic publications
by the inspector General, in addition to 
the standard leadership texts.

 Commanding 
Officer HMAS 
Warramunga,  

watches on from the 
captain's chair in 

the ship's 
operations room.
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Ethics and Values Digest

Navy’s Values
navy’s values guide how we will behave, 
how we will treat each other, define what 
is important – they bind us together. 
Values are a source of strength and 
provide a moral system to guide our 
actions.

The importance of these values is such 
that if individual navy people cannot 
accept them and consistently apply them, 
then they have no place serving australia 
in the navy. These values are:

Honour

is the fundamental value on which the 
navy and each person’s reputation 
depends. To demonstrate honour demands 
the application of the four prime values of 
the navy and to consistently behave in a 
way that is becoming and worthwhile.

Honesty

is always being truthful, knowing and 
doing what is right for the navy and 
ourselves.

Courage

is the strength of character to do what is 
right in the face of personal adversity, 
danger and threat.

Integrity

is the display of truth, honesty and 
fairness that gains respect and trust from 
others.

Loyalty

is being committed to each other and to 
our duty of service to australia.

A commander from HMAS Canberra 
(III) salutes after reciting the Ode during 
the Last Post Ceremony at the Australian 

War Memorial.
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Ethical Standards for Officers

The following standards list is provided 
to assist officers in considering their 
moral system and its application in the 
practice of naval service.

1. Put australia, naval service and your
people before self;

2. direct professional efforts at the
effective conduct of maritime 
operations in defence of australia;

3. Have regard to the manner in which
your actions will reflect on the navy
and on australia;

4. set an example for subordinates by
applying the royal australian navy’s 
values;

5. avoid using rank, title, official
position or office for personal gain;

6. encourage subordinates to pursue
conformance with navy’s standards;

7. diligently attend to the welfare of
subordinates;

8. actively sponsor and recognise ethical
behaviour;

9. expose unethical actions,
recommendations and advice and 
counsel against them;

10. support the provision of correct
information, challenge incorrect 
information and do not allow 
unsubstantiated information to remain so;

11. neither conceal nor ignore our 
weaknesses and work to diminish them;

12. Commit to actions you are prepared to
explain and defend to your peers and
superiors  (i.e. talk truth to power). Be
prepared to have your actions scrutinised;
and

13. seek informed advice w.hen in doubt
as to the ethics of a proposed action.



Professional Conduct – 
A Check List
The following is a selective list that 
provides some practical ways in which the 
above ethical standards and values may 
be applied:

1. Work for efficiency, timeliness and
economy in the performance of one’s
duties both ashore and afloat;

2. Care for and value the equipment and
material provided for the performance
of naval duties;

3. Pursue and advocate the means to
improve the professional performance
of the unit;

4. strive for professional and personal
improvement, both as a naval officer 
and also for subordinates;

5. avoid any action that might give the
appearance of using public office for 
private gain;

6. avoid giving preferential treatment
– maintain impartial judgement in the
conduct of naval affairs;

7. Never discriminate by the dispensing
or withholding of special favours in a
way that influences the performance
of duties;

8. Make official decisions within official
channels;

9. shun actions that would diminish
public confidence in the navy’s 
integrity;

10. use defence information only for

defence purposes;
11. reject using one’s position as an

officer in the royal australian navy to
influence a person to supply a private
benefit;

12. use naval and government property
for officially approved purposes;

13. avoid gift giving where inappropriate
and politely decline offers of gifts;

14. eschew excessive or repeated offers of
free hospitality and reject such offers
that involve free travel;

15. conduct official business and engage in
naval operations in accordance with
laws, regulations and lawful
commands;

16. Make no private promises that are
binding upon the official appointment
that one holds;

17. expose corruption, negligence,

incompetence and lassitude; and,

18. Give honest endeavour - An honest day's
work for an honest day's pay.
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Warfare Officers Maritime Tasks

Specialist Skills
• Principal Warfare Officer
• submarines
• Maritime Geospatial Officer
• Mine Warfare & clearance diving

Officer
• Pilot
• Maritime Aviation Warfare Officer

General & Functional 
Qualifications,  
Sub-Specialist and  
Other Skills
• intelligence
• air Warfare
• surface Warfare
• Mine Warfare
• clearance diving
• submarine Warfare
• navigation
• communications and Information Warfare
• Helicopter Warfare instructor
• Maritime Aviation Warfare Officer Instructor
• aero systems
• flying instructor
• Helicopter instructor
• Test Pilot
• Hydrography
• Meteorology & Oceanography

Maritime Functions
• command and control
• intelligence collection

• surveillance & reconnaissance

• information operations

APPENDIx �

• Hydrographic and Oceanographic
survey

• naval support to diplomacy
• naval presence, patrol and response
• sovereignty patrols
• exclusion zone enforcement
• Trade and movement embargo patrols
• naval control and protection of shipping
• Maritime intervention
• interdiction of shipping
• Mine warfare
• air defence
• explosive ordnance disposal
• surface warfare
• strike operations
• underwater warfare
• special operations support
• rescue at sea
• amphibious operations and sea lift

Defence Assistance to the Civil 
Community & Defence Force 
Aid to the Civil Power
• search and rescue
• disaster and humanitarian relief
• evacuation
• Peace operations
• anti-piracy operations
• counter terrorism
• Hydrographic and Oceanographic

surveys and production of nautical
charts and publications

• civil enforcement: customs,
immigration, quarantine, fishery and
resource enforcement in the exclusive
economic Zone, protection of the
marine environment.
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Abbreviations

ausralian Defence ForceADF

ADFWC
ADQUAL  

AEW&C  

ADF Warfare Centre 
additional Qualification  

aiO  

airborne Early Warning  
and control
Australian Hydrographic Service 
action information Organisation

ais  automatic identification 
system

aOdc  australian Oceanographic 
data centre

ASM  Anti Ship Missile 

astro-nav   Astronomical navigation

BWC  

CDO

CDT

CFN

DGST

CN

CO
CSIRO

CTG 
DDG 

DINTC

dJfHQ  

Defence Intelligence 
Research & Analysis Centre 
deployable Joint force 
Headquarters

dOM  directorate of Oceanography 
and Meteorology

DVRS

DTSG  defence Technology and 
Science Group

ECDIS

digital Voice recording 
system

Guided Missile Frigate

electronic chart distribution 
information system

EEZ exclusive economic Zone
EO explosive Ordnance disposal

EW Electronic Warfare
FB

FFG

GOPS

FWOC  

Frigate Helicopter Capable
Fleet Weather and 
Oceanography centre

HF

Fleet Board

HQ
HQJOC

HS
IDIC

Graded Officer Pay Structure  

FFH

AHS

ASW  
AvWO

  

DIGO

DIRAC

anti submarine Warfare 
Maritime Aviation Warfare Officer 
Bridge Warfare Certificate 
Clearance Diving Officer 
Clearance Diving Team 
Canadian Navy
Chief of Navy 
Career Manager
Commanding Officer 
Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organisation 
Commander Task Group  

Guided Missile destroyers 

Geospatial Survey Team Defence 
Imagery and Geospatial 
Organisation Defence 
Intelligence Training Centre

ACPB Armidale Class Patrol Boat

FBE

FBW

Fleet Base East
Fleet Base West

GPS Global Positioning System

HMGRP

HMAS

Hydrographic Meteorological 
and Oceanographic Group
Her Majesty's Australian Ship

High Frequency

CM

FAA Fleet Air Arm

FHQ Fleet Head Quarters

Headquarters
Headquarters Joint 
Operations Command
Hydrographic Ship
Introduction to Defence 
Intelligence Course
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IED 

 

  

JOIC AUS

iHO  

inT  
iW
JOc 

LaDS

LHd 

MCD 

MCDO 

METOC 

MFU
MS 

MWV 
NGN

OfT 

OMc 

OOW 

PQ 
PWO 

Operational flying Training 

Operational MeTOc centre 

RAAF
RAN  
RANC

Officer of the Day 
Order of Merit
Officer of the Watch 
Operations Room 
Platform Endorsement 
Primary Qualification 
Principal Warfare Officer 
Qualifications Based Board 
Royal australian air force 
Royal Australian Navy 
royal australian naval  
college

ranrL  
rea  

rn  
SAR  

SUBGRP

sML  
SMOTC

sW  

ran research Laboratories 
rapid environmental 
assessment
Royal Navy
Search and Rescue
Surface Combatant Navigation Course 
Survey Motor Launch
Submarine Officer Training 
Course
School of Maritime Warfare 
Submarine Selection Course
Sea Training Group 
Submarine Training and 
Systems Centre
Submarine Group
surface Warfare 

uk  United  kingdom

USN united states navy

WEEO Weapons electrical 
engineering Officer

WWI World War One
WWII World War Two
XO Executive Officer

MCL
MCM

JWAC

NIOBC

NWC
NWC

NPCMA

Improvised Explosive Device     
international Hydrographic 
Organisation
Intelligence 
Information Warfare
Joint Operational command 
Joint Operations intelligence 
Centre Australia 
Junior Warfare Application 
Course
Laser airborne depth 
sounder
Landing Helicopter Dock 
Leadership Managment and 
Professional Development 
Mine Warfare and Clearance 
Diving
Mine Warfare and clearance 
diving Officer
Mariner's Competency Log 
Mine counter Measures 
Meteorological and 
Oceanographic
Major Fleet Units
Member Statement
Mine Warfare
Maritime Warfare Officer 
Minor War Vessel Navigation 
New Generation Navy 
Naval Intelligence Officers 
Basic Course 
Naval Warfare Community 
Navigation Watchkeeping 
Certificate
Naval Air Station Weather 
and Oceanography Centre 
Navy Personnel Career 
Management Agency

MW
STG

PE

NWOC

OOD

SMW

SCNC

LMPD

MWO

OOM

QBB

SSC

STSC

UN United Nations

OPS Room
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Warfare Officer Badges
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Mine Warfare and clearance diving Officer

Principal Warfare Officer

Maritime Geospatial Officer

Pilot

submariner

Maritime Aviation Warfare Officer
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Warfare Community Associations

Australian Defence Association
http://www.ada.asn.au/links.htm   
Email: enquiries@ada.asn.au

Australian Naval Institute
www. navalinstitute.com.au 
Email: admin@navalinstitute.com.au

Ex-Women's Royal Australian Naval Service (WRANS) 
www.navalassoc.org.au

Fleet Air Arm Association of Australia (FAAAA)
www.faaaa.asn.au
Phone: 0427 700 637

Naval Association of Australia (NAA)
www.navalassoc.org.au
Email: nationalpresident@navalassoc.org.au 
National Headquarters Phone: 1300 780 054

Naval Warfare Officers' Association (NWOA)
NWOA incorporates the St Barbara's Association Australian Division 
http://warfareofficer.org.au
Phone: 02 9337 0648

Naval Officers Club
www.navalofficer.com.au

Submarines Association of Australia
http://submarinesaustralia.com/index.htm

White Ensign Magazine 
Email: WhiteEnsign@NavalAssoc.org.au

 Members of the Principal 
Warfare Officer course at 

the Naval Warfare Officers' 
Association annual mess 

dinner held in HMAS 
Watson.

Submarine Institute of Australia (SIA)
www.submarineinstitute.com 

Navy League of Australia
www.navyleague.org.au

Australian Mine Warfare Association
www.aussiemws.com

RAN Clearance Divers Association
www.rancda.com

RAN Communications Branch Association
www.rancba.org.au
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Professional and Departmental 
Publications
• ran doctrine Publication no 1

‘australian Maritime doctrine’,
department of defence, 2010.

•

•

Barrett, Tim (VADM) 'The Navy and
the Nation: Australia’s Maritime
Power in the 21st Century', Melbourne
University Press, Melbourne 2017.

ANP 2110 - RAN Career Management.

•

‘c4 for the 21st century: The navy c4
Master Plan’, dnc4isreW.

•

ADDP 3.2, ‘amphibious Operations.

•

addP d.1, ‘The australian approach
to Warfare’, australian defence
Headquarters canberra.

•

addP d.2 ‘force 2020’, australian
defence Headquarters canberra.

• ‘Defence White Paper
2016', Commonwealth of
Australia, Canberrra, 2016.
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